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2Abstract of Thesis
This is a study and an edition of al-Tanbih wal-iclam  IT mustafadi 
Tl-qudati wa 1-hukkam by Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. 
cAbd Allah al-Yafranl known as al-qadl al-Miknasi(d.917/1511), 
a Moroccan scholar living in Fes during the last stages of the Merinid 
dynasty. The work is composed of two main parts: The first 
represents an editorial introduction in which a detailed study has 
been made in order to bring to light both the author and his book, 
focusing on the author’s identity including his lineage as well as his 
scholarly life and career. In addition, we have set up a general picture 
of the political and intellectual environment in Morocco during the 
author's life time.
With regard to the primary text, our study has sought to provide a 
description of the manuscript copies, a brief overview of the subject 
matter, and a consideration of the structure of the text and its sources 
from Maliki Ilqh. We have also aimed to consider the author’s 
treatment of his chosen topics. Observations of the edited work and 
some features of its importance as a contribution to the Maliki fiqh 
field are also offered.
The general footnotes to the Arabic text, made in English along with 
the glossary of legal terms and phrases, and a bibliography are 
provided in this section.
3The second section is comprised of the primary text al-Tanbih wa 1- 
i°l am which has been transcribed into typed form to make it more 
accessible to the reader, but remains in keeping with the original 
structure of the text. It is numbered in Arabic numerals and includes 
editorial footnotes which mark the differences between the 
manuscript copies. Chapters and sub chapters are clearly outlined, 
while indices of Qur’anic verses, prophetic traditions, persons and 
geographical names are located at the end of this section.
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The identity of al-Qadi al-MiknasI
There are two different sources from which we can ascertain the 
identity of al-Qadi al-Miknasi The first source is the book which is 
herewith presented; al-Tanblh wa 'l-icram fi mustafadi 1-qudati 
wa'l-hukkhm, and the second source is the information about al- 
Miknasi which is reported in some biographical works.
Regarding the author’s name as presented at the beginning of the 
primary text, all of the five manuscripts in use in this study identify 
him under an identical name; Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. cAbd 
Allah b. Muhammad al-Yafranl known as al-Qadi al-Miknasi. 
This indicates that the author had identified himself at the beginning 
of his work al- Tanbih as was the practice of authors during al- 
Miknasf s time. Accordingly, we can use this source to settle any 
differences which occur between the biographers who have used 
vaiying names, as will become evident during the investigation of the 
biographical works.
9As for the biographers, there is some controversy between them 
about the author’s identity. Most of the biographers identify him as 
Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. cAbd Allah b. Muhammad al- 
Yafranl al-Miknasi known as al-Qadi al-Miknasf which
corresponds with the identity given at the beginning of the text.1 One
biographer identifies him as Muhammad b. Ahmad b. cAbd Allah
al-Yafranl known as al-Miknasf2 but this identity is not supported
by the rest of the biographers of al-Miknasi and has been regarded as 
inaccurate.
The ancestry of al-Qadi al-Miknasi
With regard to al-Miknasf s ancestry there is some confusion which 
has been created by misleading information given by some of his 
biographers who reported that al-Miknasi was a descendant of the 
jurist Abu T-Hasan cAli b. cAbd al-Rahmanb.Tamim al-Yafranl al-
1 Muhammad b. Muhammd Makhluf, Shajaratal-n ur al-zakiyya f i tabaq at al-m Wkiyya,
Beirut, Dar al-Kitab al-cArabI, n.d., 275., hereinafter; Makhluf shojara. cAbd al-Rahmanb. 
Muhammadb. Zaydm,Ithafaclam al-nas bijam~al akbbar hadirat miknas,Rabat, 1933, 
HI, 599., hereinafter: Ibn Zaydan, ith af. Ahmad b. Muhammad b. al-Qadi al-Miknasi,Duirat 
al-liijal f i asm a ' al-rijal, Cairo, Dar al-Turath, 1971, II, 146., hereinafter; Ibn al-Qadi Durra.
2 Ahmad b. Ahmad Aqit Baba,Naylal-ibdhaj bitatnz al-dlbaj, (Beirut, Dar al-Kutubal- 
cHmiyya, n.d.), 333., hereinafter: Ahmad Baba, Nayl.
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Miknasi known as al-Tanji(d.734/1333).3 While the biographers
present this information they fail to mention any of Abu T-Hasan’s 
successors who could be considered as al-Miknasf s ancestors . 
However, the jurist Ahmad b. cAbd ai-Rahman b. Tamlm al- 
Yafrani al-Miknasi (d.753/1352) the brother of the above mentioned 
Abu i-Hasan, is known from the biographical works, and so are his
descendants up to the life time of al-Qadi al-Miknasi4
Accordingly, we believe that al-Qadi al-Miknasi is a descendant of 
Ahmad b. cAbd al-Rahmanfor two reasons: Firstly, among the 
latter’s successors there are two who bear names which correspond 
with the names of al-Miknasf s father and grandfather. These are 
Abu Muhammad cAbd Allah b. Muhammad al-Yafrani al-Miknasi
(d.856/1452),5 and Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Ahmad b.
°Abd al-Rahman al-Yafranl al-Miknasi (d. 818/1415).6 Secondly,
the biography of cAbd al-Haqq al-Masmudi a student of al-Qadi 
al-Miknasi shows that al-Masmudi had his source of knowledge
3 Makhlui; Shajara, I ,218; Ibn Zaydan, Ithaf, v, 451; cUmar rida Kahhala, Mucjam al-
mu'alttfm, (Damascus, al-Maktaba al-cArabiyya, 1957-61), VII, 119., hereinafter: KahhaLa, 
Mucjam .
4 Ibn al-Qadi, Durrn, 1,46; Ibn Zaydan, 1th af, IV, 503.
5 Ibid., m, 54; IV, 503.
6 Ibn al-Qadi ,Durra, II, 284.
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authenticated through al-Miknasf s ancestors. It says that al- 
Masmudi acquired his knowledge from Abu cAbd Allah al-Yafram 
al-Miknasi; who acquired it from his fathercAbd Allah, who 
acquired it from his father Muhammad, who acquired it from his 
father Ahmad. This process of tracing teachers back to a prominent 
source, known as Isa ad[ was used to ascertain the legitimacy of a 
subject’s education. This chain of narration clearly contains the 
names of al-Miknasf s forefathers up to Ahmad b. cAbd al-
Rahman7
The lineage of al-Qadi al-Miknasi
It is very likely that al-Qadi al-Miknasi was descended from a 
Berber family since the Berbers dominated most of the North 
African regions up to his life time. This belief is backed up by his 
first nisba al-Yafrani which is mentioned in his biography. It is most 
probable that al-Yafram is to be attributed to a Berber tribe called 
BanI Yafran which had settled in the northern part of Algeria from 
Tlemcen to Tahert and the Mountain of Rashid, except for some who 
had settled around al-Qayrawan in Tunisia This tribe is one of three 
which make up a branch of the larger tribe of Zanata, the other two
o
being Bam Maghrawa and Miknasa
7 Ibn al-Qadi Durra, HI, 160.
8 cAbd al-RahmanlbnKhaldun, al-Sbar wa dlwan al-mubtadaa wa I-khaba£(Beirut, Dar al-Kutub al- 
cHmiyya, 1992), VH, 13,14., hereinafter; Ibn Khaldun, al-cJbar.
12
Like the other Berber tribes, the people of Ban! Yafran had 
constantly been engaged in disputes with other tribes as well as with 
the Fatimid rulers in the region in the tenth and eleventh centuries, 
for they were usually loyal to the Umayyad rulers in Andalusia.
Because of their constant hostility to the Fatimids they were driven 
out of Algeria by the Fatimid governor, Jawhar al-Siqilll, in 347 /958 
after a fierce battle which ended with the killing of their leader Yacla
b. Muhammad al-Yaffani.9
Soon after that, they reunited under the leadership of Yaddu b.
Yacla in the Moroccan territory which used to be called al-Maghrib
al-Aqsa10 where they seized the city of Fes from their cousins, Ban!
Maghrawa and established themselves as a powerful rival tribe in the 
region. As the struggle for power went on between the two tribes for 
a long period of time, Ban! Yafran dominated the area of Sal a and 
Tadla in the western part of Morocco and established their own
9 Ibn Khaldun, al- °Ibar, VII, 21,22. Lisan al-Din Muhammad b.al-Khattb, Ta’nkh al-Maghrib
al-°ArabI 6  l- casr al-wasft, part iii of A cm al al-aclam, ed. al-cabbad! and al-kattanl, 
(Casablanca, Dar al-kitab ,1964), 164-166., hereinafter: Ibn al-katlb, Ta'nkh al-Maghrib al- 
cArabL Encyclopaedia of Islam, second edition, (Leiden EJ. Brill, 1960), s.v. Kfan, hereinafter: 
EI2.
10 Ibn Khaldun, al- %ar, VH, 22.
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Abu T-Kamal Ibn Ziri Tamlm and his son Muhammad after him 
until their regime was ended by the Almoravids in 462 /1069. They
were never to regain power in the whole area of North Africa.11 This
is the tribe from whom it is believed al-Miknasi is descended and 
from whom he gained his nisba, al-Yafram.
As regards his second nisba al-Miknasi, it is evident that he gained it 
from one of his ancestors, most likely his great grandfather Ahmad 
b. cAbd al-Rahman who was known as al-Miknasi It is reported in 
Durr at al-hij~ai\ a biographical work, that Ahmad b. cAbd al- 
Rahman spent some years in the city of Meknes studying under 
some scholars and when he went back to Fes he became known as
al-Miknasi12
The place and date of al-Miknasf s birth
From the information that we have already gathered about al- 
Miknasi from various biographical works, we have no conclusive 
evidence which would enable us to define his birth place. However, 
we believe that he was bom in the city of Fes. This view is based on 
the fact that his family lived in the city, his father, Abu Muhammad 
cAbd Allah b. Muhammad al-Yafram, being a well known faqih in
11 Ibn Khaldun , al-cIbar, VH, 26 ; Ibnal-Khatlb, Ta’nkh al-Maghrib al-cArabi, 165,166 
EI2, s.v. Ifran.
12 Ibn al-Qadi , Durr a, 1,46, 54.
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Fes specialising in the Islamic inheritance law (cilm al-fara ’id), until 
he died in the same city in 856/1452.13 Further, al-Miknasf s
biographers may not have specifically mentioned his birth place 
because he was bom, lived and died in Fes.
As to the date of his birth, it is generally agreed to be 839/1435,14 
although one biographer has recorded it as being 835/1431.15
The upbringing of al-Qadi al-Miknasi
The problem with this topic is that nothing is said in any of his 
biographies about his early life except one sentence which states that
he was from a scholarly family16. There is no commentary on his
early life, nor anything else which may shed some light on his early 
education. In the absence of such commentaries we will not be able 
to bring into light the actual picture about his upbringing. It can, 
however, safely be assumed that having a father who was a scholar 
of some repute in his area, and living in a city well known for its 
scholastic culture would have ensured that he was brought up to 
inherit his family's reputation and knowledge.
13 Ibn al-Qadi, Diirra, HI, 54.
14 Ibn Zaydan, Jth ~af, HI, 599; Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, n, 146.
15 Makhluf, Shajara, 1,275.
16 Ibn Zaydan ,Ithaf, iii, 599.
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The history of the family of al-Miknasi
Again, very little is written in the biographies concerning his family. 
What information exists indicates a scholastic family, specialising in 
Malikifiqh and particularly in cilm al-fara ’id  It is also known that 
they were well respected in their society, but there is no mention of 
any of them holding any official position, except al-Qadi al-Miknasi 
himself, who was a judge for more than thirty years.
Fes, the home of al-Qadi al-Miknasi
Whatever the conflict is between the stories associated with the 
events concerning the founding of Fes, the city was surely founded 
by the Idrisids at the beginning of their reign, 172/789, and was the 
base of their rule until the dynasty was ended by the Fatimids who
took over in 313/921.17
From the beginning Fes had gained prominence among the North 
African cities, as it stands at the cross-roads which connect the 
coastal regions of the further Maghrib (Morocco) with the black 
African countries in the south and the central Maghrib (Algeria) in
17 Ahmad b. Kkalid a]-Nasiri, ol-Istiqs a ’ liakhbar diwal al-Maghrib al-aqs a, ed. Jacfar and
Muhammad al-Nasiri, (Casablanca, Dar al-Kitab, 1954-56), I, 164., hereinafter: al-NasirT, al­
ls tiqs'a EI2, s.v. Fas\ Charles Andre Julien, History of North Africa, ed. C.C. Stewart, 
(London, 1970) 38,39., hereinafter: Julien, North Africa.
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the east through the Sahara and the Atlas plains.18 More importantly,
when the city was developed several hundred families who emigrated 
from Cordova and al-Qayrawan were settled there. In this way “ in a 
short time, Fes received an increment of people accustomed to urban 
Muslim life. Part of them, at least, were well-informed specialists 
either in the domain of culture or in that of handicraft techniques. It 
is probably because of them that Fes took on almost immediately its
characteristic aspect of a Muslim city {madwa)”19.
The city of Fes continued as an important city economically and 
politically through many reigns, from the Idrisids to the c Alawis, and 
witnessed many bloody struggles for power during its long history. It 
also established itself as a seat of culture and learning renowned 
throughout the Islamic world, housing the great University of al- 
Qarawiyyln which produced hundreds of scholars in many fields,
particularly Islamic jurisprudence 20
18 EI2, s.v.Fas; al-Nasiri, al-Istiqs h I, 164. Roger Le Toumeau, Fez in the age of the
Merinids, ed. Besse Clement, (University of Oklahoma Press, 1961), 3., hereinafter: Le 
Toumeau, F ez. Julien, North Afiica, 40.
19 Le Toumeau, Fez ,8 ; Julien, North Africa
20 Ibrahim c Ah Hasan, Khhlidun f i ta'nkh al-Maghrib, al-Mawl~a Idris, (Casablanca, Dar 
al-Thaqafa, 1985), 53,57., hereinafter: Ibrahim Hasan, Kh alidun.
17
Concerning the religious atmosphere during the fourteenth century, 
"the city emits a sense of mass collective piety, but not through 
automatic, unthinking behaviour. Rather through the deliberate 
religious actions of the individual. This manifested in numerous 
ways, from polite manners to the decoration of conversation with 
Qur’ anic and Prophetic quotations, as well as devotion to the 
obligatory daily prayers. The piety displayed by the occupants of Fes 
seems free from extremes. It is striking in its evenness, continuity
and tolerance.”21 
AI-MiknasI's learning
Although his biographers have reported that he studied under two 
famous scholars in Fes and others whom they did not mention by 
name, they did not give any information about his formal education 
or about the subjects that he studied other than fiqh. If this kind of 
information was available, it would give the reader a better idea of 
about al-Miknasf s learning background. However, as he was 
brought up in a scholarly family, in a scholarly city, we can deduce 
that he would have started his learning from an early age and that 
one of his early tutors would have been his father, a scholar and 
tutor in his own right. Again we can assume that al-Qadi al-Miknasi 
acquired his education according to the method customary in his life 
time, which required him to start with memorising the Qur’ an, then
21Le Toumeau, Fez, 145,146.
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Arabic grammar, then the shan°a sciences from which he began to 
specialise in ftqh. We are forced to assume this since there is very 
little in the way of commentary about his early life.
Concerning the names of his masters, we know only the two who 
were mentioned in his biography. The first is Muhammad b. Qasim 
b. Muhammad al-Qawri who died in 872/1467. He was a famous 
tutor and m ufti in Fes during the life time of al-Qadi al-Miknasi, 
and scholars from other cities used to consult him in fiqh as he was a 
specialist in the applied branches (furuc) of Malikifiqh, notably
cases in question (rnw azil).22
The second is Muhammad b. Muhammad b. cIsa b. cAllal al- 
Masmudi the scholar and judge of Fes until he died in 885/1480. 
He was well known due to his level of scholarship, as well as his
firmness and justice in his judicial career.23
22 Shams al-Din Mu hammari b. cAbd al-Rahman alSakliawr, al-Daw' cil-1 amic liahlal-qam
al-tasi, (Cairo, Maktabat al-QudusI, 1353/1934), VHI, 280., hereinafter: al-Sakhawi,. al-Daw ' 
al-lamic Ahmad Baba, Nayl, 318; Ibn ai-Qadl, Durra, It, 295. See end of chapter for further 
information regarding ftiruc and rnwazil
23 Ahmad Bab a ,NqyI, 323.
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As well as these two, it is highly likely that other scholars had a part 
to play in the education of al-Qadi al-Miknasi during this early 
period, guiding him on the road towards his scholarship.
In regard to the educational environment in Fes where al-Miknasi 
was educated, it was encouraging and competitive for students as 
well as for scholars. The lecture circles would run from dawn till 
after sunset in al-Qarawiyyin and its institutes, which were the 
destination of students from many regions in north Africa and 
Andalusia.24
Al-Qarawiyyin the ancient institute
Al-Qarawiyyin was established in 245/859. It was originally built as 
a mosque, but soon became an educational institute. After al- 
Qarawiyyin had established itself as a centre of learning in the 
further Maghrib, it became a sanctuary for many scholars from 
inside and outside the region, especially those from Hemcen, 
Qayrawan, and Cordova. Due to those scholars’ erudition al- 
Qarawiyyin became not only a prominent educational centre in
24 cAbd al-Hadl al-Taa, J~ainic al-Qarawiyyin, (Beirut,Dar al-Kitab al-Lubnam, 1973),IT, 
413., hereinafter: al-TazI, al-Qarawiyyin.
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Morocco, but also one of the most famous institutes of knowledge in 
the Muslim world.25
Throughout its long history, in view of its role in spreading 
knowledge, al-Qarawiyyin had to accommodate a large number of 
students who had come from various regions. Therefore, it was 
extended many times and some madrasas (colleges) and libraries 
affiliated to al-Qarawiyyin had to be constructed around the city of 
Fes. These were complete with lodgings for students who were not 
natives of Fes. “ In principle these colleges offered a room to each 
student and in certain ones, more than a hundred rooms were
constructed”. In addition to the state subsidies, al-Qarawiyyin and
its madrasas had been richly endowed at the outset, which allowed it 
to provide most students with supplies and clothing for seven years,
27which appears to have been the graduation period. Most of these
madrasas and libraries were assembled by the Merinid rulers 
(647/1250-869/1464) who endeavoured to ensure that the university 
would reach the peak of its glory during their reign. Also, they
25Muhammad al-Muntasir d-Kattanl, Fas °asimatu Fad arisa, Beirut, 1972), 40., hereinafter: 
al-Kattani, Fas. EI2, s.v. %L-Qarawiyym.
26 Le Toumeau,Fez, 124; EE2, s.v. al-Qarawiyyia.
27 Le Toumeau, Fez, 125.
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wished to give the Maliki school the chance to re-establish itself after 
being suppressed under the Almohad empire.28
As a centre of learning, many different sciences were taught at al- 
Qarawiyyin besides the Arabic language and shan°a sciences. 
Teaching circles were held in philosophy, histoiy, maths, medicine, 
astronomy and geometry. As well as this, al-Qarawiyyin had a 
system of professorial chairs occupied by eminent scholars in many 
sciences, especially shan°a and Arabic grammar, and which received
ample funding.29
Over the many centuries it has been in existence, al-Qarawiyyin has 
played a unique role in producing large numbers of elite intellectuals 
among whom were the sovereigns and statesmen of the dynasties 
which ruled the Maghrib, besides erudite scholars whose great efforts 
served to help establish the knowledge of Islam throughout the north
African regions.30
28 Al- Kattani, Fas, 60,66; c AM Allah cA lic All am, ctl-Dowla al-Mu wahhidiyya, (Cairo, Dar
al-Ma°arif ,1971), 292., hereinafter: cAllam, al-Dawla al-Muwahhidiyya Al-Hasanal-Sa’ih, 
al-Hadara al-Maghribiyya cabr al-ta'rikh, (Casablanca, Dar al-Thaqafa, 1975), 178., 
hereinafter: al-Sa’ih ,Hadara, al-TazI, al-Qarawiyym, H, 371.
29 Al-Kattam, Fas, 54, 55, 56.
30Ibid., 67.
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The Scholarly Life of al-Qadi al-Miknasi 
Although the most prominent part of the life of al-Qadi al-Miknasi 
(over thirty years) was spent as a judge, he also had a successful 
career as a teacher in al-Qarawiyyin where he had his majlis (lecture 
circle) for many years and taught many students in various subjects.
This can be seen from the following sources: Firstly, cAbd al-Hadi 
al-TazI in his work Jam ic al-Qarawiyyin has named al-Qadi al-
T1Miknasi as one of the eminent scholars of al-Qarawiyyin.
Secondly, Abu T-Hasan cAli b. Maymiin al-Ghimari (d.917/1511) a 
student of al-Qadi al-Miknasi, has mentioned in his work al-Ris ala
ol-mujaza that he had been to al-Miknasf s majlis and studied under 
him various subjects, such as cilm al-far Hid, law of documentation
(cilm al-tawthiq) and hadith32. Such information shows that he had a
teaching career besides his judicial vocation, otherwise his name 
would not have been mentioned among the scholars of al- 
Qarawiyyin, especially since teaching at the learning centre was 
competitive and one could not join the faculty unless deemed to be of 
the utmost competence.
31 Al-TazT, al-Qarawiyym, H 506.
32 Al-Ghimari , al-Ris ala, a manuscript copy included in al-Tazt s work Jamic al-Qarawiyyin,
11,599.
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From the biographies of him we can also see that al-Miknasi was 
regarded as one of the senior scholars of Maliki fiqh, especially in 
rnwazil, since he was described as being well acquainted with 
nawazil. Such a claim is backed up by his book, al-Tanblh wa'l- 
i°l~am, that is being edited here, which contains hundreds of legal 
cases and their rulings in various sections of the furuc of Maliki fiqh 
covering a broad area of personal and interpersonal issues. In
addition to this, he was described as al-faradi and ol-his abl . That
is to say he was well versed in °ilm al-fara ’id  and mathematics, i.e., 
was known for his skill of defining the heirs’ share of an inheritance 
according to Islamic Law. From the information that is cited above, 
one can gather that al-Qadi al-Miknasi was an active teacher besides 
his judicial career.
The contemporaries of al-Qadi al-Miknasi
As we have seen, al-Qadi al-Miknasi lived in the city of Fes, which 
had been a seat of knowledge for many centuries. As befitting a 
place with such a history, al-Qadi al-Miknasf s era was graced with 
scholars who could be regarded as his contemporaries. Two among 
these were particularly prominent. They are A hmad b. Yahya al-
33 Ibn Zaydan, Itbaf, HI, 599; AhmadBaba ,Nqyl, 333. Muhammad b. Jacfar b. Idris al-
Kattanl, Salwatal-anfas wa muhadathat al-akyas biman uqbira min al-culama i  wal-sulaba 
!? bi fas, (Rabat, Matbacat al-Mucallim, 1310/1892), II, 81., hereinafter: al-Kattani, Salwa.
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Wansharisi (d.914/ 1508), and Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Ghazi al- 
Miknasi (cL919/1513).
As to the latter, his nisba is not an indication of blood ties with al- 
Qadi al-Miknasi However he was from the city of Meknes where 
he was bom and lived until he moved to Fes. He also acquired his 
education in Meknes where he studied under some eminent scholars 
among whom was the jurist Abuc Abd Allah Muhammad al-Qawri, 
the teacher of al-Qadi al-Miknasi
Because of his great knowledge, Ibn Ghazi was cordially invited to 
the city of Fes in 891/1486 by the sultan Abu cAbd Allah 
Muhammad al-Shaykh al-Wattasi, and appointed as the orator of the 
great mosque (al-masjid al-kabir) in the new part of Fes (Fas al- 
jadid). After some time he became the irn am and the orator of al- 
Qarawiyyin. He found favour with the sultan and became one of his 
majlis attendants together with al-Qadi al-Miknasi All the 
biographers of Ibn Ghazi agreed that he was a learned scholar and 
one of the recognised teachers of al-Qarawiyyin. The biographer 
Ahmad B aba described him as the un am and the writer of many 
valuable works in various subjects including//#/?, such as Takrwlal-
taqyid a commentary on ol-Mudowwana.34
34 Al-Nasiri, al-Istiqsa\ IV, 124; Ahmad Baba Nayl, 333.
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With regard to the scholar Ahmad al-Wansharlsi. he was bom in the 
village of Wansharis in the north-western part of Algeria but grew up 
and was educated in Hemcen where he became well known for his 
knowledge and for his courage in speaking his mind, especially on 
religious matters, regardless of the consequences. Since the 
authorities did not escape his criticism, his outspoken nature cost him 
dearly. He had his property plundered and confiscated by the agents 
of the authorities in Hemcen. They destroyed his books and pursued 
him till he fled to Fes where “he was well received and warmly
welcomed with all the respect due to a scholar of his standing”.35
Al-WansharlsI was a competent scholar not only in fiqh but also in 
other subjects. "He was most conversant with various types of 
knowledge; his research into every matter was absolutely thorough 
and whether in speech or writing, his style was of impeccable purity. 
In addition to his knowledge, al-Wansharisi was also a man of 
exemplary humbleness and modesty. Thus despite his fame and age 
when he first arrived in Fes, he attended al-Qadl al-Miknasi's circle 
of teaching for some time before retiring to his library to compose his
masterpiece the M tcy a r ”.36
35 Ahmad Baba ,Nayl, 87. Ahmad b. Yahy a al-Wansharlsi, Id ah al-Mas alik, ed. al-Sadiq
al-Ghiryani, (University of Exeter, Faculty of Arts, 1984), 17., hereinafter; al-Wanshartsf, Id ah.
36 Al-WansharlsT, Id. ah, 24.
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The Standing of al-Qadi al-MiknasI
As a member of a scholarly and respected family, al-MiknasI had to 
live up to his family’s reputation rather than simply wear it. All of al- 
Miknasf s biographies concur that he did live up to this reputation 
academically and socially. It is clear that he established himself as a 
scholar in his own right. He achieved his standing among his 
contemporaries and in society through his socially respected 
positions of judge and teacher. He is also reputed by a number of his 
biographers to have been of a conscientious nature.37
He became well known to the authorities and the public at large due 
to the marked cautiousness and seriousness with which he treated his 
judicial responsibilities. This attitude is apparent in his work al- 
Tanblh wa 7-/7 aw in which he expressed his anxiety at the 
consequences in the Hereafter if he failed in administering justice as 
it should be administered, according to the shan°arules. Al- 
Miknasfs biographers agree that he applied himself to his judicial 
responsibilities for more than thirty years, and maintained a
standard.38
37 Ibn ZaydM, ItJiaf, m , 599; Ahmad Baba, Nqyl, 333 ; Makhlu  ^Shqjara, 275; al-Kattam, 
Sahva, II, 81.
38Muhammad b. al- Hasan d-HajawI al-Fasi, al-Fikr al-sami fT ta’rikh al-fiqh al-Islami, (al- 
Madina al-Munawwara , al-Maktaba al-cHmiyya, 1976), H, 265., hereinafter: al-HajawI, al- 
Fikr al-sanu. See beginning of the Arabic text.
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The Students of al-Qadi al-Miknasi
Among those whom al-Qadi al-Miknasi taught it is possible to trace 
the following names:
1- cAli b. Musa b. Harun al-MattaghrI(d.951/1544). He was the
39chief m ufti of Fes and the orator of al-Qarawiyym.
2- cAbd al-Haqq al-Masmudi Abu Muhammad, who was described 
as al-Faradf a specialist in cilm al-fara ’id  (d.955/1548).40
3- Ahmad b. Yahya al-Wanshansi (d.914/1508). Having begun his 
scholarly in Hemcen, he studied under al-Miknasi for sometime 
after his emigration to Fes. He is the author of the M icyar.; one of 
the famous collections of nawazil produced by MalLkl scholars at
the time.41
4- cAbd al-Wahid b. Ahmad b. Yahya al-WansharisI the son of the 
above-mentioned (d.955/1548). He had the position of judge and 
m ufti in Fes for many years, also he succeeded his father in his
39 AhmadBaba, Nayl, 212,213.
40 Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, HI, 160.
41 Ahmad Baba, Nayl, 87.
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professorial chair at al-Qarawiyym. He was prominent in various 
branches of knowledge especially flqh, philology and rhetoric.42
These are only a few names of the students who studied under al- 
Qadi al-Miknasi as mentioned in his biographies.
The works of al-Qadi al-Miknasi
Any scholar like al-Qadi al-Miknasi who practised jurisprudence 
for many years as a teacher, a judge, and mufti would have 
produced some work in his field as a result of his long experience.
In the case of al-Qadi al-Miknasi, it has been reported in his 
biographies that he composed a number of works, of which three 
were al- Tanblh wa'l-iclam  fit mustafadi l-qudati wal-hukk am 
which is being edited here, Maj alis al-qud ati wal-hukk am fi 1- 
ahkam  and al- Tanblh wal-TJam fima aftahu 1 I-muftun wa-
hakama bihi l-qudat min al-ahkam43 This variety of titles is most
probably the result of confusion brought about by the copyists, who 
transcribed the text at different periods in time, as all three titles are 
in fact the same work.
42 Ahmad Baba, Afay/, 188.
43 IbnZaydaa, 1th af, 111, 599; cAbd al-caz!z b. Muhammad Binc£bdillah, Ma°lamat al-Gqh
al-MaliM, (Beirut, Dar al-Gharb al-Islanh, 1983), 171., hereinafter: Bincabdillah, Maclama. 
Makhluf, Shctjara, 275.
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The biographers have also attributed another work to al-Qadi al- 
Miknasi, entitled al-Taqyid °ala 'l-h ufiyya a commentary on a text 
of cilm al-fara Id  Again al-Miknasi himself had made mention in 
his work al- Tanblh warl-lclam  that he had composed a condensed
work regarding the law of sale (ahk am al-bay)  44 However,
having made every effort to trace back these works, we were unable 
to locate any of them in the catalogues of either the ms. or of the 
printed works. Also, we have not come across any other works 
belonging to al-Qadi al-Miknasi in any of the available sources that 
we have consulted. Accordingly, we believe that the only work 
available which can be attributed to al-Qadi al-Miknasi is al-Tanblh 
wa'l-TlamfT mustafadi rl-qudati wal-hukk am, which is being 
edited here.
The Judicial Career of al-Qadi al-Miknasi
Al-Miknasi started his judicial career at the age of forty-six, when he 
was constituted as a judge on the thirteenth of Shawwal 885/1480, 
succeeding his teacher al-Qadi Muhammad al-Masmudi who died
on the thirteenth of Rama dan in the same year.45 He was made q adf
^Makhluf, Shajara, 275 ; Ibn Zaydan ,Jthaf, HI, 599; al-Kattam, Salwa, H, 81.
45 Ibn al-Qadi, D w ra, n, 138.
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of Fes, before he became chief q adl (q adl 1-jam a ca), a position 
which secured him a high level of responsibility.
As was the system at this time, q adl %jam a ca was responsible for 
promoting justice in conformity with the sharica rules and 
representing Islamic Law in general as a censor of morals in society. 
He also had authority to control and look after the pious foundations 
in the city. At the same time he was the principal of al-Qarawiyym 
University as was the tradition before. To be able to undertake these 
tasks he had to have under his orders, besides a number of deputy
judges, a considerable number of civil servants.46
It might have been an honour for al-Qadi al-Miknasito be a judge, 
but few scholars would have been confident of their ability to 
dispense justice in line with the sharf a rules while remaining 
uninfluenced by the authorities or people of high social standing. 
Many Muslim judges fell victims to the temptation of making 
exceptions for the rich and powerful.
One might ask what kind of judge al-Qadi al-Miknasi was. In his 
biographies he is highly praised and none propose any evidence that 
would undermine this reputation. The biographer Muhammad al- 
Hajawi described him in al-Fikr al-s ami as the im am who had
46 Le Toumeau, Fez, 138.
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maintained his position as judge of Fes for over thirty years because 
of his upright nature and competence,47 and the biographer 
Muhammad Makhluf commended the qualities of al-Qadi al-
* * 48Miknas! describing him in Shajarat al-n ur as an upright judge.
In regard to his relation with the sovereign, al-Qadi al-Miknasi as a 
judge served under two sultans, Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad al- 
Shaykhb. Abl Zakariyya al-Wattasi (cl 910/1504) and his son, 
Muhammad al-Burtughali who died in 932/1525. He was 
appointed as judge by the first in 885/1480 and was endorsed in his 
position by the second when he took over after his father's death. 
Apparently al-Miknas! had enjoyed their favour and was on good 
terms with them until he died.
The Background of al-Qadi al-Miknasi
From what has already been said, one can conclude that he had a 
comprehensive background gained from spending his life in Fes, a 
city known for its culture of knowledge. He also led three successful 
careers, as a teacher, judge and mufti as well as his close contacts 
with the authorities until he died at the age of seventy-eight.
47 Al-Hajawl, al~Fikr al-s ami, H 245.
48 Makhluf Shqjarci, 275.
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Accordingly we would like to highlight the following three issues: 
his political interest, his knowledge and his careers. With regard to 
the first of these, we do not have any conclusive proof that he was 
involved with politics. However, the political environment during al- 
Miknasl's life time was volatile, and people in Fes, especially the 
intellectuals, must have had some involvement in political events to 
some extent or another.
Al-Miknasi inhabited the same space as the other residents of Fes, 
and as such is likely to have been involved in the major political 
events of the day. These perhaps include the public revolt (869/1464) 
led by the scholar and orator of al-Qarawiyyln Abu Fans cAbd al- 
cAziz al-Wiiyaghli (d 880/1475) which led to the killing of the 
sultan Abu Muhammad cAbd al-Haqq b. Abl SacId cUthman and 
brought about the end of the reign of Barn cAbd al-Haqq al-Marinl
the first49
As to his standard of knowledge, al-Qadi al-Miknasi was known as 
a scholar and was well acquainted with the furuc of Maliki flqh 
especially the na w ~azil .This can be backed by his work al- Tanblh 
wa 'l-iclam  which became a source for both students and judges for 
many centuries as has been reported in his biographies. The book
49 Ibn al-Qadi ,Durra, HI, 127; AhmadBaba, Nayl, 182; al- Nasin, al- Is tigs a \  IV, 99,
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also defines al-Miknasfs erudition in the field of furuc. In addition, 
he was also accomplished in other areas such as hadlth., cilm al- 
fara’id, cilm al-tawthiq and mathematics.
Al-Miknasfs professional life was divided into three areas. First, as a 
teacher in al-Qarawiyyin, where he spent many years teaching, and 
taught a great many students, some of whom have been mentioned 
above. His second job started in 885/1480, when he was appointed 
judge of Fes and chief of justice (q adl 1-jam a °a\ as mentioned 
above. He remained in this position of authority for the rest of his 
life. The third post held by al-Miknasi was m ufti of Fes. This post 
he gained after the death of Abu Mahdl cIsa b. Ahmad al-Mawasi, 
the previous m u f f  who died in 896/1490. Again, al-Miknasi held
this position until his death.50 
Al-Miknasi’s Death
The biographers Muhammad b. Jacfar al-Kattani and A hmad b. 
al-Qadi in their biographical works report that al-Qadi al-Miknasi 
died in Fes after he had returned from the expedition of Tangier,51
which shows that despite his age, al-Miknasi was ready as other 
scholars had been to go on such expeditions either for the perpose of
50 Ibn al-Qadi, Laqt al-fara'if 272.
51 Al-Kattam, Sahva, H, 81; Ibn al-Qadi, Duira, IL, 146.
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fighting invaders or guarding strategic places {rib at). This was first 
to fulfil their religious duty to defend the country and secondly to 
encourage the fighters against the Portuguese occupation. While he 
was away al-Miknasi fell ill and returned to Fes where he soon died. 
He was seventy-eight years old Biographers recorded his death as 
917/1511,52 and he was buried in al-Kaghadir graveyard in Fes.53
The office of qadl in al-Miknasfs time
During the life of al-Miknasi power struggles and corruption among 
the political authorities hindered the government on the one hand, 
while persistent attacks by Spanish and Portuguese forces threatened 
security on the other. Despite this situation the judicial administration 
still existed and functioned, actively applying justice in conformity 
with the shan°a.
As was the system in Muslim states the sultan or emir in their 
sovereign was the holder of all power, including judicial functions in 
which he engaged himself personally. It was his custom to hold 
audiences every week to settle any act of injustice {mazalini). But 
the main task of the judicial powers had to be delegated to a q adf, a 
person who was appointed by the sultan or emir as his delegate to
52 Al-Kaltanl, Salwa, 33, 81; Ibn Zaydan, Ith ~af, HE, 599; Makhlut Shajara, 275; Ibn al-Qadi,
Diara, 33,146.
53 al-Kattani, Salwa, 11, 81.
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administer justice among the community. Nonetheless, the qadfs 
position remained a religious appointment which gained its 
legitimacy directly from the shan% which secured the q adl a great 
degree of discretion. Therefore, “in all cases the q~adf retains the 
power to do justice in person” without referring to any other 
authority except the shaii°a source. “Thus he carried out not the 
orders of the sovereign but the decrees of God himself. ... relying 
upon the text of the Qur’ an, and all the jurisprudence which had little
by little accrued to this text”.54
Since the q adi is the key figure of the judicial system, he had to be a 
person with formal qualifications regarding sharica law, entitling 
him to serve the cause of justice. Therefore, the sultan who appoints 
the q adf was bound to choose him from among the scholars capable 
of applying the shan% although, this naturally would not prevent
f  s
him from appointing one sympathetic to his interests.
With regard to the q adfs wide reaching authority, it is essential 
besides his knowledge offiqh, to be a person of a high moral 
character. Hence from this standpoint, “if he combined a thorough 
knowledge of the shan°a law and good portion of fairness, he could
54 Le Toumeau, Fez , 37; Maurice Gaudefroy-Demombynes, Muslim institutions, ed. John P. 
Macgregor, (London, 1961), 148., hereinafter: Demombynes, Muslim institutions,
55 Bernard G. Weiss and Arnold H. Green, A Survey of Arab History,{Cairo, American University 
Press, 1985), 263,, hereinafter: Weiss, Survey.
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make harmony reign in the country; if he did not, he appeared as a 
factor of disorder and demoralisation”.56
However, the q adfs time was by no means solely devoted to 
listening to and settling disputes. On the contrary, his competence 
extended far beyond this, especially that of the supreme judge q ~adi 
'1-jam ~a % whose office conferred upon him wide-ranging 
responsibilities. The q adi was “competent to decide any of the 
questions affecting the life of the community that may have been 
dealt with by the shan°a ”, for instance marriage, divorce, the control 
of the property of a missing person, the care of orphans, the 
foundling, inheritance, contracts of various kinds and the punishment 
of criminals. Indeed, the q adfs “ power to dispose goes further than 
that of the guardian, and even the father. He is in general the 
guardian of those who have no other guardian”.57
The q adfs competence also included “control of the pious 
foundations, which seem to have been considerable in number from 
the Merinid period on”, furthermore, he was in charge of public
56 Le Toumeau, Fez, 37,
57 Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law, (Oxford, 1964), 188., hereinafter: Schacht, 
Introduction, Demombynes, Muslim institutions, 148.
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welfare in general, e.g., observing the market and preventing 
speculation on rising prices of food-stuff58
Moreover, in his role of principal representative of sharica law, the 
q adi traditionally supervised orthodox intellectual life. Even a 
learning centres such as al-Qarawiyym was under his supervision. 
Hence with all this responsibility it was necessary for the q adi to 
have under his orders, a sufficient number of subordinates especially 
in large cities such as Fes and Marrakesh, where the community was 
larger and a grater range of judicial tasks had to be carried out. Vast 
number of special q adis were among those who served justice 
under the supervision of the chief q ~adi in big towns and in the 
country side e.g., qadi 7- caskar a judge who administered justice in 
the army sector and other judges who administered justice in the
rural areas qadii-kuw ar59
Taking into account such broad responsibilities, one can see how 
important the q adfs role was to both the sovereign and the public. 
Yet rather than taking advantage of this authority, there was no
58 Schacht, Introduction, 188; Le Toumeau, Fez, 38.
59 Abu'1-Walid Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Rushd, Fat aw a Ibn Rustic] ed. al-Mukhtar al-TillUT, 
(Beirut, Dar ai-Gharb al-Islami, 1987), iii, 1361., hereinafter: Ibn Rushd, Fatawa Le 
Toumeau, Fez, 38.
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example under the Merinids of a q adfs having tried to use his 
influence to play a larger role.60
However, from time to time there was a price to pay for this sincerity 
in office. If the q ~adl and a political authority who were open to 
corruption clashed, it was the q ~adl who suffered dismissal if not 
execution. Such as cd-q hdi Abu Muhammad cAbd al-Rahlm al- 
YaznasI who was killed by the vizier Salih b. Sali h b. Hammu in 
(834/1430) after a dispute between the two. Also al-q adi Abu cAbd 
Allah Muhammad al-Masmudl, who was dismissed in (863/1458) 
by the vizier Yahya b. Yahya b. cUmar al-WattasI as soon as the
latter came into power because he disliked the judge61
A brief sketch of flqh literature in the MalikI school 
The literature of ftqh includes both the legal rules which come under 
the 4applied branches5 (furuc), and their principles or 'theoretical 
roots’ (us uJJ, Theoretical roots are mainly represented in four 
official sources; the Qur’an, Prophetic hadith, consensus (ijm aCX 
and analogy (qiyas). Nevertheless, some fiqh schools have included 
in their legal theory other additional sources, such as the practice of 
the people of Medina ( camal ahl al-Madma), public interest (maslaha 
or istisl hli) and preference (istihs an). All the Sunni schools of
60 Le Toumeau, Fez, 38.
61 Al-Nasiri, al-Istiqs~a\ iv, 96,97.
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Islamic jurisprudence regard the Qur’ an and Prophetic hadlth as the 
primary sources of the furiic. Beyond this however, there are 
differences between them. For example, the Hanafi school rely 
heavily on the method of reasoning by analogy (qiyas), whereas the 
MalikT school looked to the practice of the people of Medina °amal
ahlal-Madma and favour this above qiyas62
The literature of fu ruc in relation to fiqh appears to be the same in 
all the schools of Islamic jurisprudence, in that “all the major works 
of this genre have the same basic structure, offering a network of 
rules roughly grouped into topics”. For example while one group of 
rules deals with acts of worship ( °ib~ad~ai), another deals with
interpersonal acts (muc~amalai) and so on.63 However, there are
some differences between these schools regarding the method by 
which they deal with legal issues which form the fu ruc. For 
example, scholars of the Hanaff school are inclined to “construct a 
doctrine based upon theoretical solutions for hypothetical problems”, 
whereas, the MalikI school usually deals with actual cases, and has 
done so since the time of its founder Malik b. Anas. As such a 
considerable number of fiiru° works in MalikI fiqh, especially in 
western Islamic regions, consist of collections of specific cases
62 Shacban Ismacil,Tasfef17,249; Schacht, Introduction, 44; Al-Hajawi, al-Fikr al-sanu, I, 388. 
Noel James Coulson, A History of Islamic Law, (Edinburgh University press, 1964), 76., 
hereinafter; Coulson, A History.
63 EI2, s. v. sharica .
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(nawazil) accompanied by their solutions, such as the M icy~ar of al- 
WansharisI among many others which remain in manuscript form.64
Naw hzilthe plural of n azila (meaning specific cases or cases in 
question), is the term used to distinguish juridical cases which are 
based on real events horn ‘hypothetical cases constructed for 
scholastic purposes’ on one hand, and on the other hand to define the 
case itself excluding the solution given to the case, whether it is a 
legal opinion (fatwa) or qadi’s decision (hukrri). Nevertheless, the 
term nawazilhas commonly been used as an equivalent of fat aw a, 
though strictly speaking they are distinct. “As often happens in 
Arabic, several terms are used side by side to express a single 
concept without one being able to discern nuances of meaning 
amongst them, since their terminology is so shifting ... so that n azila
and fatw~a end up being employed interchangeably’1.65
A further area in which the MalikT school at large had developed 
beyond the other schools of ftqh is the employment of the source of 
practice ( camal). From the very beginning “ the concept of camal 
had been prominent in the theory of the ancient school of Medina, 
and the practice of Medina continued to play a part in the legal
64EI2, s. v. n azila.
65 EI2, s. v. n azila.
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theory of the MalikI school”.66 In the course of time this was
extended in turn to enable the later generations of the MalikI school 
to continue using the °amal of their predecessors as a developing 
source from which they could derive new rules for new cases. In its 
evolution camal developed characteristically in different centres in 
the Islamic west, giving rise to definitions such as camal al-
Qayrawan, camal al-Andalus, and al- camal al-FasI.67
Like its predecessor in Medina, the latter MalikT fiqh in western 
Islamic regions had also shown a remarkable development regarding 
the concept of camal. “In the later middle ages, when Morocco had 
become the most active centre of the MalikI school where it 
developed in relative isolation, a number of features became 
prominent there which were not shared by the other schools, and not 
even by MalikI doctrine in other countries. Most of these features fall
under the heading of judicial practice ( camal) ”
As camal became an acknowledged part of fiqh literature especially 
in western Islamic regions the later MalikI school in Morocco took 
greater account of local customs and traditions than other schools of 
fiqh . Regional customs were taken into consideration in legal matters
66 Schacht, Introduction, 61; see also al-Hajawi, al-Fikr al-s am/,1,388
67 Al-Hajawi, al-Fikr al-s ami,U, 405,406.
68 Schacht, Introduction, 61
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without compromising the principles of fiqh. Judicial practice was 
maintained by later Maliki school in Morocco, which found a place 
for prevailing conditions in its society which would have been 
forbidden under strict Maliki doctrine. "This western Maliki camal 
is not customary law; it is an alternative doctrine valid as long as it is 
felt advisable to bring custom within the orbit of the shan°a, and it 
mirrors, on a different plane, its predecessor, the camal of 
Medina”.69
In order to uphold what has been said by Schacht concerning 
development of °amal in Maliki fiqh in Morocco, we would like to 
shed light on some cases that al-Miknasi has included in his work 
being edited here. To emphasize the role of camal in Maliki fiqh , at 
the beginning of his text (page 8) al-Miknasi states that one of the 
qualities of a good q adf is an awareness of preceding judicial 
practice ( camol) in order to be able to reach a fair practical 
judgment, indicating that camal is one of those fiqh  sources from 
which a q ~adf can derive rulings to apply to the cases he has to deal 
with. It may be of use to note here that °amal or m a jar a calqyhi al- 
camal, which is a common phrase amongst the Moroccan q adfs at 
al-Miknasfs time, is related to any preceding practice whether it was 
performed by a q adf or muftj i.e. court ruling or legal opinion.
69 Schacht, Introduction, 61,62.
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There are a large number of cases included in al-Miknasi's text in 
which °amal prevailed. We will present some examples of these 
cases in the following order:
Firstly, are cases in which rulings were reached based on a judicial 
practice or legal opinion which was believed to have been serving 
people’s interests more appropriate than others. For example, a case 
(page 39) in which a husband and wife agreed that the marriage 
contract had taken place but they argued about the exact figure of 
mahr, each one claiming a different figure (see below for the Maliki 
position on dower). In this case the husband had to present his 
evidence to prove his claim against his wife and bind her to the 
marriage contract. In the event that he is unable to prove his case, the 
woman should take an oath disclaiming his allegation, after which 
the husband has the choice of whether to agree to her claim and 
consummate the marriage or to disclaim it by taking an oath. After 
this point al-Miknasi recorded some different juristic opinions and 
singled out the one which q adfs had adopted as a practice because it 
gave the couple a choice over whether to agree and consummate the 
marriage or accept the q ~adP& verdict which would be to nullify the 
marriage contract as a result of the couple’s disagreement. The other 
major opinion given by Sahnundoes not give the couple the choice 
to come to an agreement over their dispute, and the q adf must nullify 
their marriage immediately after their oath as in the situation of lican
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(page 75). The clear implication here is that, in the second opinion, 
the q adfs decision is not influenced by the maslaha of the couple 
involved as in the first opinion, where the couple is given the chance 
to reconcile.
At the beginning of the fourth mqjlis in the text (page 20) during his 
discussion of court procedures, al-Miknasi cited that if a litigant was 
absent during a court hearing while a witness testimony was 
delivered against them, as soon as they attend the court they have the 
right to be informed of all details regarding the lawsuit including the 
testimony given in their absence. If the litigant requests to hear the 
witness again, which is known as (istifs hi), the q adl would not grant 
him this request unless the q&dl doubted the validity of the testimony 
in question. This was to prevent repeated calling of witnesses which 
could deter them from coming forward in future. In the text al- 
MiknasI also said that this was the practice in court until the time of 
ctl-q adlal-Fishtall (d 777/1376) when he adopted in his court 
sessions the practice of complying with the litigant’s request to have 
another hearing of the witnesses testimony which became the judicial 
practice in the Maghrib from then on. The latter opinion is more 
appropriate to the litigant’s interest and constitutes a situation where 
the judicial practice changed due to the principle of maslaha.
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Secondly, are cases whereby rulings are based on an exceptional 
judicial practice or legal opinion that has taken into account a given 
unavoidable reality. For example the case of al-Khamm as (page 
271, Arabic text), which to this day is still common in north-west 
Africa. This is an agricultural contract between a land owner and a 
labourer in which the owner provides the land and the means of 
production for its cultivation, and the labourer commits himself to 
working the land until the end of the season. For this service the
nc\worker receives an agreed portion of the harvest as a wage . This is
a controversial case amongst Maliki scholars who disagreed as to 
whether this agreement should be classed as a partnership or a lease 
agreement. This controversy is traced back to two early legal 
opinions by Ibn al-Qasim, the student of Malik, and Sahnun 
(d.240/854) the prominent jurist and q adl of Tunisia. The latter 
regarded it as a lawful partnership. However, the former defined it as 
an unlawful lease since the agreement is based on an uncertain wage
71which constitutes a situation of gharar .
With regard to the discussion about khamm asa agreements included 
in the text, al-Miknasi reports a debate about the issue among Maliki
70 Ahmad b. Yahya al-Wansharlsi, al-Micya r al-mucrib wa ’l-jam ical-mughrib ean fat aw a ahl Lfnqiya 
wa I-Axdalus wa 'l-Maghrib , (Rabat, Ministry of Culture, 1981-83), viii, 154., hereinafter: al- 
WansharisI, M icy a r .
71 Al-Wansharisi, M icyar, viii, 151.
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jurists. For example, al-Burzuli (d.841/1438) reports on the authority 
of ibn Shucayb (d.7291329), the opinion that khamm asa is not a 
partnership but a lease agreement which yields an unknown wage for 
the labourer and is therefore unlawful. al-Burzuli goes on to explain 
that his tutor abu Muhamrnadal-Shablbl (d.782/1380) used to permit 
the practice of khamm asa in Tunisia where the practice had become 
common and had remained so until al-Burzuli became a mufti and 
disallowed it based on the fatwa of ibn Shucayb mentioned above. 
Al-Burzuli then reports on the authority of his tutor abu Muhammad 
al-Shibibi that the jurist al-Rammah argued that if the labourer 
receives an extra allowance from the land owner (e.g. clothes, food) 
which is not included in the initial agreement then the case is subject 
to two contradictory legal opinions, one allowing the agreement and 
the other disallowing it. Al-Rammahheld the latter opinion.
Another opinion related by al-Miknasi is that of abu cAli al-Qawri 
who disallowed the practice of khammcisa unless it was in the form 
of a partnership in which the labourer would be granted a share of 
the harvest that was proportional to his contribution and that the land 
owner did not have the right to stipulate which crops the labourer 
could or could not take as part of his wage.
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This discussion has indicated that the people’s practice of 
khammasa was not in line with the Maliki fiqh rules and conditions 
in some cases especially when the labourer is excluded from getting 
his share from whatever comes out of the harvest, or being ordered to 
do some extra work for the benefit of the owner or any thing else 
which is not related to the farming agreement. However, it was 
permitted by many Maliki jurists either q adfs or muftis such as cIsa 
b. Dinar and Abu Muhammad al-Shablbl as it was a widespread 
custom and the method of cultivating lands among the agricultural 
societies in north-west Africa. The practice was authorized in order 
to address the economic realities faced at the time, both by the owner 
who may not have been able to cultivate his land, and the landless 
worker who had to depend on this kind of employment to earn his 
living. Those who permitted khamm asa did so under the shanca 
ruling of necessity (darura) and public interest (maslaha) as recorded 
in the text on (page 271).
It is worth mentioning that the terms khamm asa and muz am °a may 
at times be used interchangeably. This is evident in some Maliki
references such as al-Micy ar72. Therefore in some modem writings,
the khamm asa case was offered in the form of a tenancy agreement 
in which ol-khamm as was considered as a tenant. For example,
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Coulson (History, 144-5) has discussed a khamm asa case in which 
he says “the tenant retains a quota part of four-fifths of the produce 
of the land which he occupies and works, the remaining fifth 
representing the rental required by the land-owner”. He also confirms 
that this type of tenancy is in conflict with two fundamental shan°a 
principles as the rental being “consist of foodstuffs5’ and “its precise
73value55 is unknown , which suggest that this is a form of an invalid
muzara°a case (see below for a discussion of muzaracapage 255). 
Evidently, al-khamm as is not considered as a tenant according to
Maliki references, he is rather a labourer74.
Moreover, regarding the people’s necessity and interest it is evident 
in Malikifiqh that an exception from a general sharfca rule can be 
made in order to address that necessity or interest. To confirm this, 
al-Miknasi in his text (page 176) has reported that Ibn Rushd 
(d.520/1126) said, in principle a skilled workman cannot be held 
liable for the property charged with working on. This is a general 
shan°a rule based on a Prophetic hadlth. However, Malik and his 
companions made an exception to this rule and excluded skilled 
workers to whom clients entrust property (an item needing repair for
72 Al-WansharisI, M icyar, v iii, 140-165.
73 Coulson, History, 144-5.
74 Al-WansharisI, M icyar, viii, 140-165
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example) which the worker then takes away to his own premises. 
According to this exception a workman would be liable to their client 
for any loss or damage done to the property with which they were 
entrusted until they can prove that they took reasonable precautions 
to ensure the safety of the property in question. The exception was 
based on the necessity to get certain services carried out by 
specialists (e.g, repair of jewelry, tailoring of clothes) to whom items 
must be submitted for work to be carried out. If the jeweler, tailor 
etc. is free from all liability for the property they handle then there is 
a clear temptation for theft or poor workmanship leading to damaged 
property. Thus an exception was made based on the need to protect 
the public interest Cmaslaha ).
In another case (page 184) al-Miknasi discussed court proceedings 
concerning an argument between a doctor and his patient. The doctor 
claimed that he had an agreement with the patient to treat him until 
the latter recovered from his illness on the basis of a reward for 
providing cure (/z/7). After describing the court procedure, al- 
Miknasi states that this kind of agreement is valid according to a 
legal opinion of Malik, although his student Ibn al-Qasim does not 
approve such an agreement. This may be due to the presence of 
gharar, as the doctor may expend all his efforts to cure the patient 
without success and would therefore not be paid However, al- 
Miknasi added that camal at the time was according to the legal
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opinion of Malik. More information concerning the public interest 
(maslaha) is included in the notes on the Arabic text. See notes (15 
page 240 and 17 page 241).
Thirdly, are cases in which rulings had taken into account the 
people’s custom ( ‘urf) for example, a case (page 58) regarding an 
argument between a husband and wife in which the former claimed 
that he had paid his wife her agreed mahr and she did not present in 
her outfit what equals the mahr. According to al-Miknasf s advice 
the q adf should order the couple to bring some experts who would 
value what the bride had presented in her outfit. If the local experts 
confirm that it is in line with ‘urf in their community compared to 
the couple’s rank and the husband was unable to refute the testimony 
of the experts then the q ~adf’s decision should be in conformity with 
‘urf which must be implemented. Apparently such a case was not a 
matter for debate for al-Miknasi since he has not presented any other 
opinion except 'urf implementation. The decision of implementing 
‘urfwhich binds the bride to spend her mahr or some of it on her 
outfit should not be counter to the general principle that the mahr is 
the wife’s sole property. It is a way of beautifying herself for her 
husband, and whatever she brings to the marital home is still 
considered as her sole property since most of it for instance, jewels, 
clothes etc. is for her own use and not for the husband’s. Also, after 
consummation she has the right of disposal over all her belongings
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and her deferred portion of mahr, this is evident in the text (page,
59). Moreover, if the marriage is being terminated it is her right to 
take everything back with her.
Regarding the implementation of ‘urf there is another case (page 60- 
61) in which a father claimed that he had lent his daughter some 
clothes and other effects which he brought along with her outfit to 
the marital home. The father also presented a document containing a 
witness testimony confirming his claim. After the discussion of court 
procedures al-MiknasI states that 'urf must be implemented in such 
case, namely, if the father according to ‘urf does not add to his 
daughter’s mahr as a donation from his own wealth then he should 
be granted his claim, otherwise he would not be able to claim back 
whatever he had given to his daughter.
Furthermore a case (page, 157) in which a man had authorized 
another to sell on his behalf a commercial article and the agent sold it 
without any attending witnesses which led to the buyer’s denial of 
purchase and refusal of paying the value. With respect to the case 
ruling, al-MiknasIhas reported that according to the early MdlMfiqh 
the agent should be liable to the constituent as a result of neglecting 
to provide witnesses to the transaction. He also reported the opinions 
of some late Maliki jurists such as Ibn cAbd al-Rafic who advised
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that ‘urf should be implemented in such cases. Again he recorded 
that ‘urf at the time was that it was not necessary to provide 
witnesses for such a transaction, and so the agent should not be held 
liable.
These are only a few instances out of many in al-MiknasJs text from 
which we find illustrated the use of °amol, espesially judicial 
practice, and the acceptance of curf regarded as a prominant feature 
of Maliki fiqh in Morocco and north-west Africa as a whole.
CHAPTER II
Political Life in the Maghrib During al-Miknasi’s Era
Al-Qadi al-MiknasT lived for about seventy eight years during the 
most critical period of the Merinid and the Wattasid regimes. He 
witnessed the end of Merinid sovereignty with the killing of the 
sultan Abu Muhammad cAbd al-Haqq b. Abi SacId cUthmanb. 
Ahmad al-Marinl in 869/1464. He was also a contemporary of the 
first two sultans of the Wattasids. Therefore it is interesting to 
consider the political environment during this era. As a way of 
introducing the topic, it is useful to look briefly at the background 
from which the Merinids and their cousins the Wattasids came .
Lineage and homeland of the Merinids and Wattasids
Although the n isbas of the Merinids and Wattasids indicate that they 
were from different blood lines, they were in fact both Merinids. 
North African historians report that the Merinids and the Wattasids 
were both descendants of one ancestor; Prince Merin, the father of 
all the tribes of Ban! Merin, among whom were Ban! cAbd al-Haqq 
(the Merinids) and Ban! Wattas (the Wattasids) who ruled the 
further Maghrib jointly as monarchs and advisers in respective order
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for over three hundred years.1 They all belonged to a group of Zanata
tribes, the largest Berber league in North Africa, which inhabited 
different areas from the western borders of Libya to the western
coast of Morocco.2 The original homeland of both the Merinids and
the Wattasids was mainly the middle Maghrib (Algeria) where they 
had lived as nomads for many decades. According to North African 
sources, the Merinids had emerged firstly in the Zab region between 
al-Qayrawan in Tunisia and the Town of Biskra in the eastern part of
Algeria.3
The Merinids’ move into the further Maghrib.
After the Merinid tribes were pushed to the south west of Algeria by 
the Almohad forces in 540/1145, they spread out to the eastern 
region of the further Maghrib where they frequently occupied the
1 Ibn Khaldun, al-cIbar, VDL, 257; Al-Nasin, cil-Istiqs~a\ IV, 118; cAli Hamid al-Mahl, al~
Maghrib f i °asr al-sultan Abl cIn an, (Casablanca, Dar al-Nashr al-Maghribiyya, 1986), 
35., hereinafter: al-Mahl, al-Maghrib . EI2, s.v. Marinids, Eli, s.v, Wattasids
1 Al-Mahi, al-Maghrib, 35; al-Nasiri, al-Istiqs~a\ HI, 3; Henri Terrasse, History of Morocco,
translated by Hilary Tee, (Casablanca, 1952), 109., hereinafter: Terrasse, Morocco.
3 Al-Mahl, al-Maghrib, 35; Julien, North Africa, 172; Ibn Khaldun, al-cIbar, VII, 197; cAbd
al-Fattah Muqllidal-Ghunayml, Mawsucat ta'nkh al-Maghrib al-°Arabi, (Cairo, Maktabat 
Madbuli, 1994), m, 199., hereinafter: al-Ghunayim, Mawsuca . EI2., s.v. Marinids.
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areas from Fakik to Sijilmassa, especially the grazing lands north of 
the Moulouya River.4
The Merinids took advantage of the decline of Almohad authority in 
some regions brought about by a series of disastrous events occurring 
in a very short period of time. In the year o f609/1212, the Almohad 
forces were badly defeated and suffered heavy losses at the battle 
field of Las Navas de Tolosa in Andalusia. In the same year there 
was an epidemic in Morocco which killed a large number of the 
population. Moreover, in the same year, the caliph Muhammad al- 
Nasirdied and his young son al-Mustansir, who was regarded by
many as being incapable of ruling, was placed on the throne.5
As a result of these events, the Almohads were not in a position to 
defend their territory, leaving some regions vulnerable, which 
encouraged the Merinids to penetrate deeper inside the further 
Maghrib . The Merinid tribes engaged themselves in fierce battles 
and a long struggle with the Almohad forces which dragged on for 
more than fifty years.
4 Al-Mahi, al-Maghrib, 36-37. Ibn Khaldun, al-lbar, YD, 197.
5 Al-Nasiri, al-Istiqsa\ HI, 4; Ibn Khaldun, al- Jbar, VH, 398 ; bincabdillah, Ta’rlkhal- 
Maghrib, 134, Julien, North Africa, 173.
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The Merinids Aspiration for power.
After their victory over the Almohads’ forces and their allied tribes, 
the Merinids became more ambitious, and assured their dominance 
in many parts of the further Maghrib, particularly the west. They 
subdued other tribes and imposed tributes on them. They also 
imposed tributes on some towns in return for protection against
brigands and plunderers.6
Under the leadership of Abu Yahya AbuBakr b. cAbd al-Haqq who 
was known as the founder of the Merinid dynasty they conquered 
Meknes for the first time in 643/1245 and the city of Fes in 646/1248 
. After his victoiy over the Almohads Abu Yahya established his 
authority in Fes taking his place as the first sovereign of the Merinid 
dynasty.7
The Merinids were determined to finish off the Almohad reign 
which had shrunk to the south of Morocco. They had engaged the 
Almohad forces in battles for almost twenty years. By the end of 
these two decades of struggle the Merinids were able to capture the
6 Al-Nasin, al-Istiqsa\ IH, 9-10 ; Julien, North Africa, 173 ; Ibn Khaldun, al- c[bar, VII, 201; 
al-Mahl,al-Maghrib, 43.
7 Ibn Khaldun, al- °Ibar, VH, 203,204; Julien, North Africa, 174,175 ; Al-Nasiri, al-Istiqsa\ 
in, 12-14; bin'abdillah, Ta’rikh al-Maghrib, 134,135 ; Weiss, Survey, 369.
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city of Marrakesh the Almohad's capital in 668/1269 and complete 
their conquest of Morocco.8
Features of political life during the Merinid reign
Although the Merinid dynasty including the Wattasids period, lasted 
much longer than that of the Almohads, its political achievements 
were fewer. Here we will lay out a number of different factors which 
faced the Merinids throughout their reign. One of these was the 
existence of hostile powers in the area, such as Abdalwadids in 
Tlemcen, the Hafsids in Tunisia, and the kingdom of Castille in 
Andalusia. All of these had been firmly established before the birth 
of the Merinid dynasty. These powers engaged the Merinids in 
drawn out military conflicts, which occupied the Merinid resources 
and prevented them from building an empire like that of the 
Almohads, though the most dominant factor was the marked lack of 
a consistent and stable central authority as internal frictions affected 
the Merinid reign from the beginning.9
Here we offer a concise discussion of the political issue highlighting 
the critical period during which al-Qad! al-MiknasI lived. This
8 Terrasse, Morocco, 95 ; Weiss, Survey, 369.
9A1-Ghunayml, Mawsiica , HI, 214.
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period of interest begins during the era of the sultan Abu 
Muhammad cAbd al-Haqq b. AbT SacId cUthman, who was placed 
on the throne in 823/1420 while he was a child, under the regency of
the vizier Abu Zakariyya Yahya al-WattasI.10 The Merinid reign by
this time was very much in decline and the political scene was 
dominated by frequent internal power struggles.
The internal power struggles had begun after the death of the founder 
of the Merinid dynasty, Abu Yahya AbuBakr b. cAbd al-Haqq.11
Although such struggles were a major hindrance to the Merinid 
ambitions, the powerful sovereigns who won the throne during the 
first century of the dynasty were able to maintain the strength of 
Merinid rule until the death of the sultan Abu cInan in 759/1357 . 
tcUpon his death, the Merinid kingdom, reduced to Morocco, began a 
slow decadence”, and entered the critical phase of its history in
which “the great hopes of the dynasty” faded away.12
Because of the strong political rivalry and the dissension among the 
Merinid sovereigns, which led to the disintegration of sovereignty, 
the situation after Abu cInan had become much more gloomy. From
10 Terrasse, Morocco, 109; Julien, North Africa, 203; Weiss Survey, 369.
11 Al-Ghunaymi, Mawsu% m, 214.
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the second half of the fourteenth century the city of Marrakesh had 
on many occasions fallen into the hands of a revolting emir or vizier 
who challenged the reign in Fes. This rebellion was echoed in other 
remote cities such as Sijilmasa in the south east. Further to this, the 
Arab and Berber tribes added their rebellion which often became a 
serious threat to the sultan’s authority. Moreover, the Granada rulers, 
who harboured many of the exiled Merinid emirs, had persistently 
intervened against the Merinid regime and helped to change the 
sultan in Fes.13
Due to this unstable Merinid reign (after the rule of Abu cInan) and 
its inability to establish and sustain a strong central authority, the 
further Maghrib (Morocco) was constantly vulnerable to external and 
internal threats to its integrity. With regard to the external threat the 
Merinid sovereigns consistently failed to check the manoeuvres of 
foreign forces. By the 15th and 16th centuries, this was becoming 
more serious as Spain and Portugal, "succeeded in landing on the 
coast of Morocco and occasionally attempted a political penetration
14of the country ”
12 Terrasse, Morocco, 102. See also al-Ghunayml, Muwsaca , HI, 265.
13 Ibn Khaldun, al-cIbar, 355-362 ; Julien, North Africa, 194,195 ; Weiss, Survey, 369.
14 Terrasse, Morocco, 110.
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As the Andalusian reign on the Iberian Peninsula was nearing its 
end, the next goal for the forces of Portugal and Spain was the North 
African countries, especially Morocco because of its role in 
defending the Andalusian regimes for more than three hundred years. 
Consequently the Iberian forces were frequently sent to occupy 
Moroccan territory which they succeeded in doing when conquering
the city of Ceuta in 818/ 1415.15
With the beginning of the fifteenth century, the situation in Morocco 
had become more grave as the Portuguese, who exploited the 
country's dissension, repeatedly took action against the Moroccan 
coasts. "The first expeditions to the Mediterranean shore of Morocco 
were Spanish: but soon after, as a result of treaties signed between 
the two nations, all the coast to the west of the Tenon de Veles’ were
reserved for Portuguese action"16 resulting in the Portuguese
17occupation of a whole series of Moroccan ports in the north.
This occupation had come to affect the countries' geographical unity 
as some parts had been separated from the whole and had come 
under foreign domination. Nonetheless the invaders came up against
15 A3-Ghunaymi, Mawsuca, m  74, 75; bin'abdillah, Ta’nkh al-Maghrib, I, 162.
16 Terrasse, Morocco, 110.
17 Terrasse, Morocco, ,111 ; Jamil M. Abun-Nasr, A History of the Maghrib in the Islamic 
period, (Cambridge University, 1987), 207., hereinafter: Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib.
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obstinate resistance from the population, and from their strongholds 
the Portuguese were unable to really penetrate into the interior of the 
country. So it was further south on the Atlantic coast where they
were already busy trading, that they made their great efforts, building
18fortresses such as the one in Agadir in 1508.
The Portuguese capture of some important Moroccan ports on the 
Atlantic coast and segregation of certain areas from the rest acted as 
a reminder of the threat they posed to the fragile country. Assisted 
by Berber allies, the Portuguese secured lengths of coast and even
19penetrated inland as far as the threshold of Marrakesh.
In addition to this, the Portuguese occupation of the Moroccan coasts 
had destabilised the country economically as well as politically. By 
taking control of most of the Moroccan ports, the Portuguese were 
able to monopolise trade in the area in a manner that prevented the 
country from trading with the outside world except through the 
Portuguese. This made them the main traders in Moroccan goods, 
especially grain. They even had their own mandatoiy in a number of 
cities such as Fes and Marrakesh to arrange the commercial
18 Terrasse, Morocco, 111; Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 207,208.
19 Terrasse, Morocco, 112.
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exchanges between the two sides. This hindrance of Morocco’s 
ability to trade led to economic hardship lasting decades.20
As to the internal unrest, the political disarray during the Merinid 
reign was deepened by the tribal revolts which occurred every so 
often. Initially it was through this tribal system that the Merinids had 
come to power and established their own sovereignty. As they had 
formed a large group of powerful tribes, they were able to dominate 
other tribes in the country and keep control of the tribal system for
almost two hundred years.21 However as the power of the Merinids
began to decline, this tribal system which helped bring them to rule 
began to work against them. As soon as the power of the Merinids 
weakened a large number of other tribes sought independence and 
frequently revolted against the regime in Fes, which tried in vain to 
keep them under control.
The tribes in the south were particularly effective at utilising this lack 
of solid leadership and became especially troublesome to the 
Merinids. Some areas in the Atlas mountain and its plains fell "under 
the direct rule of the chiefs of the mountains the emirs of Hintata,
20 AI-Ghunaymi, Mawsu% 10,27; Julien, North Africa, 214.
21 Al-Ghunayml, Mawsu% 01,266.
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who had shown their strong hold of the area by putting the Merinid
22governors of Marrakesh under their tutelage".
These disturbances had become more serious during the Wattasid era 
as more tribes in the south dissociated themselves from the authority 
in the north. Since then the Saadians, who had emerged from the Sus 
region and had led the campaign against the Portuguese in the south, 
had become a new power in Morocco.
The most damaging factor to the reign of the Merinids was the 
constant internal struggles for power which dominated political life: 
“in the palace, the clans struggled bitterly amongst themselves,” and 
the viziers effectively had power, not only in the government (al- 
makhzari) but also in the palace. Through their position as regents of 
the throne, they had discretely seized power from the sovereigns. For 
more than a hundred years the Merinid reign was in the hands of the 
viziers, who ruled the country by despotism. Often, they were the 
masterminds behind the power struggles which badly affected the 
dynasty.23
22 Terrasse, Morocco, 103 . See also al-Ghunaymi, Mawsu% m, 14.
23 Terrasse, Morocco, 102; Ibn Khaldun, al-cIbar, VIE, 355; al-Ghunaynii, Mawsuca , TT1 
332-333.
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In the course of maintaining their hold on power, the viziers would 
often place on the throne a sovereign who was incapable of ruling, 
(some were as young as one year old). Between 759/1357 and 
869/1464, about twenty Merinid sovereigns were placed on the 
throne. Most were either killed or disposed of during power
struggles.24
One of these was the sultan Abu Muhammad cAbd al-Haqq b. Abl 
Sacid cUthman who was killed in a revolt in Fes during al-Miknasfs 
life time. He was the longest reigning sovereign in the Merinid 
dynasty. He was crowned when he was only a year old, after he had 
lost most of his family in a power struggle in the palace. The 
governor of Sala, AbuZakariyya Yahya b. cUmar al-Wattasi had 
pushed successfully for the surviving baby to be placed on the throne
under his regency.25
The young sultan cAbd al-Haqq spent most of his life under the 
regency of three viziers, the above named Abu Zakariyya, who was 
killed in 852/1448, then cAli b. Yusuf al-Wattasi, who died in 
863/1458, and finally AbuZakariyya Yahya b. Yahya al-Watt as!
24 Terrasse, Morocco, 102; Julien, North Africa, 194,195; al-Ghunaymi, Mawsu%  IQ, 332, 
333.
25 Julien, North Africa, 208; Terrasse, Morocco, 109; Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 114.
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who, was killed on the order of the sultan, only two months after 
being appointed vizier in the palace.26
At first, the sultan cAbd al-Haqq was content with his private life in 
the palace, and did not bother to assert his sovereignty until about the
97age of forty, when it seems that he became aware of the Wattasid
ambitions for power, especially after his despotic vizier, Abu 
Zakariyya Yahyall ignored him and arbitrarily made unfavourable 
changes to the makhzen and the palace. At that moment the sultan 
realised that it would only be a matter of time before he was either 
killed or deposed of He decided to pre-empt his vizier and the other 
Wattasids by ordering them all to be killed. Only two of the vizier’s 
brothers escaped with their lives, one of them was Muhammad al-
Shaykh who later became the sultan of Asila.28 The people of Fes
resented the killings and showed sympathy for the Wattasids. The 
incident also earned the sultan new enemies in the makhzen and 
probably in the palace. As he lost faith in the people around him, he 
became reluctant to nominate a new vizier and denied the position to 
anyone for a while.29
26 Al-Nasin, al-lstiqsa\ IV, 96-97; Terrasse, Morocco, 109; biifabdillah, Ta’iikh al-Maghrib,
160. Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 115.
27 Julien, North Africa, 209.
28 Al-Nasiri, al-Istiqsa\TV, 97; Julien, North Africa, 212.
29 Al-Nasiri, al-Istiqsa’, IV, 98.
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After Muhammad al-Shaykh had established his authority in Asila. 
some leading figures in Fes including the makhzen established secret 
contacts with him, and in time, it is believed, they offered him
support and loyalty if he would come to Fes.30 As soon as this news
reached sultan cAbd al-Haqq, he became angered. In a move which 
may have been meant to spite his opponents, he appointed two Jews 
in his administration, Harunas the vizier and Shawil as the 
chamberlain {h ajib). They were entrusted with suppressing any 
uprisings which might threaten the position of the sultan. This move 
led to great resentment at the sultan’s rule among the people.31
For some years, the people of Fes suffered under the oppressive new 
vizier. With frustration building among the people, the end of the 
careers of both the vizier Harunand sultan °Abd al-Haqq was 
apparently triggered by a single incident. A woman from Fes was 
arrested and severely tortured by the vizier’s men. News of this 
spread quickly through the city, and a revolt against the sultan 
became inevitable. This lead the leading figures in the city to meet 
and discuss the problem with the faqih, Abu FariscAbd al-cAz!z b. 
Musa al-Wiryaghfr the orator of al-Qarawiyyln, who advised them
30 Al-Nasiri, al-Istiqsa’, IV, 119.
31 Al-Ghunayml, Mawsuca , m, 336; Terrasse, Morocco, 110; bincabdillah, Ta’rlkh al- 
Maghrib, 161; al-Nasiri, al-Istiqsa\ IV, 98; Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 115.
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to dissociate themselves from the sultanc Abd al-Haqq and give their 
loyalty to the Sherif Abu cAbd-Allah al-Hafid as the sultan of Fes.32
The im  anf s advice was eagerly accepted, and the Sharif was invited 
to the meeting where he was given the oath of allegiance, and 
appointed as the new sultan. At that time, the sultan cAbd al-Haqq 
was out of Fes, leading an expedition to quell a revolt by the Habti 
tribes. As soon as he received the news, he turned back to Fes, 
hoping to be able to save his reign. However, he was too late to turn 
back the forces of revolution in Fes where the people had already 
pronounced his dethronement.
To add to this, on the way back to Fes, some of his forces mutinied 
against him. Desperate and confused, he sought the help of his vizier 
Harun, who advised him to go to the city of Meknes instead of Fes 
until a way out of his crisis could be found. No sooner had Harun 
finished his words than he was killed in front of his master by some 
of the mutinying soldiers who then forced the sultan to surrender. 
They humiliated him and plundered his headquarters in the camp, 
before taking him back to Fes to meet his tragic end. He was brought 
into the city in a most dishonourable state, and was executed on the 
morning of Friday twenty seventh of Ramadan, 869/1465. With the 
execution of the sultan cAbd al-Haqq b. Abl SacId, the era of Bani
32 Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 115.
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c Abd al-Haqq the first came to an end, and after a few years of rule 
by the sultan Abu cAbd Allah al-Hafid, the Wattasids (the other
branch of the Merinids) took over power.33
The new sultan of Fes, Abu °Abd Allah al-Hafid ruled for only a 
short period of time. His reign lasted only about seven years and was 
made difficult by the ambitions of the ruler of Asila, Muhammad al- 
Shaykh the Wattasid, who was determined to seize power in Fes. Al- 
Shaykh led three expeditions in order to conquer the city of Fes and 
depose its ruler. He succeeded after six years, but not before losing 
his capital city of Asila to the Portuguese, who occupied the city and 
took his family hostage while he was busy fighting al-Hafid in Fes.
In the year 876/1472, the sultan A bucAbd Allah al-Hafid fled to 
Tunisia and the city of Fes fell to the hands of Muhammad al- 
Shaykh, who started a new era of the Merinid dynasty under the 
Wattasid name.34
As a branch of the Merinid tribes, the Wattasids had exercised power 
during the reign of their cousins, Ban! cAbd al-Haqq. "Despite short­
33 Al-Ghunayml. Mawsu% ID, 336; bincabdillah, Ta’rikh al-Maghrib, 161; Al-Nasiri, al- 
Istiqsa’, IV, 99,100.
34 Al-Nasiri, al-Istiqsa’, IV, 120; al-Ghunaymi, Mawsuca , HI, 21,22; Julien, North Africa, 
212; bin‘abdillah, Ta’rikh al-Maghrib, 161.
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lived revolts they remained among the founder tribes of the Merinid 
dynasty and their chiefs occupied on many occasions high posts in
the makhzen ” Some of them had also occupied the position of
governor and became the regents on the Merinid throne until they
themselves finally took power.
Despite their successful seizure of power in Fes, the Wattasids did 
not enjoy great support from outside their tribe, thus, "this dynasty of 
a new kind, coming from the makhzen represented no important 
group of tribes and remained without any natural support... The 
Barn Wattas taking the government without a sound and loyal army 
and who only ruled over part of the country, were practically doomed
37to impotency11. Therefore, they were not able to build a strong 
enough regime capable of dealing with the events that occurred in 
Morocco during their reign38.
After Muhammad al-Shaykh had won the struggle for power 
against Abu cAbd Allah al-Hafid he was caught in the middle of an 
endless series of crises such as the increasing Portuguese occupation
35 Terrasse, Morocco, 109.
36 Al-Nasiri, al~Jstiqsa’, IV, 118; Julien, North Africa, 208; Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 114.
37 Terrasse, Morocco, 110,116.
38 Al-Ghunaymi, Mawsu% HI, 24.
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of the Moroccan coasts and the growing tribal revolts throughout the 
country. He therefore had to adopt a policy of truce, especially with 
the Portuguese who had already signed a peace treaty with him. 
However the Portuguese ignored the treaty and continued to occupy 
regions on the western coast, as well as in the north which further 
weakened al-Shayktfs rule. With other tribal revolts also 
undermining his authority, al-Shaykh’s regime was unable to 
command the whole country and was hardly able to control the 
regions around Fes. With these hindrances al-Shaykh led a feeble 
regime which lasted about thirty two years until his death in
910/1504.39
Succeeding Muhammad al-Shaykh was his son A buc Abd Allah 
Muhammad al-Burtughall ctthe Portuguese”. He had been attributed 
this nisba due to the time he had spent in Portugal as a hostage in his 
youth. The new sultan could do no better than his father despite his 
efforts against the Portuguese occupation.
Neither he nor his father could rescue the occupied territory or at 
least save the rest of the country from disintegration. Treaties had to 
be made with tribes and also with the independent principalities
39 Al-Ghunaymi, Maws 11% HE, 24,25; Julien, North Africa, 213; Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 
206,207.
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forming in the north.40 "The south, at first partly governed by the
Hintata emirs, was little by little conquered by the leaders of the holy 
war, the Saadian Cherifs, who at first theoretical vassals of the BanI 
Wattas, were to wrest Morocco little by little from the latter and in
1550, to enter Fez".41
Thus, by the time the Saadians took over power in the further 
Maghrib, the country was thoroughly crippled; the Merinid reign was 
on the brink of death after almost one and a half centuries in which 
the whole country indulged in general anarchy.
The absence of a strong central authority which could safeguard the 
state and undertake to defend its religion and territories had 
damaged the reputation of the regime in Fes and led to general anger 
and frustration among the people. With the loss of respect for their 
rulers the people abstained from giving their support to the powers in 
Fes, which had neglected the country and had on many occasions 
turned away from campaign against the Portuguese raids on
Moroccan territoiy 42 The populace had already expressed extreme 
resentment of the Sultans after their lack of response to the appeal
40 Terrasse, Morocco, 116,117; al-Ghunayml, Mawsu%  in , 32,33.
41 Terrasse, Morocco, 117.
42 cAbd Allah Kannun, al-Nub ugh al-Maghribl f t 'l-adab al- cArabI, (Beirut, Dar al-Kitab 
al-Lubnanl, 1975), 1 ,192., hereinafter: Kannun, Nub ugh.
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from their fellow Muslims in Andalusia, who were facing imminent 
elimination by the Spanish forces, who had swept away most of the 
Muslim fortresses in Spain on their way to finish off the Muslim 
reign in the Iberian peninsula. Having taken advantage of the decline 
of authority in Fes, and under the union of Castille and Aragon, the 
Spanish organised little by little the conquest of the Moorish 
kingdom in Spain. This they achieved in 897/1492 by taking of
Granada, the last Muslim state of Andalusia 43
In reaction to the Sultans' inability to defend the Maghrib territory, 
the call to aims rose enthusiastically among the people. The strongest 
push came from the scholars who stimulated the desire for action by 
various means, including writings, speeches and poems. Many of 
them fought alongside the people against the Portuguese, including 
the faqlh Abu cAbd All Mi Muhammadb. Yahya al-Bahluli and the 
q adl of Asila Abu T-c Abbas Ahmad al-Qadl. Again the Sufis with 
their influential push towards action also played a significant role in 
the struggle against the occupying force. Among them was the Sufi
Abu '1-Hasan cAli b. cUthman al-ShawI .44
The first armed movement had emanated from the northern city of 
Ceuta, which was the first Moroccan city to be raided by the Iberian
43 Terrasse, Morocco, 114.
44 Al-Nasiri, al-Istiqsa ; IV, 111,112 ; Kannun, Nub ugh , 1,243.
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forces in 818/ 1415. Some other movements had also emerged in the 
Sus regions in the south. Since then, the people of the Maghrib, who 
had realised the imminent danger and the impotence of their rulers, 
began to take responsibility for defending the territory under the 
leadership of the scholars and the Sufis. The Merinid sultans, who 
were busy dealing with internal struggles had on occasion lead 
expeditions against the Portuguese, but more often than not failed 
their duties by only providing the fighters with money and
materials.45
To back up the armed movements, fortresses and towns had to be 
constructed by the Sufis and other warriors with the authority’s help. 
Most of these constructions were positioned near the coasts to protect 
the interior territory from possible enemy penetration and also to be 
used as bases (iib~ats) for the fighters. For example, the towns of 
Shafshawin and Tetouan, as well as the old town of al-Qasr al-Kabir 
in the north. Some other strongholds were also built in the south,
46especially in the region of Sus.
45 bincabdillah, Ta’rikli al-Maghrib, 161,162; al-Ghunaymi, Mawsiica , m , 32, 33; Julien, 
North Africa, 215.
46 Al-Ghunaymi, Mawsiica , 111, 94; bincabdillah, Ta’rikh al-Maghrib, 161.
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Ultimately the Saadian triumph over the Portuguese earned them 
popularity and support, especially from tribes in the south such as the 
Hintata tribes in Marrakesh and the Sus tribes. The Saadians 
gradually dominated the southern regions including Marrakesh, the 
capital of the south. Little by little, they conquered the rest of 
Morocco until they finished off the Merinid dynasty by killing Abu
Hassun, the last sultan of the Wattasids in Fes in 961/1554.47
A I-Miknasfs text and political events
The manuscript does not contain material of an overtly political 
nature. This is to say that specific occurrences in court life are not 
dealt with. However, there is evidence to show that al-MiknasIwas 
mindful of the turbulent political scene under which he worked. 
Firstly this can be appreciated in a statement in the text (page 8 
Arabic text) regarding a q adfs qualities. al-Miknas! asserts that a 
q adishould be one of those who disregards the Authorities' 
influence and does not fear them. This warning is supported by 
further cases in the text which illustrate the pressure that q ~adis could 
be brought under. In one such case (page 115), al-Miknas! cites a 
statement by Ibn cArafa (&803/1401) who said that some q adds at 
the time had appointed defamed people as witnesses in court to 
testify in serious matters such as marriage and murder, claiming that
47 Kannun ,Nub ugh , I, 244 ; Julien, North Africa, 216.
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they feared their superiors in government. IbncArafa added that in 
fact, they only feared dismissal. Whatever the opinion of Ibnc Arafa 
regarding these q adfs and their fears, this statement clearly indicates 
that the self-serving influence of some sultans and viziers reached 
into the justice system and lead to the pressurisation and even 
victimisation of some q ad/s. Evidence of this exists in historical 
references, for example, the q adf cAbd al-Ra jum al-YaznasIwas 
killed in Fes by the vizier Salih b. Salih b. Hmmuin 143048.
Furthermore, there are a few cases in the text regarding particular 
events which we believe may shed light on how the political 
atmosphere effected economic life for the region's inhabitants and on 
the relation between people and the authorities. For example in one 
case (page 205), a man who had rented a hotel to run as his own 
business then wanted to cancel his tenancy agreement on the basis of 
customer scarcity because of dissension in the area According to 
what we have seen above, such dissension was fairly common 
during al-Miknasfs time because of power struggles and tribal riots. 
In another case the direct involvement a sovereign could have with a 
particular subject's affairs is illustrated. A case is included (page 57) 
regarding a conflict between the orator of al-QarawiyyincAbd al- 
cAzIz al-Wiryaghll (d.880/1475) and his wife who were separated 
by a board of arbitration involving some scholars and the emir of the
48 Al-Nasin, al-Istiqsa' , iv, 96.
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state. What we can learn from this is that the sovereign of the state 
during al-Miknas?s time used to engage himself with public matters 
and even family affairs, as was the practice of Muslim rulers.
CHAPTER HI
Intellectual Life in the Maghrib During al-Miknasf s Era
Since the Islamic conquest of North Africa, all aspects of life had 
come under Islamic induction. Islamic culture gradually took over the 
cultural life in the area, and by the end of the second half of the 
eighth century the Islamic schools (madh ahib) found their way into 
the regions. Morocco, or the further maghrib as it was known, was 
one of these regions which received some of those schools, such as 
Khariji, ShIcI, Hanafi and then the Malik! school. Since the latter 
school had been embraced by the Moroccan people it became a 
prominent aspect of their intellectual environment. By the end of the 
first half of the third/ninth century the Malik! school was becoming 
established in the western Islamic regions. It was promoted in the 
area by local scholars who had studied either under Malik himself or 
some of his students. It was also spread by those who embraced the 
Malik! doctrine during their visit to Mecca and Medina to perform
pilgrimage.1
1 Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 21 ; Kamiun, Nub ugh , I, 54.
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The first two regions to witness a rapid growth of the Maliki school 
in the western Muslim world were Tunisia and Andalusia, 
specifically al-Qayrawan and Cordova. In these two centres a 
number of prominent scholars had excelled in Maliki fiqh , among 
whom were CAH b. Ziyad al-TunisI(d. 183/799), °Isa b. Dinar al- 
Qurtubl (<L212/827), Asad b. al-Furat(cL213/828), cAbd Allah b. 
Abl Hass an al-YahsubI(d.227/841), Yahya b. Yahya al-Laythl 
(d.234/848), cAbdal-Malik b. Habib (d.238/852) and Sahnun cAbd
al-Salam b. SacId al-TanukhI(d.240/854)2. Moreover, many famous
works in Maliki fiqh were produced in this era such as al-Wadiha, 
al-cUtbiyya and al-Mudawwana, which became the subjects of the 
scholastic activity in the Islamic western countries. Many jurists 
devoted themselves to these works making them the "sole subject of
their commentaries’' and teaching3. Later, during the Almoravid
reign Morocco inherited the leading position in knowledge especially 
in Maliki fiqh, where al-Qarawiyylti in Fes became the best known
centre of learning in the area.4
The intellectual environment which existed in Morocco during al- 
Miknasfs time was the last remnant of the renaissance in
2 Al-Hajawi, al~Fikr al-sami ,11,94,98.
3 Christopher Melchert, The formation of the Sunni Schools of Law, (Brill, Leiden, 1997), 
158,159., hereinafter: Melchert, Sunni schools
4 Kannun, Nub ugh ,1, 54.
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knowledge that was an object of pride for the three dynasties of the 
Almoravids, the Almohads and the Merinids. Thus we shall briefly 
review the environment in which al-MiknasT developed as a scholar, 
and the efforts that had been made by the various dynasties to 
develop academic culture in their lands.
The Almoravids, the first of these three dynasties began life as a 
reform movement, their aim was to reform Islamic cultural and 
religious practices which they claimed had become mingled with old 
domestic customs and religious innovations developed in the 
Moroccan society of the time, especially in the southern regions, due
to the lack of an orthodox religious education.5
The founder of the movement was the faqlh cAbd Allah b. Y asm al- 
Jazuli who devoted himself to the cause of religious practice reform 
His purpose was to present people with accurate religious knowledge 
and an orthodox understanding of Islam although a more political 
side to his movement became apparent later on. He initiated his 
missionary activity (da cwa)  among the Lamtuna tribe, one of the 
Sanhaja tribes in the further southern Sahara, but later with the 
support of his armed followers he managed to impose his authority 
on a number of tribes in the southern Sahara including the Sanhaja
5 Hasan cAli Hasan , al-Had'ara al-Islamiyya G al-Maghrib wa 'I-Andalu$(Cako, 1980), 20-21., 
hereinafter: Hasan cAli, Had~ara
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tribes. Soon afterwards, the power of his armed force grew rapidly 
and little by little his movement subdued the whole region of the
further Maghrib.6
After their successful seizure of power, the Almoravids established a 
new dynasty (430/1038-541/1147). One of the foundations upon 
which the authority of the Almoravid state had rested was the 
influence of the fuqah a9 who occupied high positions in the 
regime, and whose advice was always taken into account. This was 
attributed to °Abd Allah b. Yasln, who was himself a faqlh and 
religious leader whose successors followed in his path, maintaining 
an interest in the promotion of Islamic education and giving their full 
support to the Maliki school of thought. As an orthodox movement 
they rejected philosophical and theological avenues of thought.
Accordingly, the regime backed by the powerful fuqah a9 who were 
mainly interested mfiqh, frowned upon those scholarly works which 
were based on theological discussion. The best example of this was 
the burning of al-Ghazall’s book Ihy~a9 °ul um al-dln on the orders 
of the sultan CA1I b. Y usuf b. Tashfia This was as a result of a 
fatwa given by the faqlh Abu cAbd All ah Ibn Hamdln, the judge of 
Qurtuba, which was supported by a considerable number of fuqah a\
6 Ibn Khaldun, al- clbar, VI, 216-218; Kannun, Nub ugh, I, 64,65; Julien, North Africa, 79,80
; Weiss, Survey, 222,223; Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 80,81.
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The fatwa considered al-Ghazall’s book to be contradictory to the 
shanca , claiming that it discussed theology ( cilm al-kal~am)  and 
Sufi doctrine, adopting philosophical methods which would confuse
the people’s creed.7 There also seems to have been a political purpose
behind this affair. It is mentioned in some sources that the fuqah a’ 
feared the political influence of Sufism and the Sufis, who shared 
with the fuqah a’ a certain level of respect and authority among the
public.8
However, some other fuqah ~a’ regarded the book as a unique work 
containing a high standard of Shanca knowledge. These fuqah a’ 
opposed its destruction by issuing a contradictory fatwa making its 
destruction unlawful and denouncing those who burned the book. 
This is also taken by some historians as proof that the fuqah If were 
well protected and admired during the Almoravids era as they could 
express their opinions without fear of punishment, even when their
opinions were opposed to those of the ruler.9
7 Kannun, Nubiigh, I, 75,76; Julien, North Africa, 88; Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 84; Weiss, 
Survey, 226.
8 Ibrahim Harakat, al-Maghrib cabr al-ta'iikb , (Casablanca, Dar al-Sulami, 1965), 194., 
hereinafter: Harakat, al-Maghrib .
9 Kannun, Nubiigb , I, 77 ; Harakat, al-Maghrib , 194.
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Despite favouring^#/* and the fuqah a’ the Almoravids admired 
knowledge and scholarship in general. Thus they undertook to 
support and strengthen centres of learning such as al-Qarawiyyln in 
order to stimulate a spirit of intellectualism among Moroccan society 
which had been lacking except in cities such as Fes, Marrakesh and 
Ceuta.
After the unification of Andalusia and the further Maghrib under the 
leadership of Yusuf b. Tashftn, Morocco was opened to the 
civilisation and culture of Andalusia, which made a significant
impact on the intellectual life of Morocco.10
Besides the study of fiqh in accordance with the Maliki school which 
had become advanced during this era, there was considerable study 
in many other fields of shan°a sciences. These included tafsif 
hadfth and principles of Islamic jurisprudence (us ul ctl-fiqh ) even 
theology and Sufism were given some attention. A great deal of 
study was also conducted in literature and Arabic language, 
including grammar, syntax, and related linguistic sciences in which 
many people excelled, including emirs. Moreover, the Almoravids 
attentively looked after the centres of learning, especially the 
institution of al-Qarawiyyin, and pioneered the Madrasa system in
10 Kannun, Nub ugh , 1,78,79.
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Morocco. They made a significant contribution to the environment of 
learning in Morocco.11
Throughout the Almoravids' reign a considerable number of scholars 
excelled in different areas of Arabic language and sharfca sciences. 
For example, the scholar Abu al-Fadl clyad b. Musa b. cIyad al- 
Yahsubi al-Sabti, known as al-Qadi °Iyad(d. 544/1149). He was a 
prominent expert in many subjects of the shari°a sciences and 
literature. Despite his short life he produced about twenty works in 
different fields. From among these were Tartfb al-madarik, al-
Shifa \ Mash ariq al-anwar, ctl- Tanbih at al-mustanbata,12
The Almohads were no less interested in the furthering of 
knowledge. This is not surprising since Muhammad Ibn Tumart, the 
spiritual leader of the Almohad dynasty was, like cAbd Allah ibn 
Yasln, a scholar and a religious leader. Ibn Tumart also started his 
movement in a similar way, as he provided a religious education to 
his followers before adopting the struggle for power. However, Ibn 
Tumart as a thinker, differed from Ibn YasTn in his cultural
11 Kannun, Nubugh, I, 78-82; Harakat, al-Maghrib , 242,243 ; Al-Hasanal-Sa’ih, al-
Hadara al-Mghribiyya °abr al-ta'nkh, (Casablanca, Dar ai-Thaqafa , 1975), 149,152., 
hereinafter: al-Sa'ih, Hadara.
12 Kannun, Nubugh , I, 95,96.
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inclinations. From the early stages of his learning he was influenced 
by the work of Eastern Muslim scholars, especially al-Ghazali and 
was eager to meet some of them. Therefore he left the Maghrib for 
the Eastern Muslim countries where he studied under many scholars 
including al-Ghazali. There, he acquired a high standard of 
knowledge and became more attentive to theology in accordance 
with the Ashcari school, favouring it above other subjects.13
After his return to the Maghrib Ibn Tumart toured the country for 
some time preaching his religious thoughts, before making a halt at 
the village of his birth to prepare for a political move. He was able to 
propagate his teachings among the tribes of Masmudaand managed 
to win their support to launch his revolution against the Almoravids, 
whom he had considered a corrupt regime, both religiously and
morally.14
Although Ibn Tumart did not live to see the fruit of his revolution, 
(he died soon after starting the struggle), his successors were 
determined to achieve his goal. They followed the path he had 
initiated and carried out his ideas, especially with respect to Islamic
13 Weiss, Survey, 241; ‘All am, al-Dawla al-Muwahhidiyya, 70,71; Julien, North Africa, 94; 
Kaimm,AfafcZjrgft, 1, 107,108.
14 Harakat, al-Maghrib , I, 263; Kannun, Nubugh, I, 109,110; Al-Sa’ih ,Hadara , I, 177; 
Julien, North Afiica, 100,101.
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knowledge and teaching, an area upon which they were particularly 
keen. With the foundation of the cultural renaissance laid down 
during the Almoravids era, the Almohads continued to build in 
conformity with their own program, which was based on Ibn
Tumart’s ideas.15
In spite of their similarity in being concerned with culture 
development and the encouragement of learning, the methods of the 
Almohads differed from those of the Almoravids. The Almoravids 
were more stringent observers of the traditional Islamic line with 
regard to the understanding of Qur’anic passages which mention 
Allah’s Names and Attributes. That is, they rejected any 
interpretation (ta ’wfl) of such passages and regarded this as an 
innovation (bid°a ), and therefore contradictory to the doctrine 
( °aqlda )  as understood by the Prophet’s companions. For this reason 
the Almoravids were not in favour of the study of cilm dl-kal~am, 
although it persisted to a certain extent during their time. For the 
same reason, they paid more attention to the study of fiqh in
accordance with the Maliki school.16 The Almohads on the other
15 Kannun, Nubugh , I, 111,127.
16 c All am, al-Dawla al-Mu wahliidiyya, I, 303; °Abd al-Wahid b. cAlial-Marrakshi, al-
M ujib ft talkbis akbbar al-Maghrib, ed. Muhammad Zaynukum, (Cairo, 1963), 151., 
hereinafter: al-MarrakesM, al-Mucjib . Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 88.
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hand, followed the methodology of the Ashcari school, preferring 
to interpret any Qur’ anic passage which seemed to them to be in 
danger of likening Allah to His creation. Thus they intensified 
their efforts to promote the study of °ilm al-kalam  and us ul al-
fiiqh as these were the core of their cultural program.17 However, at
the same time they did not neglect other sciences. Rather, the 
Almohads took the lead in promoting knowledge in general. 
Nonetheless, they did not approve of the study of fu ru c of fiqh 
which they rejected upon the principle that they were only the 
opinions of the fuqah ~a \ which in most cases were not related to 
the Qur’ an and hadith. Therefore the Almohads invalidated the 
furuc of fiqh unless their legal rules were based on the us ul, 
particularly the Qur’ an and the Prophetic traditions, in order to
1 Rcompel the fuqah 7/ to use individual opinion (fjtih lid). They went
as far as burning most of the famous furu° works of Malikifiqh 
such as al-Mudowwana and many others during the time of Yacqub 
al-Mansur, the third caliph of the Almohads, whose goal was to wipe 
out the Maliki school from Morocco. In fact, this was the intention of
17Ibn Khaldun, al- eIbar, V I 267; Julien, North Africa, 94; Weiss, Survey, 242; Abun-Nasr, 
the Maghrib, 88.
18 Harakat, al-Maghrib , 263; al-Sa’ih, Hadara, 178;0Allani, al-Dawla al-Muwahhidiyya, 
304; Weiss, Survey, 242; Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 88,89.
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his father Yusu£ and his grandfather cAbd al-Mu’min, though 
Yacqubmade greater efforts to achieve this goal.19
Certainly, the Almohads succeeded in restraining the study of 
fiiru 1' of Maliki fiqh to some extent. They encouraged the 
resumption of the process of ijtih ~ad in which some scholars 
excelled, such as AbuT-Hasan cAlI b. Muhammad b. Khayaral- 
BalansI (605/1208) and Abulshaq Ibrahhnb. Ahmad b. Harun 
al-Muradi ( 633/1235) among others. Nonetheless, they failed to 
completely wipe out either the Maliki school or the study offu ru c. 
On the contrary, both survived and most of the burned fiqh
references were re-written, even during the Almohad era.
However, the Almohad attitude towards the Maliki school had 
encouraged the Maliki scholars to review their dogmatic allegiance 
to the Maliki school and reform the furu° of fiqh  in accordance 
with us ul al-fiqh} a process which strengthened the link between
Maliki/?## and its sources.21
Other kinds of Islamic learning reached their height during the 
Almohad era, especially hadlth, tafsfr and theology. Literature and 
philosophy also became more prominent than before. The main
19 Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 97; Kannun, Nubugh, 1 ,128.
20 Weiss, Survey, 248,250; Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 21.
21 Kannun, Nubugh, 1,129.
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institution for the study of all these subject areas was al-Qarawiyym 
in Fes which remained as busy as usual, as did institutions in other 
cities such as Marrakesh, Hemcen, Ceuta and Meknes.
In order to encourage learning throughout the country, the Almohads 
provided generous subsidies to the centres of learning, as well as 
building more of them throughout the country. They had also been 
generous to the scholars, among whom were poets and writers who 
were always in the company of the sovereigns, since the rulers’ 
concern was with scholarly and intellectual matters, as well as those 
of politics.22
During this period, the number of prominent scholars emerging from 
the various academic institutions was high. From among these for 
example were Abu cAmr cUthmanb. cAbd Allah b. cIsa, known as 
al-Salaljl (d.574/1178), Abu Muhammad °Abdal-JalIl al-Qasrf 
(d.608/1211), and Abual-Hajjaj Yusuf b. cImran al-Mazdaghi 
(d655/1257), who were all well versed in various fields of shari°a 
sciences. These are but a few of the many eminent scholars of the 
period. Needless to say, their number is great and their lives and
works are vast topics in themselves.
22 Kannun, Nubugh, 1,127-129; al-Sa’ih, Hadara, 203,204; Harakat, al-Maghrib , 372,373.
23 Kannun, Nubugh, I, 156-158.
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This was the status of cultural life during the rule of the AJmoravid 
and the Almohad dynasties which managed to make a considerable 
contribution to the cultural and intellectual renaissance in Morocco 
despite their differing views in many areas.
As for the Merinids, though they did not emerge from religious 
reformist movement but rather from a politically motivated push for 
power, they nonetheless had a considerable regard for scholars and 
people of knowledge. Their role in the cultural development of 
Morocco in general and Fes in particular is undisputed “It is evident 
that the Merinids gave substantial support to the development of 
learning in Fes. They may be considered the true creators of the 
University of Fes. The institution of numerous establishments of
94 .learning, the madras as, is evidence in the proof’.
Despite the discontinuity in cultural and scholarly activities caused 
by the power struggle between the Merinids and the Almohads, 
cultural life flourished again once the Merinids had established their 
dynasty. The Merinids exceeded their predecessors in their respect 
for knowledge and scholars, regardless of their field or inclination. 
Most importantly, they did not actively discriminate in favour of, or
24 Le Toumeau. Fez ,119.  See also Weiss, Survey, 370; Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 21,116. 
EL, V, 1150.
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against any subject of learning (as bad been the case with the 
Almoravids and Almohads), although they highly regard the Maliki 
school with respect to the subject offiqh. All subjects of the Sharica 
sciences were taught without exception, as well as grammar, 
literature, philosophy and related subjects. People were also free to 
choose their preferred area of study and doctrine (madhhabfi though 
the most dominant schools in Morocco at the time were the Maliki 
school regardingfiqh and the Ashcari school regarding articles of 
faith ( caqlda ) .25
Most of the Merinid sultans were interested in education and showed 
their enthusiasm through the construction of many luxurious 
madrasas and libraries as well as through their obvious admiration
and generosity towards scholars.26 This could have been for a
number of reasons. Firstly, unlike the Almoravids and the Almohads, 
the Merinids did not have a scholarly background, and their ruling 
ideology was more political than religious. It could therefore be 
argued that they sought to make up for this in the eyes of the 
populace by their outward and obvious support for all fields of
0 7knowledge, religious and otherwise. Secondly, some of the Merinid
25 Kannun, Nub ugh, 1 ,194.
26 Julien, North Africa, 200,201.
27 EI2, s.v. Marauds ; Le Toumeau. Fez ,119; Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 116.
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sultans themselves were qualified religious scholars, for example, 
AbuT-Hasan cAli and his son, Abu cInan They both often held 
debating and discussion sessions presented by prominent scholars in 
various subjects of knowledge, in which the Sultans themselves 
would take part. Thus it was natural that they actively supported and
encouraged learning and scholarly activities.28
The Merinid era produced such a significant level of development in 
terms of knowledge and education in Morocco that the dynasty has 
come to be known as the ‘State of Knowledge’ among some North 
African historians. Some argue that the Merinid period was by far 
the greatest single contributor to the development of learning in the
region, of all other dynasties.29
Whilst this claim may be true with regard to the stage of the Merinid 
era which ended with the death of the sultan Abu Mu hammadc Abd 
al-Haqq (869/1464) during al-Miknasi’s time, part of the credit for 
this renaissance should also go to some of the more well known 
preceding sultans such as Abu SacId cUthmanb. Yacqub and his 
son, Abu '1-Hasan and also his grandson, Abu cInan who, besides
28 Kannun,Nubugh, I, 198 ; Le Toumeau.Fez, 126,127.
29 Kannun, Nubugh ,1,195.
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their enthusiasm for learning, devoted much of their time and wealth
30for the sake of knowledge.
As we have seen the cultural and intellectual development of 
Morocco had proceeded under the reign of the Almoravids and 
Almohads, but due to the endeavours of the Merinids, it became 
more comprehensive and affected almost every village and city in the 
domain. Even in remote parts of the desert there were learning 
establishments and scholars to provide people with the opportunity 
for learning. Besides the centres which already existed, many more 
were established by the Merinid sultans, such as sultan Abu 1-Hasan 
who constructed more than ten institutions (;madrasas) in different
regions around the country.31
As a result, more scholars emerged, and the areas studied became 
richer and more diverse, especially with respect to the shaiica 
sciences in general and fiqh in particular. Extensive studies in this 
subject were carried out and numerous works were produced by the 
fijqah a \ some of whom excelled in the production of furuc works. 
These include CA1I b. cAbd al-Haqq al-ZarwlH (d.719/1319), Abii '1- 
c Abbas Ahmadb. Qasim al-Qabbab (d.779/1377) and Abu cAbd 
Allah Muhammadb. Qasim al-Qawri (d.872/1467).
30 Kannun, Nubugh, I, 198; Julien, North Africa, 200,201.
31 Bincabdillah, 7'’rikh al-Maghfib , 156.
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In addition, study sessions were available in the mosques to ordinary 
non-academics, including women, who did not have access to a 
scholarly education. Such activity bore fruit in people’s increased 
interest in cultural affairs and in their general social behaviour. The 
city of Fes was described as “Baghdad al-Maghrib” and its
occupants were described as intellectual and elegant people.32
The golden decades of cultural life in Morocco were during the era 
of the sultan Abu '1-Hasan and his son Abu clnan of the Merinid 
dynasty. After Abu cInan’s era, the development of learning suffered 
various setbacks which led to periods of its decline. One of these 
setbacks was the struggle for power and the resulting instability 
during the era of the viziers which reduced the level of government 
support that the educational establishments had enjoyed
The second impediment was the Portuguese occupation of the 
Moroccan coasts. Since the conquest of the city of Ceuta in 
818/1415 by the Portuguese forces, the religious scholars took the 
lead and became heavily involved in the campaigns against the 
occupiers. On many occasions the scholars gave up their teaching
32 al-Marrakeshi, al-Mucjib , I, 290; Kannun, Nubugh, I, 199,200; al-Kattani, F as, 1,59; al- 
TazI, al-Oarawiyyin, H, 402.
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and joined the fighters. Likewise many students left the learning 
establishments for the battle fields.
There was another major hindrance that affected academic activity in 
Morocco and that was the loss of a considerable number of 
people, among whom were scholars and students, to the epidemics 
which hit the country on many occasions, especially in 846/1442. 
Moreover, because of the economic crisis, the authorities in Fes used 
many of the funds belonging to the al-Qarawiyym madrasas for 
military purposes which left the learning centres with very little 
financial support, specially during the Wattasid era.33 This had made
the institutions unable to admit as many students as they had 
previously done, or to provide them with the help that they needed, 
since many of them had come from other regions and relayed on 
such help to complete their studies.
Such was the state of intellectual life in Morocco during the 
declining stage of the Merinid dynasty in which al-Qadl al-MiknasI 
was bom and lived. Nonetheless, al-Qarawiyym and its madrasas in 
Fes continued to be the main source of education with a high 
reputation even through its difficult times. Many biographical and 
historical works tell how the institution was always busy with those
33 al-Nasin, al-lstiqs h ’, IV, 101.
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engaged in all manner of academic pursuits covering a wide range of 
subject areas. During this time al-Qarawiyym played host to a large 
number of eminent scholars. From among these were: The Jurist and 
m ufti cAbd Allahb. Muhammadb. Musa al-cAbdusI (d.848/1444) 
and his uncle Abu T-Qasimlbn Musaal-cAbdusI, both of whom 
were members of the al-cAbdusfs family, a well known scholarly 
family in Fes. Also, there were Abu cAli al-Hasan al-Maqhlll a well 
known faqlh and lecturer in al-Qarawiyym (d.864/1459), Abu cAbd 
Allah Muhammadb. Qasim al-Qawrl (above), a scholar offiqh and 
one of al-Miknasfs masters, and Abu Faris cAbd al-cAz!z al- 
Wiryaghli, (d.876/1471) the judge and the orator of al- 
Qarawiyym Mosque who led the revolt which ended the rule of the 
sultan cAbd al-Haqq II in Fes in 869/1464. These and many others, 
including al-Qadi al-MiknasI, played a vital role in the continuation
of scholarly activity in Fes.34
Before we come to the end of this chapter, we would like to draw the 
reader’s attention to another area of learning which existed in the 
region for many centuries, namely Sufism. This kind of cultural 
education had played an important role in Moroccan social, political 
and intellectual life.
34al-Tazi, al-Qarawiyym, n, 412-4-14.
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It is not our intention to discuss the background of Sufism and how it 
came to the western Muslim countries since this is not the purpose of 
this work. However, we would like to provide the reader with some 
idea of the development of Sufism in Moroccan culture, and its 
impact on Moroccan society throughout the Merinid reign, and 
especially during al-Miknasf s time.
Sufism as a culture was not known in the further Maghrib until the 
Almoravid era. However, ever since Islam first came to the region, 
there existed devotees known as awliya’ (holy men) who practised 
various methodologies very similar to Sufism which was as yet 
unknown even to them. Although they had no followers as such, they 
were honoured and respected by the public.
From the eleventh century, the Sufis and Sufism had become widely 
known in Morocco and Andalusia. Their methods and principles 
were generally in line with the rules of Shanca, and were on the 
whole different from those of the Sufis of the eastern Muslim 
countries which were based around philosophy and %m al-kal am. 
Therefore, there had not been any significant conflict between the 
Sufis and the fuqah a ’ in western Muslim regions until the 
appearance of al-Ghazalf s book, al-Ihya \ which was highly
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controversial and not acceptable to some fuqah a in the region at the 
time.35
Despite the resistance of certain fuqah a' Sufism eventually found 
some levels of acceptance amongst certain networks of scholars. 
However, its exponents still found themselves to be the objects of 
hostility from somq fuqah a’ .This is particularly exemplified by the 
story of two vocal Sufis from Andalusia named as Ibn al-c Arif and 
Ibn Barrajan, who were called to the city of Marrakesh by the sultan, 
probably on the advice of some of the fuqah a'after publicly 
criticising the relation between the fuqah ~d1 and the sultanc All b. 
Tashfin. The city of Fes had also witnessed some prominent Sufi 
activists, among whom was cAli b. Hirzihim (d.541/1146) who 
became noted as a supporter of the al-Ghazali form of Sufism after 
having met al-Ghazali in his youth. Ibn Hirzihim too had to
withstand Almoravid hostility.36
Due to the Sufis and their students the Sufi culture started to 
establish itself in the form of what is known as a religious 
brotherhood (tariqa), which played an important role in the 
intellectual life of Moroccan society during the Merinid era and
35 cAbd Allah al-Tahdi, al-Mutrib , 31,32; Hasan °Ali, Hadara, 476.
36 Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 85.
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afterwards. One of the best known masters of the Sufi movement 
was Abu Madyan Shucayb Ibn al-Ansari, who when still a youth 
emigrated from Andalusia to Morocco where he acquired his 
education. He then settled in Bijaya where he established his own 
Sufi gathering place (zawlya) and became known as a Sufi scholar. 
His student cAbd al-Salamlbn Mashish was also a well known Sufi 
scholar. In turn, his student, Abu T-Hasan al-Shadhili was also well 
known, establishing the Shadhili taiiqa, which became known in 
many Muslim countries and also had many branches under different
37names.
During the Merinid era Sufism had grown more distinguished, 
especially during al-Miknasfs life time when it coexisted alongside 
orthodox Islamic teachings. A famous Sufi teacher emerged at this 
time by the name of Muhammad al-Jazuli originating from Jazula a 
Berber tribe of Sus . “He spent several years in Fes, where he wrote 
Dal a 9il al-khayrat, a widely read manual of Sufi teachings ... Since 
then an important religious cult grew from the veneration with which 
al-Jazuli was held even after his death’5.38 Also some Sufi taiiqas 
branched out in the area. This was again a time during which
37 Harakat, al-Maghrib , 322,323.
38 Abun-Nasr, the Maghrib, 207.
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Sufism, as practised in the region, was developing in a way that was 
more and more at odds with orthodox Islamic practices.39
The main gathering and learning place for the Sufis and their 
followers was the zawiya which was originally known as a lodging 
place for the poor and for travellers from among whom were some 
Sufis. It then developed into a learning area for Qur’ an and slm rf ci 
sciences along side its original purpose. Many of these zawiyas 
were built by the Sultans who supported them with continual 
donations and even supplied them with maintenance workers.40
As the Sufi tariqas became more prominent many Sufis established 
their own zawiyas where they would receive their students and 
followers who would come to learn the Sufi teachings. Also during 
al-Miknasfs era, the zawiya played a significant role with regard to 
fighting against the Portuguese occupation. As well as their main 
purposes of gathering and learning zawiyas became the head
quarters and the recruitment centres of the fighters 41
39A1-Ghunaynu, Mawsii%  HI, 93.
40 Al-Mahi, al-Maghrib, 200,201.
41 Al-Ghunayml, Mnwsu% ITT, 94; Kannun, Nubugh, I, 64.
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Although the advantages of Sufism were undoubtedly important as it 
had greatly influenced the cultural life of Morocco and brought many 
people to the path of the Islamic faith, along side its role in 
defending the country against its occupiers, many of the fuqah a ’ 
from al-Miknasfs time and before argued that it had a grave 
disadvantage. This appeared in its effect on the belief ( °aqida) of the 
common people who lacked religious education. These people came 
to strongly believe that the senior Sufis or wctlis had access to divine 
knowledge, for instance, knowledge of future events which is
distinctly against Sharica doctrine.42 
Al-Miknasi and Sufism
With regard to al-Miknas?s stand towards Sufis and Sufism, we do 
not have concrete evidence from which we can clearly define a point 
of view. However, we believe he had some sympathies towards 
Sufis, and we base this conclusion on the following. Firstly, at the 
beginning of the text being edited, (page, 2), al-Miknasi cites a story 
passed on through oral tradition as an explanation to a prophetic 
hadith. Its imaginative structure strongly suggests that it originates 
from a Sufi source since Sufis were known to utilise imaginative 
stories in order to strengthen and help explain the spiritual side of 
their doctrine. By making use of such a story, al-Miknasi, shows at
42 Al-Ghunaymi, Mawsu% HI, 94; Hasan cA li, Hadara, 479,480.
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the very least, an openness to Sufi tradition. Secondly, the historian 
Ahmad al-Nasirfin his book {al-Mqs a ') has indicated a story 
about a Sufi named Abu Muhammad al-Ghazaw am who was a 
contemporary of al-Miknasi. Having become a prominent and well 
respected Sufi in the northern part of Morocco, al-Ghazaw am came 
to the attention of the sultan who feared his influence and who 
summoned him to the city in order to place him under restriction. 
Upon reaching Fes, al-Ghazaw an! met al-Miknasi who mediated 
with the sultan on his behalf. As a result, the Sufi was invited to the 
palace and was allowed to settle freely in the city rather than being
sent to jail43. This instance indicates a degree of sympathy on behalf 
of al-Miknasi towards Sufis.
Given this environment and the lack of any material within al- 
Miknasfs work directly refuting Sufi doctrine, it seems likely that al- 
Miknasi, at minimum, co-existed tolerantly with the Sufis.




al- Tanblti wa'l-icl  am
The manuscript
There are many copies of the manuscript of al-Tanblh warl-iclam  
dispersed throughout many libraries in various European and North 
African countries especially Morocco. This has made it very difficult 
to obtain all the copies. However, we made every effort to gather as 
many copies as possible and finally we succeeded in gaining five 
copies. One copy from the British Library in London, (number 9547) 
, the second from the Escorial in Spain (number 468), the third 
from the National Library in Tunisia (number 2892) and the 
remaining two from the General Libraiy of Rabat in Morocco under 
the numbers 1412 and 1703.
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Apart from some mistakes and minor omissions all the copies are in 
reasonable condition. In order to provide more information about 
these copies we present a description of each of them.
The British Library copy consists of 129 folios with twenty-eight 
lines per page, at the end of every other page there is a catchword to 
insure the continuity of the text It is written in the old Maghribi style 
of handwriting with very little space, but is still clear and legible. 
There are some mistakes and omissions on several pages throughout 
the text. There is no mention of the date of writing, but the ms. bears 
on the first folio a statement of ownership dated 1107/1695.
With regard to the Escorial manuscript, there is a possibility that it 
is a direct copy of the original manuscript. This is based on the 
statement made by the copyist on the first page of folio thirteen, 
which reads; ‘these are the sources of this collective work recorded 
in the author’s handwriting’. Furthermore, this ms. includes the 
fewest mistakes and omissions since corrections frequently appear on 
the page margin indicating that it has been collated either from the 
original ms. or from another authentic copy. It contains 235 folios 
with twenty lines per page. It is written in the nctskh style of 
handwriting, bearing Maghrabi characteristics with wider spacing 
making it easier to read. Again its date is not known.
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The manuscript that we obtained from the Tunisian National Library 
is composed of 68 folios with thirty-three lines per page. At the end 
of every other page there is a catchword to confirm that the text is in 
the right order. It is written in the naskh style of handwriting using a 
thin nib, and because of its compact appearance it is difficult to read. 
It also contains mistakes and omissions on various pages throughout 
the text. On the last folio the copyist had asserted the date as the 
beginning ofMuJiarram 1243/ 1827.
The last two mss. which have been obtained from the general library 
of Rabat, bear certain difference from each other. Both are written in 
naskh, again using a thin nib with very little space . The two mss. 
are difficult to read and both include many mistakes and omissions. 
Their number of folios and page lines differ. There are 57 folios 
with thirty-eight lines per page in the first, while the second consists 
of 127 folios with an average of twenty-five lines per page. To 
confirm the continuity of the text, both copies have the catchword at 
the end of every other page . The date for the first ms. is clearly 
stated on the last folio as the 23rd of Shacban 1199/ 1784 whilst the 
date of the second is not clear.
It may be of use to note here that a copy of the first folio of each 
manuscript is annexed to the thesis at the beginning of the Arabic 
text in the following order: the British Library copy, the Escorial
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copy, the copy from the National Library of Tuisia and the last two 
are from the General Library of Rabat.
The title of the book
Usually books written during al-Miknasfs era have a clear title stated 
by the author or copyist. In the case of some books however, there is 
no set title and the work is referred to by different names such as 
"the ms. being edited here" which makes it difficult to know which 
title had been intended by the author.
This particular work is commonly known as Maj~alis al-q adial- 
mikn asI and some times al-Maj~alis al-mikn asiyya, but academic 
works often refer to it by three different names: Majalis al-qudati 
wa i-hukkhm fi 'l-ahkam, al-Tanbih wa l-icl~am fim~a aftahu 1- 
muftun wa-hakambihi 1-qudat mina I-ahkam and al-Tanbih wa 
i- icTam fi mustafadi i-qudati wa i-hukk am . All these three 
titles are mentioned in many biographical works , though none of 
these works provide any proof to confirm which was given by the
author.1 However, we intend to adopt the third tide; al-Tanbih wa
i-i°ramfT mustafadi i-qud~ati wa i-hukkam  since it is given at 
the beginning of the Escorial ms. and therefore appears more 
authentic.
1 Ibn Zaydan, ith ~af, HI, 599; Makbluf, Shajara, 275; AI-KattanI, Salwa, II, 81.
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A brief over view
The subject matter of al-Tanbih wa T icl  am is Islamic jurisprudence 
according to the Maliki school. It begins by drawing attention to the 
importance of justice and the judiciary in Islam, and to the 
consequences forjudges on the Day of Judgement according to the 
Qur’ an and hadlth should they lapse in their duties. There is also a 
mention of the shan°a conditions and qualities demanded of a judge 
in order for him to be qualified for the position. In relation to this, 
there are some moral instructions that the judge should observe in 
order to keep himself away from corruption. A considerable number 
of procedures and rules which must be put into practice before and 
during the session by the judge and his assistants have also been 
presented in the text.
However, the bulk of the material is a collection of legal cases and 
their rulings covering various issues over which the author had 
presided during his judicial career. Among these are cases pertaining 
to personal matters such as marriage, divorce, maintenance, custody 
of children and the like. There are also interpersonal matters, for 
example commercial dealings, renting, lending and so forth. Many 
other issues are included under different titles.
Generally speaking, two methods of introducing cases are present in 
al-Miknasi's work. In the first, a specific case is introduced for
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example, on page 35, he begins by saying "da cwa bayna rajulayni 
" and goes on to relate the lawsuit scenario. An equivalent means of 
introduction is "q wnatimra'atun mushtakiyatun bayna yadayy al- 
q adi" page 90. In the second form, the case is introduced more 
generally as if it were a rule or lesson to be applied by the reader in a 
given sequence of events. For instance, the opening of a case on page 
31 starts with "fa’idh a idd°a rajulun nik hhmmra'atin " or similarly 
"fa'ini Hshtar a rajulun shajaratan " on page 111. Despite a 
conciseness which appears to be the general feature of the book, the 
reader will find some cases branch out into other related ones which 
often go into more detail.
Structure of al-Tanbih wa l-i°lam
With regard to the forms of al-Tanbih wa’l-icl~am, the author starts 
with a short introduction and the rest of the text is presented in four 
unequal parts which he names majalis. The first three of the maj~alis 
constitute section one of al-tanbih wa'l-iclain, which is mainly 
about justice and judiciary in Islam. They are very short compared 
with the fourth majlis and comprise only a small amount of 
information under six sub-titles. The fourth majlis is the largest and 
constitutes the second section of the book, holding most of the 
material. It consists of thirty-seven chapters and sub-chapters 
covering a sizeable proportion of the furiic of Malik! jiqh, and each 
chapter comprises a number of cases along with their rulings which 
are at times indistinguishable from one another. If we segment issues
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addressed in the text into three varieties, the first variety would 
equate with al-Miknasfs first section which, as I have mentioned, iis 
relatively short and consists of passages in which the author has 
focused on justice and the judiciary in Islam. It is also marked with 
an emphasis on the seriousness of this issue as the author has cited a 
number of Qur’anic verses and prophetic traditions which are 
connected to the subject. As well as discussing the required 
characteristics of a judge, there are also put forward many 
recommendations and instructions to be observed by both judges and 
public notaries. The second variety which comes into play in the 
fourth majlis includes a large number of legal issues and it is here 
that cases pertaining to personal matters are dealt with. These include 
marriage contracts, dower, divorce, maintenance, child custody and 
other related matters. During the discussion of these issues the author 
includes in his work a great deal of legal opinions of the fuqah a 
The third variety, again located in the fourth majlis deals with 
different objects under various titles of transactions and mutual 
relations such as contracts, obligations and other connected matters. 
Similarly to the preceding variety, this also comprises very many 
legal cases along with their rulings, besides a considerable number of 
jurists’ legal opinions.
Finally, the author presents the concluding chapter entitled al-jam ic 
in which he updates the work by introducing new cases that had 
occurred after he had finished the main body of his text.
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Al-Miknas?s treatment of the above outlined areas of flqh 
demonstrates his focus on the legal issues which are based on real 
events as opposed to hypothetical cases. This is illustrated at the 
beginning of his work as he states in his short introduction that he 
had intended to include in his work those legal cases which had 
actually been dealt with by judges. With this definition the author has 
distinguished his work from other traditional fiqh  compositions 
which tend to adopt theoretical solutions for hypothetical problems. 
Rather, al-Miknasi devoted his attention only to applied legal 
matters, and did not stray into contemplation of theories but held his 
attention to court sessions and their rulings. This focus on practical 
legal affairs is evident in his use of quotations. As was his habit 
when quoting other texts, he merely selected legal opinions without 
being carried away by other details.
Bearing in mind that al-Miknasfs discussion of the relevant areas of 
flqh is made through the presentation of actual cases, the following 
example will illustrate how he broached these cases. Under the 
chapter regarding nikah there exists, among various legal cases, the 
case (page 31) in which al-MiknasT opened the case with a dictation 
of the required court procedures, and then presented the actual 
matter; a couple who got married, but moved to a new area before 
consummation. As the man wanted to consummate the marriage he 
went to the q ~adl of their new town to confirm their marriage in court
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whereupon the q hdl called the woman to confirm the man's claim, 
which she did With regard to the case ruling, al-MiknasT said that 
since the couple were new to the area and not known to the 
community their circumstances were taken into account and the 
marriage approved.
In the buyu° chapter which includes a great many cases, a lawsuit is 
related regarding a disputed sold property (page 97). The author 
broached this matter by stating firstly the parties’ claims and then the 
judicial decision after their having examined the evidences. In this 
case he again provided a number of relevant opinions of the fuqah a 9 
on which the judge would rely in coming to his verdict.
Regarding the author's method of opening his chapters he would, at 
times, follow the title with an immediate presentation of legal cases 
as in the beginning of chapters (zih arpage 70, iJa r72, li°an 74, 
and hid~ana 90). While in some others he starts by reviewing the 
scholars’ fatwas about the theme before examining the actual legal 
issues, for example, the start of chapters (wak'alatpage 151, ghasb 
167, tadmin al-sunn a 0176, and al-ju °l 182). In order to establish 
the legal back ground of such cases he occasionally cites a Qur’anic 
verse or prophetic tradition although this does not occur frequently.
I l l
If we have agreed above that al-Miknasi had been educated in al~ 
Qarawiyym and had later lead his life as a scholar and a judge 
exercising MalikIflqh in Fes, - a city which had been the centre of 
learning and where the Malik! doctrine had undergone a remarkable 
degree of development, - then we should also agree that al-Tanbih 
wa 7-i 7 am must be one of those works which represent the judicial 
practice of Fes (al-camal al-fasi) . This is evident throughout al- 
Tanbih since the author has on many occasions referred to judicial 
practice ( camal) as a valid contributory factor in rulings. For 
example, in a case (page 201) regarding an argument between a land 
lord and tenant, al-Miknasi refers to a Fes practice which he seems to 
be in favour of (see last section of chapter one for °amal ).
The book as a source of other information
Through the presentation of flqh rules and court procedures which 
are the main focus of al-Miknasfs text, we are able to appreciate a 
wealth of information about different aspects of life in Morocco at 
al-Miknasfs time ranging from social to economic affairs.
Here we offer some examples of this. Concerning the social 
environment, women’s position in society, which is a useful 
indicator of a society’s makeup, is suggested in a number of cases, 
and the following examples shed some light on the matter.
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One case (page 54 Arabic text) regards the honouring of a condition 
that had been granted in the marriage contract to allow a wife to 
exchange visits with her relatives without objection from her 
husband. If the husband prevents her from utilising her right of 
visiting, she has the right to divorce him. With respect to the debate 
about such a case, al-MiknasIhas recorded in his text that if the 
husband denies that such a condition exists in the marriage contract 
and is able to refute her evidence of the claim, the q adlthen would 
disallow her claim and bind the husband to the usual practice of 
visiting according to curf of their community. Al-Miknasi also said 
that if there is no such °urf then according to the legal opinion of 
Malik the wife should be allowed to visit her relatives once or twice 
a month but not every week.
Further to the case, if the husband takes an oath preventing his wife 
from visiting her parents, the rule in Maliki flqh is that he should not 
be forced to break his oath, but he must be forced to allow her 
parents to come to visit her. On the other hand if the husband takes 
an oath preventing both sides from visiting each other, the jurist al- 
Jaziri (d.585/1189) said that he should only be forced to allow her 
parents to come to visit her and not vice versa. However, al-JazM has 
opposed other jurists who suggest that the husband should be forced 
to break his oath in any respect. With regard to a wife's small 
children from her ex-husband she should be permitted to receive 
them everyday if they are very young or once a week if otherwise.
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Besides the legal view, in this case there is an indication that the 
woman’s right to keep a close relationship with her relatives, 
especially her parents and children was protected by the Maliki 
application of shari ca law and was not left to the husband’s 
discretion or mood which may deprive her of that right.
As to a woman’s right to live a comfortable marital life and not to 
suffer mistreatment {darar) from her husband or his parents, al- 
Miknasi recorded in the text (page 56) that if a wife complained of 
darar due to living with her husband’s parents she should be granted 
her own accommodation, whilst according to Malik’s opinion a 
husband is not allowed to keep his wife at the same house as his 
parents. Al-Miknasi added that if a wife complained of darar caused 
by her husband, the q add should consult their neighbours of a 
trustworthy character and act according to their testimony. If the 
neighbours confirm the darar the husband would be liable to receive 
the q ~adh punishment for inflicting such darar upon his wife. 
Simultaneously; if the husband was the one who had suffered darar, 
al-Miknasi said he should be allowed to discipline his wife in a 
domestic surrounding if he is of an honest character, otherwise she 
should be disciplined by some honest women. In the event of the 
q apSTbeing unable to clarify the situation he should send arbitrators 
whose job would be to either reconcile the couple or separate them, 
as was the case between al-faqlh al-Wiryaghli the orator of al-
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Qarawiyyln and his wife which al-Miknasi has made a particular 
mention of in his text (page 57), saying that they were separated in 
the presence of the jurists at the time and the emir of the state. It is 
clear that in such cases the onus was on a co-operative effort 
between the q adf and the community in order to keep the marital 
home intact and prevent the family from falling apart for the general 
benefit of society.
Child care is also one of the social matters discussed in al-Miknasfs 
text, for example, in one case (page 90) a woman had requested that 
the q adl grant her custody of her grandchildren because of their 
mother’s death. Al-Miknasi recorded that the q adicomplied with the 
woman’s request after giving the father a chance to present any 
reasonable objection and receiving none. The woman was also 
granted an adequate maintenance from the father consisting of 
foodstuffs and money towards other necessities for the children. 
Concerning the same case, al-Miknasi raised the question of whether 
the father would be able to object against the children being with 
their mother under the custody of their grandmother if the mother 
was alive but divorced and not legally fit to be a custodian of the 
children. He reported a debate among the Maliki jurists about the 
matter, for example, Ibn Hisham (d.530/1135) reports on the 
authority of Ibn al-Mawwaz (d.269/882) that a grandmother is not 
permitted to live with the children’s mother in the same place if there 
is any objection from the father, and the same opinion was adopted
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by Ibn al-cawwad (d.509/1115). But Sahnun, however, permitted the 
custodian to live with the children’s mother and ruled that the father 
would have no say in the matter. It is likely that Sahnunin his 
decision was concerned with the children’s need not to be deprived 
of their mother’s care as long as it is possible.
Women managing their own financial affairs was common practice 
in the Moroccan society, during al-Miknasfs time, although 
sometimes a woman could fall victim to fraud or be swindled in a 
sale because of her lack of experience, and this is evident in al- 
Miknasfs text. For example, there is a case (page 118-119) in which 
a woman is shown to have directed her own land sale, but wanted to 
nullify the sale agreement claiming that she had not been given the 
proper value having not seen the land before sale and because she 
had had no experience with such transactions. Although, it is 
confirmed in the case that the sale price was well below the proper 
value of the land, al-Miknasi did not permit the woman to nullify the 
transaction as long as she was regarded as a competent person, 
referring his decision to a legal opinion by the jurist Ibn al-Hajj 
(d.529/1134). At the same time he said that a q hdiumy comply with 
such a request according to the legal opinion of Maliki jurists in 
Baghdad which takes into account the swindle in a sale if it equals a 
third or more of the property’s actual value. Nevertheless, al-Miknasi 
did not illustrate why the woman should not be allowed to nullify the
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sale agreement despite confirming that the sale price was below the 
actual value of the property.
As to women’s academic position in Moroccan society it is evident 
that Moroccan women were not deprived of equal access to 
learning. This is mentioned in al-Miknasfs text (page 229).
Although he did not provide a great deal of information in the text 
regarding this matter, al-Miknasi confirms in a short sentence that 
the g ~adis at the time used to establish centres where women could be 
educated . Among the key responsibilities of a q ~adlwas to oversee
the implementation of sharl °a rules within the society. The education 
of women regarding the sharl °a must therefore have been 
considered vital in ensuring that all within the society maintained an 
acceptably Islamic level of conduct.
There are also social problems which the author has mentioned in the 
text (page 14) such as the case of a divorced couple who had illegally 
remarried after their definite divorce. They were able to deceive the 
public notary by pretending that they had lost their marriage 
certificate which contains the registration of their definite divorce, 
but were later exposed, their marriage being nullified and punished. 
The punishment chosen is not specified in the text, although it would 
not have been the adultery punishment.
2 See Kannuu, Nub ugh, 1,212,
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In another case (page 72) a different social problem was reported by 
al-Miknasi concerns a family matter. Here a married man had had a 
quarrel with his mother in law about some necessities regarding the 
marital home, which provoked him into saying "your daughter is 
unlawful to me as my mother’s stomach". Although the man’s words 
technically constitute zih ax.; al-Miknasi was of the opinion that the 
circumstances of the man’s oath should be taken into account. 
Although these circumstances indicate that he had no intention of 
zih &r,al-MiknasI does not offer a definite ruling as to whether zih ax 
was valid and binding in this case. Apart from the turbulence of 
these particular families' situations and the legal points raised, these 
cases offer by extension some insight into the general structure and 
nature of family life and norms of the time.
With respect to the economic environment, the bulk of the material 
included in the text is concerned with issues related to economic 
matters, either directly or indirectly. Through some of the cases 
involved we can shape an idea of the economic relationships within 
the society at the time and the q ~adfs> consideration of the people's 
economic circumstances. For example one case (page 110) reveals 
the people’s method of transaction in certain goods and the type of 
disputes that occurred. In this case a man submitted his goods to the 
middleman in the market to sell on his behalf. After the sale had been 
agreed the buyer wanted to show the object to someone else to get
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more advice, which the owner permitted. As the buyer came back to 
pay the value, the owner had already changed his mind and sold the 
goods to another buyer for a higher price. Concerning the legitimacy 
of the owner’s withdrawal from the first agreement al-Miknasi 
reported that according to Malik’s opinion the first sale is binding 
and the owner should not be allowed to withdraw from it. By 
preventing people from being unreliable in their dealings with such 
ruling the q adl would help trade relations to become stable among 
the society.
In a further case (page 116), a dispute rose among people who 
owned a house as a joint property whilst it was under occupation by 
some of them. Because the property was indivisible and the non­
occupiers in the group had not been able to benefit from their 
ownership, they wanted to sell it, and in order to put it on the market 
the property had to be vacated. The occupier-partners however, 
refused to leave. Regarding the ruling on such a case, al-Miknasi 
recorded that according to an early legal opinion of Maliki jurists and 
the judicial practice at the time, such a disputed property should be 
vacated and sold empty. It appears that, in ruling on the case the 
economic circumstances of the parties involved took priority over 
living arrangements. Here, the q ~adl’s ruling focused on the need to 
maximise the value of the disputed property.
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On the same issue of protecting people’s economic interests, another 
case is presented (page 229). The case concerns the building of a 
bakery and public bath near a residential property, thus potentially 
lowering the market price of the latter property. Maliki scholars have 
differed on whether or not the residential property owner has the 
right to prevent activities that may affect the price of his property.
In another case (page 205) concerning a business issue, questions are 
raised when a tenant puts forward an argument about his liability 
towards his landlord, after he had lost his business due to a decline in 
the number of customers in the area because of dissension or famine. 
According to Ibn Habib (d238/853), this is an acceptable excuse for 
invalidating the tenancy, Ibn Rushd also gives the tenant the choice 
either to keep the tenancy or nullify it unless his complaint only 
comes after the end of the agreement in which case he would be 
liable to pay the rent for the whole period. Ibn Rushd was more 
precise in his legal opinion as he prevented the tenant from 
complaining after the end of the agreement.
Also mentioned in al-Miknasfs text (page 234) are environmental 
problems such as the public health hazard created by people making 
lavatories in unsuitable areas in the city of Fes creating a problem 
when rain water washed the pollution into the streets. Al-Miknasi 
added that the hazard was stopped by a court ruling binding the 
owners to close every access leading to those areas.
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In another case (page 235) related to environmental problems, an 
owner of a ruined building located in a residential area had left it 
open to the public who used it as a dumping ground for their waste 
material, One of the neighbours complained to the owner that his 
house was affected by the refuse, but the owner denied any 
responsibility for the matter. As to the ruling, al-Miknasi reported on 
the authority of al-BurzulI, two different legal opinions. The first held 
the owner responsible and bound him to remove the refuse, the other 
opinion holds the neighbours, who were dumping their refuse in the 
property responsible for its removal.
From the above mentioned examples and other cases located in al- 
Miknasfs text, the reader will appreciate the level of information 
available to him. As a result of the legal matters presented in this 
text, we are able to draw forth a fair amount of information regarding 
social and economic matters.
Observations regarding the book
It is evident that al-Qadi al-Miknasi composed this work knowing 
that practitioners and academics concerned with the working of furuc 
offiqh notably the nawazil\ were in need of such a work. Thus he 
produced a more inclusive work by compiling as many legal matters 
as he could assemble along with rulings and legal opinions.
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1. Upon discussing an issue, the author often then expands on 
possible variations of the situation and discusses related juridical 
points, quoting the opinions of other fuqah a This goes on in 
almost every case, and in some cases it is confusing.
2. Besides the numerous issues that cover a variety of personal and 
interpersonal matters, the book is filled with the opinions of the 
fuqah a ' since the author usually cites their fatwas in support of 
his judgement on a case. This has enriched the text with an 
abundance of legal opinions.
3. In spite of the confusion caused by expanded discussion on some 
issues, the book in general is accessible and not very difficult to 
understand, especially for the reader who is familiar with the 
subject.
Sources of the book
In the manuscript there is a mention of a considerable number of 
sources of Maliki fiqh on which the author depended for his work 
al-Tanbih wa l-icla m . Only a few of them are printed. The rest are 
either still in manuscript form or are unavailable and may not be in 
existence. Among them are the following:
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1. AJ-Bayan wa'J-tahsU, written by Abu '1-Walid Ibn Rushd al- 
Qur tubl (d.520/1126). This is a commentary on al-Mustakhrqja 
by Muhammad al-cUtbI aK>urtubI(d.255/ 868) another main 
source of Malikl//g/z, which is also a collective work of the 
answers of Ibn al-Qasim and other students of Malik to different 
cases that cover various issues in the furuc offlqh. Ibn Rushd in 
his work al-Bayan has discussed and commented on all the 
matters that have been raised in al-Mnstakhraja and presented 
them with further illustration .This source has been printed.
2. Fat aw a Ibn Rushd. compiled by Abu '1-Walid Ibn Rushd the 
above mentioned. The work consists of a great number of fatwas 
that the author issued in answer to various legal cases which he 
had received from judges, scholars and other people who sought 
his legal opinion on different matters. This source has been 
printed.
3. Al-Mabs ut, a well known work of Maliki fiqh by al-Qadl 
IsmacIl al-Jahdaml (d.282/896). This source is unavailable.
4.Al-Majm u%  one of the old premier works of Maliki flqh  by 
Muhammad b. cAbdus (d.260/873). This source is unavailable.
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5. Al-Ma ww ~aziyyx, one of the early works of Maliki fiqh by 
Muhammad b. al-Mawwaz (d.269/882). This source is 
unavailable.
6. Al-Mudawwana cil-kubrh : This is one of the main original 
reference works of Maliki fiqh , compiled by Sahnun cAbd al- 
Salamb. SaTd al-Tanukhi (d.240/854) who noted down all the 
answers to cases which he had presented to °Abd al-Rahman b. 
al-Qasim a student of Imam M alik who gave his answers 
according to Malik’s legal opinions. Then, Sahnunbrought 
together thousands of these cases and respective answers in the 
work known as al-Mudawwana al-kubra. As it comprehensively 
covers numerous issues in the chapters of flqh it became the 
defining work of Malikiflqh and the basis for many significant 
works on the furu° of flqh of this school. This source has been 
printed.
l.Mu°m al-hukkamft naw~azilal-aqdiya wal-ahkam ,by 
IbrMiimb. Hasan b. cAbd al-Rafic (d.734/ 1333-). This work is a 
collection of nawazil and legal opinions according to Malikiflqh 
covering various issues in different chapters offiqh. It is also 
described by Ibn Farhunas a highly useful book, containing a 
great deal of knowledge. This source is in manuscript form.
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8. Tabskat al-hukk am. by Abu ’l-Hasan cAlI al-Lakhml
(d.478/1085). This is a commentary on al-Mudawwana al-hubr a 
and a famous work which judges had always treated as an 
important reference. This source is in manuscript form.
9.AI-Wadiha. by cAbd al-Malik b. Habib al-Sulami (d.238/853). 
The material in this book is composed of fiqh and hadith. It is 
known as one of the oldest Andalusian works of M aliki fiqh. It 
was also a famous work which had been the subject of teaching 
for many centuries. This source most likely is no longer in 
existence, according to catalogue information, only a few 
remaining folios written on parchment made from gazelle hide 
which are kept in al-Qarawiyyln library in Fes.
The interest of al-Tanbih w al-iclhm  to the contemporary 
reader and modern scholar.
As the work concentrates on legal matters and their rulings in Islamic 
jurisprudence according to the Maliki school the interest of al- 
Tanbih wai-i°lam  may be summarised in the following points:
1. The book presents a great deal of practical applications of the 
furuc offiqh, which are still applicable to different issues that 
frequently occur in Muslim societies where people continue to rely 
on fatwas to fulfil their religious obligations. Also the text steers 
clear of hypothetical cases and theoretical answers which can
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sometimes be hard to understand. For the same reasons the book 
will also be a useful source for the academic who wishes to pursue 
their research in the field of the fur uc offlqh.
2. In addition to the other works on the furuc of Malik!/K7/2, the 
book can be regarded as an important contribution in this field for 
two reasons. Firstly, the abundance of legal opinions of the 
fuqa.h a ? that the author has cited on the subject (at least one or 
two opinions are expressed in the majority of cases). This will give 
the modem m ufti and the q adia broad area of fat aw a enabling 
them to administer the applicable rulings to similar cases that 
occur today. Secondly, the book includes a great many quotations 
from sources, some of which are either still in the form of 
manuscripts or no longer in existence as mentioned above. Such 
quotations are scattered throughout the text and form a great deal 
of the book's material. Therefore, al-Tanblh w al-iclam  maybe 
regarded as a partial substitute for the missing works.
3. Moreover, as we have seen the book can be considered as a good 
source of information regarding social and economic matters in 
Morocco at al-Miknasfs time. Most legal cases that are included 
in the text reflect the life style of the Moroccan society at that time.
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The editing methods
During the editing work we will focus on the following points :
We will thoroughly examine the different copies of the mss. And 
point out any significant differences which might exist between them 
throughout the whole text, e.g. missing words or paragraphs, etc. in 
order to produce the most complete text.
Due to the terminology used by the author and his contemporaries, 
many meanings are difficult for the modem reader. Therefore, we 
will try to explain any technical term which we believe might be 
difficult to understand.
All Qur’ anic verses and prophetic traditions which have been 
mentioned in the text will be traced back to their original sources and 
references given.
We will try to give a complete identification of persons mentioned by 
the author in the manuscript, as well as organise in the form of a 
bibliography all the books to which the author has referred in his 
work.
As it stands, the book is meant to be divided into different chapters. 
However, the chapters follow each other in a continuous sequence.
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We shall attempt to reorganise the structure of these chapters by 
highlighting the beginning and end of each chapter. We will also 
introduce a consistent system of punctuation to this text, as it lacks 
such a system in its present form.
Notes of the Arabic text
al-majlis al-awwal 
p. 2-5
1. E.g., AbuDawud Sulayman b. al-Ashcath al-Sijistanj 
Sunan Abf D awud,(Beirut, Dar al-Fikr, n.d.), iv, kit~abal- 
aqdiya, 4; hereinafter: Abu Dawud Sunan. Abu cIsa 
Muhammad b. °Isa b. Sawraal-Tirmidhi, Sunan al-Tirmidhf, 
(Cairo, al-Halabl, 1937), iii, ahk~am, 614; hereinafter: al- 
Tirmidhi, Sunan.
2. E.g., Ahmad b. SacId al-Nasa’I, Sunan al-Nas a (Beirut, 
Dar al-Kutub al-cHmiyya, 1991), viii, adab al-qada \ 225; 
hereinafter: al-Nas a f I , Sunan. Abu Bakr A hmad b. al- 
Husayn b. cAlI al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, (Haydar'abad 
, 1344/1925), x, adab al-q hdq 95; hereinafter: al-Bayhaqi, 
al-Sunan al-kubra.
3. E.g., al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, x, adab al-q lidq 116. 
Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Yazld b.Maja, Sunan ibn 
Maja., (Cairo, D arlhya' al-Kutub al-cArabiyya, 1952-3), ii, 
ahkam, 776; hereinafter: Ibn Maja, Sunan.
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4. Al-Miknasi had only heard it in the majalis, and had not 
come across it in writing. I too have been unable to find it in 
the hadith books or other references that I have consulted.
5. E.g., al-Tirmidhi, Sunan, iii, ahkain, 612. Ahmad b. 
Muhammadb Hanbal, al-Musnad,, (Cairo, Dar al-Macarif, 
1949), i, 366; hereinafter: Ibn Hanbal, Musnad. cAbd al- 
°AzIm b. cAbd al-Qawiy al-Mundhiri, al-Targhib wa 7- 
tarhfb, (Beirut, Dar al-Fikr, 1954), iii, kit~ab ol-qad~a \ 117; 
hereinafter: al-Mundhiri, Targhib.
6. E.g., Ibn Maja, Sunan, ii, ahkam, 775; Ibn Hanbal,
Musnad, vi, 74; Muhammad b. CA1I b. Muhammadal- 
Shawkanl, Nay I al-awtar min ah adith sayyed al-akhy ai; 
(Beirut, Dar al-Jil, 1992), viii, al-aqdiya, 259; hereinafter: al- 
Shawkanl, Ncyl.
7. Cf. Ibrahim b. CA1I b. Muhammad b. Farhun ,Tabsiratal- 
hukkam 77 us ul al-aqdiya wa man ahij al-ahk a w ,B d ru t, 
Dar al-kutub al-cIlmiyya, n.d.), i, 17; hereinafter; Ibn Farhun, 
Tabsira. cAli b. Khalil al-Tarabulsi ,Mu°m al-Aukkam fun a
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yataraddadu bayna 1-khasmayni nihia 1-ahk am, (Cairo, 
1880), 13; hereinafter: al-Tarabulsi, Mucm aJ-hukkam.
8. It is attributed to cUmar b. al-Khattab rather than his son 
°Abd Allah. Cf. al-Qurashi, Awwaliyyat, ii, 560.
9. E.g., Abu ’1-Hasan Muslim b. al-Hajjaj al-Qushayri, Sahib 
Muslim, (Beirut, Mu'assasat cIzz al-Din,1987), iv, im~ara, 
104; hereinafter: Muslim, Sahib. AbuDawud, Sunan, iv, 
aqdiya, 9.
10.Qur’an, 38, v. 26.
11.Qur’an, 4, v. 105.
12.Qur’an, 4, v. 65.
13.E.g., Muslim, Sahih, iv, imara, 106; al-Nasa’i, Sunan, viii, 
adab al-gudat, 221; al-Shawkanl, NctyI, viii, al-aqdiya, 260.
14.E.g., Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Ismacd b. Ibrahim b. al- 
Mughira al-Bukharl, Sahih al-bukhan, (Beirut, Dar al-Fikr,
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1981), viii, hud ud, 20 ; hereinafter: al-Bukhari, Sahih. al- 
Nasa’i, Sunan, viii, adab al-qudat, 222.
15.The author’s version of this hadlth is not available in any of 
the references I have consulted, although some of the phrases 
used appear in some other hadiths, e.g. {ittaq u £ir~asatal- 
mu5min, Ibn al-Athir, al-Nih aya, iii, 428).
16.AbuSacid al-Hasan b. Yasir al-Basri(d. 110/728). On him 
see Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Abi Bakrb. Khallikan, Wafayat 
a]-a °y an wa anb~a ' al-zam an, (Beirut, Dai' al-Thaqafa, 
1968-72), iv, 124; hereinafter: Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat. Abu 
'1-Fadl Ahmad b. cAlib. Hajar al-cAsqalani, Tahdhlb aJ- 
tahdhib, (Haydarabad, 1326/1908), xi, 263; hereinafter: Ibn 
Hajar, Tahdhlb.
17.Cf. al-Mundhiri, Targhlb, iii, Kitab al-qad~al 167.
18.Masruq b. al-Ajdac al-Hamadani AbucA’isha al-KufT (d. 
63/682). On him see JalM al-Din cAbd al-Rahman b. Abi 
Bakr al-Suyuti, Tabaqat al-hufTaz; (Cairo, 1948), 14; 
hereinafter: al-Suyuti, Tabaqat.Ibn Hajar, Tahdhlb, x, 109.
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19.Cf. al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al-kubra, x, adab al-q ~adi, 89;
CAH b. cUmar al-Daraqutal, Sunan al-Daraqutm, (al-Madina 
al-Munawwara, 1966), iv, al-aqdiya, 205; hereinafter: al- 
Daraqutni, Sunan.
20.Abu Bakr Muhammad b. Muslim b. Shihab al-Zuhri al- 
Qurashi (d.125/742). On him see cIyad b. Musa b. cIyad al- 
Sabtl, Tai'tib al-Madank wa taqiib al-masalik, (Beirut, 
Dar al-flay at, n,d.)i, 102; hereinafter: clyad ,Madank. al- 
Suyuti, tabaqat, 42.
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al-majlis al-th am 
p. 6-10
1. Muhammadb. al-Hasan b. Farqad Abu cAbd Allah al- 
Shaybam (d. 189/805). On him see Kahhala, Mu°jam, ix, 
207; al-Hajawi, al-Fikr al-sami, i, 435.
2. Cf. Abu Bakr b. Mascud al-Kasanl, Bad~a fi c al-sana 1° f i 
tartib al-shara 'ic, (Cairo, 1909-10), v ii, 3 ; hereinafter: 
al-K as anl, Bad a 'i°. Abu 1-WaM Muhammad b. 
Ahmadb. Rushd, al-Muqaddimat al-mumahhidat Ii 
bay an ma ’iqtadathu rusum aJ-mudawwana win al- 
ahkam al-sharciyyat, (Beirut, Dar al-Gharb al-Islaml, 
1988), ii, 258; hereinafter: Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at .
3. According to Islamic law reaching puberty (but ugli) is a 
prerequisite to being considered a fully legally responsible 
adult.
4. Abu cAbd Allah cAbd al-Rahmanb. al-Qasim al-cUtaqI 
al-Misn(d. 191/806). On him see Makhlu£ Shqjara, 58; 
cIyad, Madarik, ii, 433.
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5. Abu Muhammad cAbd Allah b. Wahb b. Muslim al- 
Qurashi (d. 197/812). On him see Makhluf, Shajara, 58; 
cIyad, Madarik, ii, 421.
6. Abu'l-Walld Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Rushd (d.
520/1126). On him see Makhluf Shajara, 129. Carl 
Brockelmann, Geschichte Der Arabischen Litteratvr, 
(Lieden, E.J. Brill, 1946), SI, 662; hereinafter: 
Brockelmann.
7. Abul-Asbagh cIsab. Sahl b. °Ali al-Asadi al-QurJubi 
(d.486/1093). On him see Makhluf Shajara, 122; 
Brockelmann, SI, 661. With regard to Ibn Sahl’s notion 
relating to the q adf’s authority see al-Wansharlsi, M icy~ai; 
x, 77,78.
8. cAli b. cAbd Allah b. Ibrahimb. Muhammad al-Ansari 
known as al-Mattip(d.570/1174). On him see Makhluf 
Shajara, 163; al-HajawI, al-Fikr al-sawl, ii, 226.
9. Ibn Dabbus cAbd Allah b. Ahmad al-Faqlh, he was alive 
in (528/1133). See Muhammad al-cAbid al-Fasi, Fihris
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Makhtut'at al-Qarawiyyin, (al-Dar al-Bayda',  Dar al- 
Kitab, 1979), i, 349; hereinafter: al-Fasi; Makhtutat.
10. Abu Muhammad cAbd al-Wahhab b. cAli b. Nasr al- 
Taghlabl al-Baghdadi (d.422/1031). On him see al~ 
Hajawf al-Fikr al-s 'ami, ii, 204; Brockelmann, SI, 660.
11.AbuSa°Id cAbd al-Salamb. SacId b. Habib al-Tanukhl 
known as Sahnun(d.240/854). On him see Makhluf, 
Shajara, 69; cIyad, Madarik, ii, 585; Brockelmann, SI, 
299.
12.Referring to one of the early works of MalikI fiqh by Ibn 
Habib (below) still in manuscript form in the library of al- 
Qarawiyym in Fes. According to the library catalogue 
information, only a small part of this work remains, a 
segment from the first volume. See Nawadirmakhtutat 
al-Qarawiyym, 33.
13.AbuMarwan cAbd al-Malik b. Habibal-Sulami al- 
Qurtubl (d.238/853). On him see cIyad, Madaiik, iii, 30; 
Makhluf, Shajara, 74.
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14.Shihab al-Din Abu 4-cAbbas Ahmad b. Idris al-Qaraii 
al-Sanhajl (d.684/1285). On him see Khayr al-DIn al- 
Zirikli, al-A 7 am, q am us terajum li ashhar al-rijal wa 7- 
n is a \ (Beirut, 1969), i, 90;hereinafter: al-Zirikll, A C1 am 
. Brockehnann, SI, 665.
15.Cf. Ibn °Abd at-Barr, cil-Isticab, iii, 460; Muhammad b. 
Ahmadal-DhahabT Tadhkimt al-huiTaz, (Haydar'abad, 
1914), i, 19; hereinafter: al-Dhahabl Tadhkira.
16.E.g., Muhammad b. Zakariyya al-KandahlawT, Awjaz al­
mas 'alik ila  muwatta' Beirut, Dar al-Fikr, 1989), 
xii, 90; hereinafter: al-KandahlawI, al-mas alik. Abu 
Dawud, Sunan, iv, aqdiya ,13; Ibn Maja, Sunan, ii, 
ahkhtn, 111.
17.Cf. al-Qarafi, al-Furuq, ii, 197,198.
18. Abu cAbd Allah Asbaghb. al-Faraj b. SacId b. Nafic al- 
Misri (d.225/840). On him see Makhluf Shajara, 66; al- 
Zirikli, A clam , i, 336.
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19 Judicial practice (m ~a jar~a calayhi 7- camal) would 
normally have been taken into account by a q adf or mufti 
and had been a prominent feature of Maliki fiqh in 
western Muslim countries especially in Morocco. It had 
also been referred to in many of the scholars' works and 
judges' rulings, including the work being edited here. More 
information on this topic is included in the English text.
See end of chapter one (page 44).
20. The quality of astuteness was so crucial for a q adl that the 
second caliph cUmar used to examine his judges before 
appointing them. See Ghalib b. cAbd al-Kafial-Qurashi, 
A wwaliyy at al-faruq Hl-idaia wa 1-qada, Beirut, 
Mu'assasat al-Kutub al-Thaqafiyya, 1990), ii, 613; 
hereinafter: al-Qurashi, A wwaliyy at.
21.Cf. Abu Bakr cAbd al-Razzaq b. Hammamal-SaiT anl,
al-Musannaf (Beirut, al-Maktab al-Isl ami. 1972), viii, 
299; hereinafter: al-SancanI, al-Musannaf. Ibn Rushd, al- 
Muqaddim at, ii, 259.
22.AbucAbd Allah Muhammad b. Sahnun(d. 255/868). On 
him see cIyad , Madaiik; iii, 104; al-Hajawi, al-Fikr al- 
s ami, ii, 99.
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23.E.g., AbuDawud, Sunan, iv aqdiya, 9.
24.Abul-Qasimb. Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Tunisi known 
as al-Burzuli (d.841/1438). On him see Brockelmann, SII, 
347; Makhluf Shajara, 245.
25. A person who has been subjected to a legal punishment 
{hacld), as in the case of theft, unlawful sexual intercourse 
or false accusation of adultery. Such a person is considered 
unsuitable to hold the position of a q adl.
26.1n order to retain his respect the judge must be a person of 
unimpeachable descent.
27. cAbd Allah b .cAbd al-Hakam b. Acyan b. al-Layth al- 
Misrl (d.214/829). Om him see Kahhala, Mu ja m , vi, 67; 
Makhluf Shajara, 67.
28.Abu cAmr Ashhab b. cAbd al-cAziz b. Dawud al-Qays! 
al-c Amiri al-Misri (d.204/819). On him see al-HajawI, al- 
Fikr al-sam f, 1, 446; cIyad, Madank; ii, 447
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29.AbucUthmanRabicab. Abi cAbd al-Rahman Farrukh 
known as Rablcat al-Ra’y (d. 136/753). On him see al- 
Dhahabl, Tadhkira, i, 148; Makhluf Shajara, 46.
30.Cf. Ibn Farhun, Tabsira, i, 23; al-TarabulsI, Mucm al- 
hukkam, 15.
31 .Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Muhammad b. cArafa 
al-Warghami al-TunisI(d. 803/1401). On him see 
Makhluf Shajara, 227; al-Sakhawi, al-Daw ’ al-J ~amic\ ix, 
240.
32.A1-Mughira b. Shucbab. Abi cAmirb. Mascud al- 
Thaqafi (d.50/670). On him see al-Zirikll, A clam, viii, 
199; Ibn Hajar, aJ-Isaba, vi, 156.
33. Yarfa’ was the h ajib of the caliph cUmar b. al-Kliattab as 
mentioned in some references, although, none of these 
sources has reported his full biography. On him see Ibn 
Hajar, al-Is~aba,vi, 157; Ibn Abi 1-Dam Adab al-qadh’, 
63.
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34.Ahmadb. SacId b. Khalaf b. Bashtaghir al-Lakhmi 
(d.516/1122). On him see Ahmad b. Yahya b. cUmayr al- 
Dabbi, Bitghyat ctl-multamis fi ta'rikh rijal ahl al- 
Andalus, (Majrlt, 1884), 171; hereinafter: al-Dabbi; 
Bughya.
35. Abu Muhammad cAbd Allah b. Abi Zayd cAbdal- 
Rahmanal-QayrawanI(d.386/996). On him see cIyad, 
Madarik; iv, 492; Brockelmann, SI, 301.
36.E.g., Muslim, Sahih, iii, nikah, 224; Ibn Maja, Sunan, i, 
nikah; 616.
37.Abu SacId Mutamf b. cAbd al-Rahmanb. Ibrahim al- 
Qurtubl (d.282/895). On him see Ibrahim b. CA1I b.
Mu hammad Ibn Far huq al-Dlbaj al-Mudhhab ft  
maciifat a°yan cuJama ' al-madhhab, (Cairo, Dar al- 
Turath,1974), ii, 342; hereinafter: Ibn Farhun, al-Dlbaj , 
al-Dabbi Bughya, 450.
3 8. Abu Mar wan cAbd al-Mahk b. cAbd al-cAzTz b. cAbd 
Allah b. Abi Salama al-Majishun al-Madanl (d. 212/827).
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1. Referring to al-Mudawwana al-Jcubra, the most known 
source of MalikIfiqh, by Malik b. Anas in the recension 
of Sahnun (above).
2. Cf. al-Mudawwana al-kubr a , (Beirut, Dar al-Kutub al- 
cIlmiyya, 1994), iv, 13; hereinafter: al-Mudawwana.
3. Referring to al- Wadiba by Ibn Habib (above).
4. They are the witnesses and signatories to legal documents 
who are called cudul and attached to the court, selected by 
the judge for their honesty and upright nature, (Cf. EI2, 
s.v. cadl. Ibn Farhun, Tabsira, I, 31)
5. Qur'an43, v. 19.
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6. Cf. Muhammad b. cIsa b. al-Manasif,Tanbfh al-hukk~am 
°al~a m'akhidh al-ahk~ani,{Tunisia, Dar al-Turki, 1988), 
54; hereinafter: Ibn al-Manasif, TanbJh.
7. The one who introduces and confirms the identity of 
another for the benefit of the public notary, witness or 
court clerk. Cf. Ibn Farhun, Tabsira, I, 43.
8. cAla 7-bar a 'ati and bay°u bar a ’atm are both terms that 
refer to a sale that is agreed upon the understanding that 
the seller will not be held responsible for any defect found 
after the sale. According to Malikiflqh the two terms are in 
common use in all sorts of property transaction. However, 
these terms were mostly used during slavery transactions 
when some problems were not easy to spot at the point of 
purchase such as pregnancy. Therefore, the witnesses of 
the purchase are ordered to verify the condition of a slave 
before committing themselves as witnesses, as mentioned 
in the text. In such a case, a sold slave woman had to be 
entrusted to a third person until the verification of non­
pregnancy was confirmed ( a situation known as
muwada °a, page 117). According to the text muw ada ca 
was an inevitable procedure towards the sale completion in
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such transaction, because the sale would not be permitted 
if the slave woman was found to be pregnant.
9. A witness must give in his testimony a full description of 
the contending parties and distinguish them by mentioning 
as many characteristics as possible.
10. Cf. Ibn Rushd, Fat aw \  iii, 1514.
11.Qur'an2, v. 282.
12.1n this case a comer point of two walls where the bricks of 
each wall interlock (cf. Ibn al-Raml, Ahkam , 276).
13.Referring to one of the premier works of MalikI fiqh by 
Muhammadb. Sahnun, (above). Known as Kitab Ibn 
Sahnun. I have been unable to locate this source.
14. Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Lakhmi known as Ibn al-Rami 
(d.734/1334). On him see Kahhala, Mu°jam, viii, 213; 
Brockelmann, S3I, 346.
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15. The work al-Nawadk is one of the early references of 
Maliki flqh compiled by Ibn Abi Zayd (above). It remains 
in manuscript form in the library of al-Qarawiyym. See al- 
FasT, Makhtutat, ii, 283.
16.Abu Ishaq Muhammad b. al-Qasim b, Shacban
(d.355/965). On him see Ibn Farhun, al-Dlb a j, ii, 194; 
cIyad ,Madarik, iii, 293.
17. Abu Muhammad cTsa b, Dinar b. Waqid al-Ghafiqi 
(d.212/827). On him see al-Dabbi, Bughya, 389; cIyad, 
Madarik,, iii, 16.
18.cAbd Allahb. Najm al-Din b. Muhammadb. Shasb. 
Nizar al-Judhami al-Sacdi, (d.610/1213). On him see Ibn 
Farhun, al-DJbay i, 443; Brockelmann, SI, 664.
19.AbiTl-Hasan cAli b. Muhammad al-Ribci known as al- 
Lakhml (d.478/1085). On him see Makhluf Shajara, 117; 
Brockelmann, SI, 661.
20. Referring to al-Mustakhraja min al-asmica , one of the 
early works of MalikI fiqh, which came to be known as
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al- TJtbxyya compiled by Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad al- 
cUtbI (d.254/867). This source is included unabridged in 
al-Bayan wa l-tahsll a commentary on al- "Utbiyya by 
Ibn Rushd (above).
21. Abu Muhammad cAbd Allah b. Nafic al-Sa’igh
(d. 186/802). On him see Ibn Farhun, al-Dlbaj, i, 409; Ibn 
Hajar, Tahdhlb, vi, 51.
22.E.g., Ibn Maja, Sunan, ii, 784.
23.cUthman b. cIsa b. Kinana (d l86/802). On him see cIyad , 
Madarik, i, 292.
24. Abu Muhammad Yahy a b. Yahya b. Kathlr al-Laythi 
al-Qurtubl (d.234/848). On him see Makhluf Shajara, 63; 
Ibn Hajar, Tahdhlb, xi, 300.
25.Referring to al-I°l~an bi ahkamal-buny'an, by Ibn al- 
Raml al-TunisI (above). This work was published as part 
of the second issue of the periodical Majallat al-fiqh al- 




1. AbucAbd Allah Muhammad b. cUmar b. Yusuf b. 
Bashkuwal al-Qurtubl known as Ibn al-Fakhar 
(d.419/1028). On him see Ibn Farhun, al-Dlbaj, ii, 235; 
Makhluf Shajara, 112.
2. Muhammad b. Harithb. Asad al-Khushanl al-Qayrawanl 
(d.371/981). On him see Fuat Sezgin, Geschichte des 
Arabischen Schrijttums, (Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1967-84) i, 
363; hereinafter: Sezgin GAS. Ibn Farhun, al-Dlbaj, ii, 
212 .
3. Once a witness is summoned to testify in court he should 
be given priority and not be delayed.
4. The work Al-majmiica is one of the old premier 
references in Malik!fiqh written by Muhammad b. 
cAbdus (d.260/873). I have been unable to locate it.
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5. A second or additional hearing of a witness testimony. (Cf. 
al-Wansharisi, M t°yar, x, 174). According to some 
Maliki jurists, this practice had been forbidden until the
q M/al-Fishtali (d.777/1376) adopted it in his court 
sessions and thereby set a precedent for its use. Thereafter 
it became regular practice.
6. The terms A °dhara :and i cdhar refer to the situation in 
which the judge offers a contending party the opportunity 
to counteract or refute the legally relevant evidence that 
brought against him, (Cf. Ibn Farhun, Tabsira, i, 132). 
This procedure indicates the presence of safeguards within 
the legal system to ensure the fair and thorough application 
of justice.
7. Muhammadb. Ahmad b. cAbd al-Malik al-Fishtali
(d.777/1376). On him see Brockelmann, SII, 346; Ahmad 
Baba, Nayl, 265.
8. cAli b. Muhammad b. cAbd al-Haqq al-Zarwfll 
(d.719/1319). On him see Ibn Farhun, al-Dlbaj\ ii, 119; 
Makhluf Shajara, 215.
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9. Referring to a judicial declaration of forfeiture against a 
contending party on the bases of that party's inability to 
refute an evidence or claim that is brought against him.
10. Abu Ishaq Ibrahimb. Hasan b. cAbdal-Rafic al-RibcI al- 
Tunis! (d.734/1333). On him see Ibn Farhun al-Dlb~aj\ i, 
270; Ibn Hajar, Tahdhlb, i, 24.
11.Al-Laythb. Sacd b. cAbd al-Rahman al-FahmI(d. 
175/791). On him see al-Zirikll, A  7 am, vi, 115.
12. Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. cAbd Allah b. cAttab al- 
Qurtubl (d.462/1069). On him see Makhluf Shajara, 119; 
al-HajawI, al-Fikr al-sami, ii, 213.
13.The term wilaya generally means "guardianship’’ and can 
refer to a number of situations. For example a woman's 
marriage, according to the Maliki school, has to be 
authorised by her father or other guardian. There is also 
guardianship of a parent or other assigned elder over the 
affairs of a child who has not reached the age of consent, 
or a person who is mentally incapable of managing his 
own affairs.
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14. Abu Muhammad cAbd Allah b. SacId b. cAbd Allah al- 
Qur tubT known as Ibn al-Shaqqaq (d.426/1034). On him 
see Makhluf, Shajara, 113; Ibn Farhui} al-Dib a j, i, 437.
15.SacTd b. al-Musayyib b. Hazn b. Abl Wahb al-Makhzuml 
al-Qurashl (d. 94/713). On him see al-Zirikll, A cJ~am, iii, 
155; Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat, ii, 375.
16. See Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddimat, ii, 192.
17. According to this rule in MalikIfiqh the offender is liable 
to face any other claim raised by the claimant, which is 
related to the original offence for which he is on trial.
18.See Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddimat, 190,191.
19.E.g., al-Tirmidhl, Sunan, iii, 626; al-Bayhaql, al-Sttnan al~ 
kubra, x, 252.
20. See Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddimat, ii, 192.
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21.Muhammadb. Muhammadb. Ahmadb. AbiBakr al- 
QurashT al-Tilimsan! known as al-Maqqarl (d.758/1357). 
On him see al-Zirikli, A  7 am, vii, 266; Makhluf Shqjara, 
232.
22.Referring to cil-qaw~acid by al-Maqqari (above). Edited by 
Ahmad Ibn Humayd at the University of Umm al-qura , 
Mecca. I have been unable to locate it as a published work.
23.AbucAbd Allah Muhammad b. cAbd al-Jabbar al- 
Rucaynl al-Susi (d.662/1263). On him see Makhluf 
Shajarci, 190.
24.Muhammad b. cAbd al-Salamb. Yusuf b. Kathir al- 
Hawwari al-Munastm (d.749/1348). On him see Ahmad 
Baba, Nayl, 242; Abu '1-Hasan b. cAbd Allah b. al-Hasan 
al-Malaqi al-NubMiI, Ta’rlkh qudat al-Andalus, (Beirut, 
al-Maktab al-TijM, 1948), 161; hereinafter: Al-Nubahl, 
Ta’rlkh ,
25 .Diyyat al-khatar is a payment of compensation for 
accidental homicide or total loss of an organ or any other 
inflicted injuries (Cf. al-WansharlsI, Idah, 120).
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26. The slave woman claims that she has bom a child to her 
master.
27. A choice given to a wife by her husband either she can 
divorce him or keep the marital bond.
28.The term mubar 'a is defined by Schacht (Introduction, 
164) as "the dissolution of marriage by agreement with 
mutual waiving of any financial obligations".
29.°Uthmanb. cUmar b. Abl Bakr b. Yunus al-Kurdl known 
as Ibn al-Hajib(d.646/1249). On him see Kahhala, 
M ucjam , vi, 265; Brockelmann, SI, 531.
30. Cf. Ibn Far hui  ^ Tabsirn, i, 157.
31 .The Holy City of Medina (in what is now Saudi Arabia) 
where the Prophet’s mosque is situated.
32. Cf. al-KandahlawI al-mas~alik ila muwatta’ Malifatii, 
110-115.
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33.Rajca and irtija cis receiving back a wife who has been 
divorced, before the time has fully elapsed when the 
divorce becomes finally binding. If the husband withdraws 
his statement of divorce within the allowed time then the 
marriage would resume as before without the need for a 
new marriage contract or dower.
34.IsmaTlb. Ishaqb. Ismacilb. Hammadb. Zayd al-Jahdaml 
(d.282/896). On him see Makhluf, Shqjara, 65; al-Nubahi,
Ta’rikh, 33; cIyad, Madarik, iii, 168.
35. A wife chose to be free from the marital bond after being 
given the option to do so. This option is usually given by 
the husband himself, but the example of the case as 
recorded in the text is that of a married slave couple where 
the wife gained her freedom from slaveiy while the 
husband was away on a mission. As a result she chose to 
opt out of the marital bond thinking that her husband was 
still a slave, while in fact he had been freed before her. If 
she remarries there are two different Maliki opinions 
regarding the validity of her second marriage; one opinion 
regards it as valid if consummation is completed before the 
ex-husband has claimed the validity of their previous
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marriage. The other states that if her ex-husband claims the 
validity of their previous marriage her second marriage 





1. Qur'an, 25, v, 54.
2. E.g., IbnMaja, Sunan, i, nik~ah, 592; al-Mundhiri, Targhlb 
, iii, 46.
3. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddimat, i, 451,452.
4. Ibid. 453,454.
5. Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 128.
6. It is known among the MalikI scholars that the title al- 
shaykh usually refers to ibn Abl Zayd al-Qayrawani 
(above). See Ahmad cUmar , al-Madkhal al-wajlz , 14.
7. Muhammad AbuBakrb. cAbd Allah b. Yunus al-Siqilli 
(d.451/1058). On him see Ibn Farhun, al-DIb hj, ii, 240. 
There is no mention of Kitab al-hudud among his works,
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hence it is most likely to be a chapter of his book al-J~ami° 
II mas ail al-mudawwcma which remains in manuscript 
form in the library of al-Qarawiyyln. See al-FasT, 
M akhtutat i  334.
8. Cf Abu 'l-Walld Muhammad b. Ahmad b.Rushd, al- 
Bayan wa 1-tahsU wa 1-sharh wa \I-tawjlh wa ’l-tacl]l fi 
mas a ’il al-mustakhraja, (Beirut, Dar al-Gharb al-Islami, 
1984), x, 106 ; hereinafter; Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan.
9. Ibid., xii, 131.
10.Refening to Sharh lus ul al-ahk am by Abu Muhammad 
cAbd al-Wahhab, (above). It remains in manuscript form 
in the libraiy of al-Qarawiyyrn. See al-FasT, M akhtutat, I,
375.
11. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan., x, 106.
12. Ibid., x, 107.
13. After a repudiation or the husband’s death, the wife has to 
wait for a certain period of time before she may remarry.
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This period is known as cidda and is instituted by the 
Qur an which has defined it into three categories: for a 
widow the period is four months and ten days, and for a 
divorced woman either three menstrual courses, or until 
childbirth if she was pregnant.
14. The q hdi is required to grant a contending party respite 
periods, but it is down to his discretion to specify their 
length. Respite periods granted during marriage related 
cases are however typically shorter than others, often due 
to compassionate reasons and to avoid any hardship of a 
female party who may not enjoy financial support during 
the duration of the respite, e.g. a widow or divorced 
woman.
15.Cf. ol-Mudawwana, ii, 174.
16.Referring to al-Maww~aziyya, one of the premier works of 
Malik! fiqh by Muhammadb. al-Mawwaz, (below). I 
have been unable to locate this reference.
17. Cf. IbnFarhun, Tabsira, i, 157.
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18.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan., iv, 321.
19.Hishamb. Ahmadb. Hisham Abul-Walid (d.530/1135). 
On him see Ibn Far him, al-DTbaj\ ii, 348.
20. Referring to Mu fid al-hukkamB m a y a cridu lahummin 
naw'azilal-ahk ~amby Ibn Hisham (above). It remains in 
manuscript form in the library of al-Qarawiyyln. See al- 
FasI, makhtutat, I, 451.
21. The husband was able to prove that the woman who he 
had claimed to be married with is lawfully his wife.
22.Maiikifigh holds that a dower ( sadag/mahr) is essential 
to make an Islamic marriage lawful as it is instituted by the 
Qur'an. Dower must be paid by the husband or anyone 
who undertakes the responsibility for paying it to the wife, 
even after consummation if it is not paid beforehand.
23.Muhammadb. Yabqab. Zarb (d. 381/991). On him see al- 
Zirikll, A  7 am, vii, 360.
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24. A contending party is unable to refute a claim or evidence 
that is brought against him.
25.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, iv, 474,475.
26. Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 174.
27.Muhammad b. cAbdAllahb. cAbdal-Hakam
(d.268/881). On him see al-HajawI, ctl-Fikr al-s anil, ii, 
100, 101.
28. See Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, i, 474.
29. Al-Mughira b. °Abd al-Rahman b. al-IIarth al-MakhzumT 
(d. 186/802). On him see al-HajawI, al-Fikr al-s ami, i,
444.
30.Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Iskandari b. 
al-Mawwaz (d.269/882). On him see al-Hajawf al-Fikr al- 
saml, ii, 101.
31.See Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddimat, i, 473, 474.
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32. In such cases if a woman has remarried and consummation 
has taken place, her ex-husband would not be able to claim 
the validity of their previous marriage. Among these cases 
is a case (page 37 Arabic text) in which two members of a 
woman’s family - without the knowledge of the other’s act - 
had given her in marriage to two different men. In this case 
the woman legally ought to become the wife of the man 
who consummates the marriage first. However, there are 
examples of cases in which an ex-husband can 
successfully assert the validity of his marriage over his 
wife's second marriage. For example, a case exists (page 
38) where a wife received the news of her husband's death 
whilst he was away from his home region a situation 
known as al-man °iyyuIh a zawjuh a Such a case is 
familiar to the Maliki jurists because of its frequent 
occurrence especially in the middle ages. At that time a trip 
to pilgrimage for example would take a man a year or so 
from Morocco to Mecca, and was often a dangerous 
journey. On many occasions the traveller would not return 
to his home country, not due to death, but because he had 
settled in another country and his wife could be mistakenly 
told that he was dead. In this specific case, after she had 
remarried her ex-husband returned alive and claimed the 
validity of their previous marriage. The Maliki jurists had a
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debate over this case. The majority were of the opinion that 
the ex-husband had the right to assert the validity of his 
marriage over his wife’s second marriage because she had 
remarried without being absolutely sure of his death, but 
some of them such as IsmaTl al~Qa<dI(d.282/896) said that 
once the second marriage had been consummated the ex 
husband would not be able to assert the validity of his 
marriage.
33.Referring to al-Mudawwana.
34. An emancipated woman who is no longer under the 
authority of her father or legal guardian.
35.E.g., Ibn Maja, Sunan, ii, 737,
36.AbliMuhammadcAbd al-Hamid b. Muhammad al- 
Maqqari b. al-Sa’igh (d.486/1093). On him see al-Hajaw^ 
al-Fikr aJ-saim, ii, 215,216.
37. Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 166.
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38.Abu'l-Fadl cIyad b. Musa b. cIyad al-Yahsubi 
(d.544/1149). On him see al-Hajawi; al-Fikr al-s ami, ii, 
223,224.
39.Abu cImran Musa b. °Isa b. Abl Hajjaj(d.429/1038). On 
him see Kahhala , Mu Jam , xiii, 44.
40.Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Muhriz 
(d.655/1257). On him see Kahhala ,Mucjam , xi, 183.
41.Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 177. Age is not an obstacle for a 
girl or boy to be married as long as they are capable of 
consummation.
42. Cf al-Mudawwana, ii, 176.
43.AbuSalamaFadlb. Salamab. Jarir (d.317/929). On him 
see Kahhala, Mu Jam , viii, 69.
44.Referring to a scholarly opinion which deviates from the 
majority position of other scholars among the school
(madhhab).
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45.Abu '1-Qasim cAbd Allahb. al-Hasan b. al-Jallab 
(d.378/988). On him see Makhluf Shajara, 92.
46.AbucAbd Allah Muhammad b. Ahmad b. cAbd Allah 
known as Ibn al-cAttar (d.399/1008). On him see Ibn 
Far hun, al-Dlb hj\ ii, 231.
47.AbucAbd Allah Muhammad b. cAbd Allah b. cIsab. Abl 
Zamanln (d.399/1008). On him see al-Hajawi, al-Fikr al- 
samf, ii, 119.
48. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, iv,364.
49. Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 150; Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, v, 13.
50.Yahya b. cUmar b. Yusuf b. cAmir al-Kinanl 
(d.289/901). On him see Ibn Farhun al-Dlb ~aj, ii, 354
51. Cf Ibn Rushd, al-Bay an, v, 23.
52.1bid., iv, 462.
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53.Cf. al-Mndctwwana, ii, 158,159.
54. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, iv, 331.
55.Ibid.
56.Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 157.
57.Referring to Tabsimtal-hukkamby Abu M-Hasan al- 
Lakhrm (above). It remains in manuscript form in the 
library of al-Qarawiyym. See al-Fasf Makhtutat, I, 359.
58.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bay an, v, 111,112 
59.1bid., iv, 331
60.Abu'l-piya’ Misbahb. cAbd Allahal-Yalsutl 
(750/1349). On him see Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, iii, 17.
61. See Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, iv, 459.
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62.Abu Ishaq Ibrahim b. cAbd al-Rahman al-Ghamati 
(d.751/1350). On him see al-FasI, Makhtutat, ii, 531.
63.A situation in which a father or other guardian prevents a 
woman from getting married which is illegal as instituted 
in the Qur'an.
64. A situation where a husband leaves it to the discretion of 
his wife to effect a single and irrevocable divorce.
65. According to Islamic law a child who is bom to an 
unmarried woman can not be legally attributed to his 
alleged father. Cf. Ibn Ilarith, Usui al-futya ,182.
66. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, iv,436.
67.Ibid. v, 30
68,cAl! b. Yahya b. al-Qasim al-Sanhaji al-JazM
(d.585/1189). On him see Kahhala, M ucjam , vii, 261.
69. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, ix, 332.
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70.1bid. x, 180.
71.AbuBakr Ahmad b. cAbd al-Rahman al-Khawlanl al- 
Qayrawam (d.432/1040). On him see Makhluf, Shajara,
6 .
72.Qur'an, 65, v. 6.
73.In this case the wife utilises a clause placed in the marriage 
contract which allows her to divorce her husband if he fails 
to meet apre-agreed condition specified in the marriage 
contract.
74. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, ix, 307.
75.1bid., iv, 337.
76.AbucAbd Allah Muhammad b. cUmarb. Lubaba
(d.314/926). On him see Makhlul; Shajara, 86; al-Hajawi, 
al-Fikr al-samf, ii, 104.
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77. When a relationship between husband and wife is 
continuously deteriorating, the q adf calls upon two 
arbitrators, one from each of their families to settle the 
dispute between the couple. If there is no chance of such 
settlement these arbitrators have the authority to separate 
them.
78.cAbdal-cAzizb. Musa al-WiryaghlI(d.880/1475). On 
him see Ahmad Baba, Nayl, 275.
79. A situation where by a wife is granted a condition in her 
marriage contract in which she is able to divorce her 
husband if he remains absent for longer than a six month 
period. Maliki jurists have differed upon the case. Some do 
not permit the wife to divorce if she does not enforce her 
granted condition as soon as the specified period has 
ended, while others will allow her to extend the waiting 
period without forfeiting the right to divorce.
80.Sulaymanb. Khalaf b. SacIdb. Ayyubal-Baji
(d.474/1081). On him see Kahhala, Mu jam , iv, 261.
81.See Ibn Rushd, Fat aw a, ii, 785,786.
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82. Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 75.
83.Referring to Muhammadlbn al-Mawwaz (above).
84. This is one of such cases in which the q adf has to consider 
the custom of the local community in coming to a 
judgement.
85.Abu Jacfar Ahmad b. Nasral-Dawudl(d.402/1011). On 
him see Ibn Farhui; al-DIbaj[ i, 165,166.
86. A work in Malikiflqh by Ismacilb. Ishaqal-Jahdami 
(above). I was unable to locate it.
87.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, v, 21,22.
88.1bid., iv, 441.
89.Muhammad b. cUmar al-Waqidl (d.270/883). On him see 
IbnFarhun, al-DSb~aj\ ii, 161.
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90.E.g., AbuDawud Sunan, ii, 539.
91. Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 103,104.
92. Abu '1-Mutarrif °Abd al-Rahman b. Qasimal-Shacbi 




1. A single and irrevocable divorce in which the husband will 
not be able to keep their marriage contract intact by 
revoking his declaration of divorce {rajca ) during the 
wife’s waiting period (cidda).
2. Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 95.
3. Ibid, ii, 96.
4. Ibid, ii, 97.
5. Ibid, ii, 451.
6. Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. SacId b. Bashir 
(d. 198/813). On him see Makhluf Shajara, 63.
7. A situation in which a newly married man being alone 
with his wife for the first time to consummate the 
marriage.
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8. A newly married couple being together in private during a 
visit to each other before consummation of the marriage.
9. Cf al-Mudawwana, ii, 229.
10. Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Ahmad b. cAbd Allah b. 
Khuwayzamindad (d.390/999). On him see Makhluf, 
Shajara, 103.
11.AbuBakr Muhammad b. Ahmad b. al-Jahm, known as 
Ibn al-Warraq (d.329/940). On him see Makhluf Shajara,
78. His work Mas a ’il al-khilaf remains in manuscript 
form in the library of al-Qarawiyyin. See al-Fasf 
Makhtutat i, 456.
12. Abu Muhammad cAbd Allah b. al-Mucadhdhal 
(d.501/1107). On him see Makhluf Shajara, 124.
13. A newly married couple being together in private for the 
purpose of consummation.
14.Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 230.
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15.See Ibn Rushd, al-Mugaddimat; i, 539,540.
16.1n the case of khulc, a form of divorce, the wife pays her 
husband to redeem herself from the marriage. According to 
the dominant legal opinion in Maliki fiqh the divorce 
becomes effective as soon as they agree to divorce in this 
way even before the husband receives his consideration.
17.Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 232.
18.AbuZaydb. cAbd al-Rahmanb. Abl Jacfar al-Dimyajtl 
(d.226/840). On him see Makhluf Shajara, 59.
19. Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 235,236.
20.Abbanb. cIsab. Dinar (d.262/875). On him see cIyad, 
Madarik; iii, 150.
21. With a miscarried foetus, i.e., after miscarriage or 
confinement the divorce becomes immediately irrevocable.
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22. cAli b. Ahmad al-Baghdadl Abu '1-Hasan known as Ibn 
al-Qa.ssar(d.398/1007). On him see cIyad? Madariftiv, 
602.
23.Bakrb. Muhammad al-cAla’b. Muhammad b. Zayd b. 
al-Walld (d.344/955). On him see °Iyad, Madarik, iii, 
290.
24. A case in which a woman took her husband to court 
claiming that he had abandoned her by way of zih ar, 
refusing either to divorce her, or to resume the state of 
marriage. This is a pre-Islamic form of repudiation 
consisting of the words "you are to me like my mother's 
back". This formula according to the Qur'an requires the 
separation of husband and wife until atonement (kaffara) 
is made. In such a case the q adf would bind the husband 
to either make kaffara and continue in normal marital life 
or be divorced.
25.Qur'an, 58, v. 2.
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26. We believe that al-Majishun’s opinion that supplying a 
meal as opposed to a portion of grain to fulfil one’s 
penance is more appropriate in today’s general life style.
27. Cf al-Mudawwana, ii, 323.
28.Macn b. cIsa b. Yahya b. Dinar (dl98/813). On him see 
cIyad, Madarik, i, 367.
29.Qur an, 58, v. 3-4.
30.Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 334-335.
31 .In such a case the q ~adl is recommended to take into 
account the provocative circumstances surrounding the 
husband’s oath of talaq or zih ar,in order to reach a fair 
decision.
32.Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 256.
33.The term il~a 'is defined by Ruxton (Malikilow, 135) as 
"an oath to cease cohabitation with one's wife for a longer 
period than four months". If the allowed period of
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refraining from marital intercourse - which is legally four 
months - has passed, then a decision has to be made by the 
q adT. The ruling according to Maliki school is that the 
husband should either withdraw from his oath and return 
to marital intercourse with his wife (a situation known as 
fay'a), or the wife would he divorced. In the event of 
divorce the husband still can keep his marriage intact if he 
withdraws from the oath within the wife’s prescribed 
waiting period.
34. The term cadam al-is aba refers to a case in which a wife 
has the right to request divorce if her husband refrain from 
having sexual intercourse with her.
35.Cf. al-Mudowwctm, ii, 345.
36.Kacb b. Sur b. Bakr b. cubayd b. Thaclaba al-Azdi 
(d. 36/656). On him see Ibn cAbd al-Barr, al-Istfcdb, iii,
376.
37.Refening to cUmar b. al-Khattab,the second caliph.
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38.Qur'an, 4, v. 3. Cf. al-Qurashi, Awwaliyyat, ii, 580; Ibn 
cAbd al-Barr, al-lstlcab, iii, 377.
39.Qur'an, 4, v. 11.
40.MuJiammad b. Smn al-Ansan(d. 110/728). On him see 
IbnHajar, Tahdhfb, ix,214.
41.cAbd Allah b. al-Zubayr al-Qurashi al-Asadi. (d.73/692). 
On him see al-HajawJ, al-Fikr aJ-saim, i, 276.
42.L ic an is a way of dissolving marriage. If a husband 
accuses his wife of adultery without legal proof, he 
"affirms under oath that the wife has committed unchastity 
or that the child bom of her is not his, and she, if the 
occasion arises, affirms under oath the contrary", (Schacht, 
Introduction, 165). According to the q adTs practice as 
mentioned in the text the performance of li°~an should take 
place in the mosque with the attendance of the q adi and 
some other witnesses. As a result of Jican the q adfs ruling 
would be that the couple must be separated permanently 
and in case of pregnancy the paternity would not be related 
to the husband.
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43 .To convict a person of adultery the proof must be 
incontrovertible, otherwise it would not be acceptable, 
therefore the witness has to be sure that he had seen with 
his own eyes the act of sexual intercourse. The expression 
used by Maliki jurists to describe the situation is (ka'l- 
mirwad f i 'l-mukhula), i.e.like a kohl jar with its little 
stick in it. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, iii, 256.
44.1n this case the husband had a suspicion that his wife is 
being dishonest. Therefore, he refrained from having any 
sexual intercourse with her to ascertain the emptiness of 
her womb of any conception, so the paternity - in case of 
pregnancy as a result of her unchastity - would not be 
related to him.
45.Cf. Ibn cAbd al-Barr, al-Kafi, ii, 613.




1. According to the Maliki school it is the husband’s duty to 
pay for his wife’s dower (mahr) and living expenses
(nafaqa) no matter how much wealth she owns. If the 
husband fails to fulfil this obligation she has the right to 
demand divorce.
2. Cf Ibn Rashiq, al-Nafaq at, 117.
3. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, v, 362.
4. Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. cAli b. cUmar al-Mazari 
(d.536/1141). On him see Ibn Farhun, al-Dfb aj■ ii, 250.
5. A situation in which the former owner of a slave woman 
who gained her freedom bears the right of inheritance in 
relation to her children's property.
6. The absent husband had left no money or other property 




9. Abu cAmr Harith b. Abl Sacid (d222/836). On him see 
cIyad ,Mad~arik, iii, 22.
10.cUmar b. cAbd al-cAzIz b. Maiwan b. al-Hakam b. Abl 
l - cAs al-Umawi (d. 101/719). On him see Ibn Hajar, 
Tahdhib. vii, 478.
11. A work in Maliki fiqh by °Abd Allah b. Fattuh Abu 
Mu hammad al-Sabtl (d.460/1067). It is included 
unabridged in al-Turar another Maliki fiqh work which 
was written by Ibn cAt as a commentary on al-Wath a ’iq 
al-majm uca. Both works are still in manuscript form in the 
library of al-Qarawiyyln. See al-FasI, Makhtutat, iii, 254.
12. Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 348.
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13. Abu cAbd All ah Muhammad b. Qasimb. Muhammad al- 
Lakhmi al-Miknas! known as al-Qawri (d.872/1467). On 
him see MakhluJ; Shajara, 261.
14. Abu TJmar Ahmad b. Muhammad b. cIsab. Hilalb. al- 
Qattan (d.460/1067). On him see Ibn Farhun, al-Dlb aj\ i, 
181.
15. A work in Maliki fiqh by Ahmad b. Hudayr(d.327/938). 
I have been unable to locate this reference.
16.Ahmad Abu Muscab b. AblBakr al-Qasimb. al-Harith 
(d.242/856). On him see Ibn Farhun, al-Dlbaj' i, 140.
17.Qur'an, 65, v. 6.
18.Referring to Abu cUmar Ahmad b. Harun b. Ahmad b. 
cAt (d.609/1212), whose work ol-Turar is a commentary 
on al-Wath ~a ’iqal-majm uca by Ibn Fattuh See note 10.
19. The parents have the right to maintenance (nafaqa) which 
must be met by their son or daughter, provided the parents
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have no other source of income, and the children are 
capable financially.
20. Ahmad b. Sacid b. Ibrahim al-Hamadhani known as Ibn 
al-Hindl (d.399/1008). On him see Ibn Farhun, al-Dlb~aj\ 
i, 172.
21. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iv, 479.
22. A standard expenditure for the maintenance of a minor.
23.A literary collection o\' fat aw a by al-q acli al-Zarwill 
(above). It remains in manuscript form in the library of 
Tangier under the section of cAbd Allah Kannun See al- 




1. Hishamb. Ahmad b. SacId b. al-cAwwad. (d.509/1115). 
On him see Ibn Bashkuwal al-Sila, ii, 618.
2. Cf. al-Mndctwwana, ii, 258,262.
3. Ibid., ii, 262.
4. Cf. al-Mndawwana, ii, 305,306.
5. Ibid., 258.
6. Cf Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, i, 569,570.
7. Cf al-Mudawwana, ii, 259.
8. A work in Maliki fiq h , which was written by Khalil b. 
Ishaq al-Jundl (d.749/1348) as a commentary on J~amic 
al-ummah at by Ibn al-Hajih It remains in manuscript
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form in the library of al-Qarawiyyin. See al-Fasi 
Makhtutaif i, 396.
9. E.g., AbuDawud, Sunan, i, 357.
10. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, i, 265-267.
11 .He is "a man appointed by a Muslim ruler, to enjoin what 
is right, and to forbid want is wrong", (al-Kliudrawl,
Q am us, 94).
12. To prove a case with either definite evidence or
information which is common knowledge among a wide 
group of people.
13.Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 297.
14.Muhammad AbuBakrb. al-Labbad b. Muhammad b. 





1. The purchaser claims that he has paid the whole amount of 
the agreed sale value to the vendor who has nothing further 
to claim against him.
2. A term referring to the buyer’s right to hold the seller liable 
for any damage sustained prior to the sale. Cf. al- 
Wansharlsi, Id~ah, 97.
3. Bay°u thunya, this term is defined as "an agreement 
between a buyer and a seller giving the latter the right to 
refund the price within a certain period of time to get his 
goods back" (al-Wanshrlsi, Id  ah,116). According to some 
Maliki legal opinions it is an invalid transaction since its 
completion is doubtful.
4. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, viii, 12,13.
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5. Abu Muhammad Salih b. Muhammad al-Fasi al- 
Haskuri (d.656/1258). On him see Makhluf, Shajara, 185.
6. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iii, 208,209.
7. Abu Muhammad cAbd Allah b. Yahya b. Dahhun 
(d.431/1039). On him see Ibn Far him, al-Dfb ~aj\ i, 438
8. E.g., al-Shawkanl, Nayl, v, 238.
9. Abu Ibrahim Ishaq b. Ibrahimb. Masarra al-Tujibi 
(d.352/963). On him see Ibn Farhun, al-Dib aj, i, 296.
10.Refening to al-Iclam  bi na w~azilal-abk am, it is also 
known as al-Ahk am al-kubm by Ibn Sahl (above). 
Unpublished edition by N. Najj ar, Madrid. I have been 
unable to get hold of this edition.
11 .Referring to al- Tanblh at al-mustanbata f l  sharh
mushkil~at al-mndowwana which is known as Tanblh at 
cIy~ad. It remains in manuscript form in the library of al- 
Qarawiyyin. See al-Fasi, M akhtutat, i, 327.
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12.No liability against disaster or crop damage, i.e., the 
vendor stipulates in a sale's agreement that he is not 
responsible for any crop damage or any other defects in the 
sold property that might occur before or after delivery. 
Malik has regarded the sale as valid but not the condition.
13.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, vii, 342.
14.AbuZayd cAbd al-Rahmanb. Ibrahim al-UmawI al- 
Qur tubi (d.258/898). On him see al-Hajawi, al-Fikr al- 
saim, ii, 100.
15.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, vii, 342-343.
16.Referdng to al-Wath~a'iq al-majmuca by ibn al-cAttar 
(above). It remains in manuscript form in the library of al- 
Qarawiyyln. See al-Fasf M akhtutat, I, 442.
17.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, viii, 19.
18. Any found property ( luqata)  must be notified to the 
public by the finder. According to Maliki legal opinion 
they must put the found object on public notice for a
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certain period of time. If no one has claimed it, the finder 
is entitled to make use of it if they are in need, although it 
is considered better to give it to charity.
19.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, viii, 93,94.
20. Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Khalaf known 
as Ibn al-Hay (d.529/1134). On him see Makhluf Shqjara, 
132.
21.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, viii, 61,62.
22. cUbayd Allah b. Muhammad b. cUbayd Allah b. Malik 
Abu Marwan (d.460/1067). On him see Ibn Farhun, al- 
Dlbaj\ i, 439; Ibn Bashkuwal, al-Sila, i, 292.
23.cIsa b. cAllal al-Masmudi al-Fas! (d.820/1417). On him 
see Kahhala, M ucjam , viii, 29.
24.Abu '1-Qasim Muhammad b .cAbd al-cAz!z al- 
Tazaghdari (d.832/1428). On him see Kahhala, Mu°jam, 
viii, 96.
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25.Abu '1-Qasim cAbd al-cAzTz b. Musa al-cAbdus! 
(d.837/1433). On him see Makhlu£ Shajara, 252.
26. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iii, 265.
27.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan., vii, 328,329.
28.1bid., viii, 13.
29.Referring to a MMikI /7^ /? work by Muhammadb. Ahmad 
b. al-Hajj (above), which is also known as NawazilIbn 
al-H~ajj\ I have been unable to locate this source.
30.AbuIshaqIbrahhnb. Hasan b. Ishaq al-TunisI 
(d.443/1051). On him see Makhluf Shajara, 108.
31 .A case in which a group of collective buyers are each 
individually liable to the vendor for the total of the sale 
price
32. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 384,385.
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33. A form of transaction used to avoid the designated 
devolution of one's property under the shanca rules, 
whereby, the owner will, during their life time, sell or give 
their wealth to their desired heirs. If it is proven, the 
transaction is considered void according to some Maliki 
jirists.
34.lt is "a document that contains the testimony of witnesses 
who have only indirect, second-hand knowledge of the 
fact, event, or earlier testimony about which they testify", 
(Powers, Kadijustiz or Q a dijustice, 1 Islamic Law and 
Society 1994, 343).
35.Husaynb. cAsimb. Kacbb. Muhammad b. cAlqama al- 
Thaqafi (d.208/823). On him see cIyad, Madaiik, iii, 28.
36. Abu Muhammad cAbd al-Haqq b. Muhammad b. Harun 
(d.466/1073). On him see Makhlu£ Shajara, 116.
37. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, vii, 247,248.
3$.Fatat, fawtand fawat, a situation whereby it is too late to 
reverse a contract or state of affairs because of subsequent
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development, e.g., a transaction which cannot be voided 
due to alterations that have come about to its original state 
or value.
39.Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, vii, 264-265
40.This method of selling goods at market is still used in some 
parts of the Arab world, especially in the sale of traditional 
goods such as clothes.
41.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, vii, 269.
42. Cf. al-Mudawwam, iii, 351.
43.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, vii, 287-289.
44.AbucAbd All Mi Muhammad b. Ibrahim b. cAbdus 
(d.260/873). On him see Makhluf Shajara, 70.
45.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, vii, 418-419.
46.1bid., viii, 58,59.
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47.The seller claimed that he had been forced into selling by 
the purchaser
48.Sufyanb. SacIdb. Masruq al-Thawri (d. 161/777). On him 
see Ibn Hajar, Tahdhfb, iv, 111.
49.Abu '1-Qasim cAbd 1-Khaliq b. cAbd al-Warith al-Suyuri 
(d.460/1067). Makhluf Shajara, 116.
50.Referring to Ibn cArafa (above).
51. Any action or commitment forced upon a person against 
their will is not considered valid or legally binding 
according to Maliki doctrine, e.g., al-Kandahlawf al­
mas alik,; x, 232.
52. Abu Bakr Muhammad b. cAbd Allah al-Abhari 
(d.375/985). On him see Sezgin, GAS. 1,477.
53.E.g., Ibn Maja, Sunan, ii, 956.
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54.AbuZakariyya Yahya b. Yahya al-SaffunT
(d.611/1214). On him see Ibn al-Qunfud, Sharaf al-talib, 
69.
55.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, viii, 13.
56.Cf. al-Mudowwam, iv, 193.
57. Withdrawing what was given as a charity is abhorred by a 
prophetic hadfth E.g, al-KandahlawI, al-mas alik, xii, 
271.
58. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, xiii, 459,460.
59.Referring to J~ann°masa'il al-ahkamby Abu'1-Qasim 
al-Burzuli (above). It remains in manuscript form in the 
general library of Rabat. See the library catalogue, i, 67.
60. Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Salim al-Batrlnl
(d.848/1447). On him see Ibn al-Qadl, Durra, ii,290.
61.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan., vii, 244,245.
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62.Faraj b. Qasimb. Ahmad b. Lub AbuSacId (d.782/1380). 
On him see AhmadBaba, Atoy/, 357.
63.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, ix, 385,386.
64. This is not a formal contract of sale. Rather it devotes an 
oral offer of sale of simple goods and either an oral 
acceptance or any other indication of acceptance which 
people use in sale according to their custom.
65.Ahmad b. Muhammad b. SacId b. Hudayr (d.327/938). 




1. Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Sulayman al-Satp 
(d.750/1349). On him see Makhluf Shajara, 221.
2. Qur'an, 4, v. 135.
3. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, xiv, 143,144.
4. Any bequest made upon someone's death bed which is 
disguised as a declaration of the recipient's actual 
ownership in order to ensure they attain the property, 
regardless of who the rules of inheritance might award it 
to, is considered invalid. Malik said that the recipient 
should not come into possession of the property according 
to that declaration unless he presents another form of 
evidence
5. Cf Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, xiii, 51,53.
6. Referring to al- Wadijia, (above).
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7. Abu cUmar Yusuf b. cAbd Allah b. Muhammad b. cAbd 
al-Barr al-Qurtub! (d.463/1071). On him see Kahhala,
Mu Jaw, xiii, 315.
8. Cf. Ibn cAbd al-Barr, al-Kafi, ii, 887.
9. Qur'an, 4, v. 12.
10.Muhammad b. Maslamab. Muhammad b. Hisham 
(d.206/821). On him see Ibn Farhun, al-Dlb~aj, ii, 156.
1 l.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, xiii, 306.
12.Cf. al-Mudawwana, iv, 365.
13.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, xiii, 237-238.
14.Ibid., x, 356-357.
15.Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 126.
16.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, xiv, 175-177.
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17.This is "an agreement by which a person entrusts funds to 
a trader in order that he shall traffic there-with, subject to 
the lender having a share in the profits", (Ruxton, M aliki 
law, 227).
18.1bn Rushd, al-Bay an, xii, 369-370.
19.AbuBakr cAbd al-Rahmanb. Ahmad b. Ibrahim b. Abl 
Layla (d.566/1170). On him see Makhluf Shajara, 148.
20. Abu Bakr Muhammad b. Bashshar(d.253/867). On him 
see al-HajawI. al-Fikr al-s ami. ii, 79.
21.Referring to al-Jamic lim as a il al-Mudawwana by Ibn 
Y imus (above). I have been unaible to locate this work.




1. Cf Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, viii, 316.
2. Muhammad b. Khalaf b. Sulaymanb. Fathun 
(d.520/1126). On him see Kahhala, Mu Jam, ix, 284.
3. IsmacIi b. Ibrahim b. cAbd al-Rahmanal-Makhzumi 
(d.694/1294). On him see Ibn al-Qadl, Durra, i, 211.
4. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan., viii, 295.
5. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim lit, ii, 112-114.
6. Cf al-Mudawwana, iii, 366.
7. Cf. al-KandahlawI, al-masalik; xi, 69.
8. Cf al-Mudawwana, iii, 366.
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9. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, viii, 265,266.
10. Ibid., 266.
11. Abu Jacfar Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Rizq (d.477/1084). 
On him see Makhluf Shajara, 121.
12.Abul-Hasan cAlib. Ziyad al-TunisI(d. 183/799). On 
him see Makhluf Shajara, 6.
13.Referring to one of the oldest works in Maliki fiqh , by 
cAbd Allahb. cAbd al-Hakam (above). It remains in 
manuscript form in the library of al-Qarawiyyin. See al- 
FasI, M akhtutat, ii, 483.
14. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 101.
15.Ibid , ii, 100,101.
16. This work remains in manuscript form in the national 
library of Tunisia under the section of Hasan cAbd al- 
Wahhab’s library. See the library catalogue, 243.
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17.Muhammad b. Khalid b. Martanll known as Ibn al- 
Ashajj (d.220/835). On him see clyad, Mad'ank., iii, 26.
18.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, viii, 351,352.
19.Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Zayd al-Qazwml (d.393/1002). 
On him see cIyad, Madarik; iv, 604.
20. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, viii, 61,62.
21. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Mugaddiwat, ii, 101,102.
22.Refemng to Jaw ic al-ummah at by Ibn al-Hajib(above). I 
have been unable to locate this reference.
23.E.g., Ibn Hanbal, Mnsnad, vi, 80.




1. The definition of salam is "a sale with postponed delivery 
but immediate payment", (al-Wanshans!, Id  ah, 122). This 
used to be applied most often to the sale of agricultural or 
other seasonal products. For example a person may order 
and pay for an amount of grain to be delivered after the 
harvest.
2. Cf. al-Mudawwam, iii, 80.
3. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddimat, ii, 28.
4. The object in a postponed delivery sale {salam) should 
become as a debt among the seller's liability
5. Referring to Ikhtis ar al-wadiha one of the rarely works 
of MalikTflqh by Fadl b. Salama (above). I have been 
unable to locate this reference.
6. Cf.See Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 24,25.
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7. According to prophetic hadlth unequal barter transactions 
in the same kinds of crop (bay° al-tacami bi '1-ta cami 
mutafadilan) is considered usury and unlawful. Therefore 
the fijqah a ’ of the Maliki school have divided the crops 
into different categories as mentioned in the text to define 
which one is not permitted to be exchanged unequally. 
E.g., al-KandahlawI, al-mas~alik, xi, 227,228.




1. Qur'an, 4. v. 6.
2. Qur'an, 18. v. 19.
3. According to the opinion of al-Mazari the agent of a 
contending party cannot be dismissed once the case is 
under discussion in court, unless he can be shown to be ill 
or incapable. This is to prevent proceedings becoming 
unnecessarily prolonged and therefore harming the 
opposing party’s interests.
4. Cf. al-Mudawwam, iii, 271.
5. Cf. Ibn cAbd al-Barr, al-K afi, i i , 787.
6. According to what al-Miknasihas cited in his text the 
q adfs duty goes beyond his job as a judge, in the 
confines of the court room. Rather, he has the authority to
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ensure the implementation of shanca rules among the 
community and to prevent any disregard for such rules.
7. Muhammad b. Ahmad b. cAbd al-cAz!z b. cUtba al- 
QurjLubT (d.255/869). On him see Kahhala, Mu jam , viii, 
276.
8. Cf. Ibn Shas, al-Jawahk.; i i , 678.
9. E.g., Ibn Maja, Sunan, i i , 784.
10. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iii, 626.
11.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, viii, 171-172.
12.AbuZakariyya Yahya b. Zakariyyab. Muzayn 
(d.259/872).On him see Sezgin, GAS. 1, 473.
13.Cf. al-Mudawwana, iii, 281.
14.Ibid., 279.
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15.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, viii, 122-123.
16.Cf. al-Mudawwana, iii, 277.
17-Ibid., 278.
18.Qur'an, 4. v. 6.
19.Cf. al-Mudawwana, iii, 277.
20.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, i i , 460-461.
21 .This is one of the early works of Malik! flqh by Abu Zayd 
b. TJmar b. Ab! ’1-Ghamr (below). I have been unable to 
locate this work.
22.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim~at, 461-464.
23.Cf IbnRushd, al-Bayan, viii, 162-163.
24.1bid., viii, 172.
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25.Ib id , 188-189.
26.1bid, 109.
27.1bid , 167.
28.Cf. Ibn Rushd al-Muqaddiin ii, 461-464.
29. The term cuhda in general is "the seller’s liability for 
defects of sold goods within a time limit of three days or 
longer up to one year", (al-Wansharlsi, Id  ah, 126). The 
liability referred to here falls only on the owner of goods to 
be sold and not on any agent charged with selling them. 
This is provided that the agent makes clear at the point of 
sale that the goods do not belong to him.
30.C f al-Mudawwana, iii, 370.
31.Ibid., 658.
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al-ghasb, al-istihq aq , al-ta °ddl 
p. 167-175
1. Qur'an, 13. v. 79.
2. The temi ghasb is defined by Schacht (Introduction, 
160)as "usurpation of the property of another". According 
to Ibn Rushd, the one who usurps another’s property is 
liable both to the legitimate owner and to Allah. As well as 
being ordered to return any property he took by unlawful 
means, the qadimust set a punishment for him, even if his 
victim extends his forgiveness.
3. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddimat, ii, 487-489.
4. E.g., Ibn Maja, Sinan i, 658.
5. The term c~aqila is defined by Coulson, (History, 235) as 
“the group who shoulder the burden of collective 
responsibility for compensation in cases of homicide, 
wounding and assault”. This term is mentioned in the text 
during a juristic debate relating to a child’s liability while
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he is under the age of consent. There are two different 
Maliki opinions on this issue. The first does not consider 
such a child as liable for any damage he might cause to 
other people. The other holds him liable and rules that he 
has to pay compensation for the property damaged. His 
c~aqila under takes the burden of the blood-money on his 
behalf if he commits homicide or inflicts injury upon 
someone. This contribution of c~aqila indicates the 
protection that a clan can provide to its members in society 
as a whole. See also N. Calder, Studies in early Muslim 
jurisprudence, Oxford 1993, 202-8.
6. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 490.
7. That is to say, an extorted property is recognised as such, 
as long as it exists regardless of any changes in its market 
value.
8. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 491,492.
9. Muhammad b. Sacdun b. CAH b. Bilal al-BadawT 
(d.485/1092). On him see Ibn Farhun, al-Dfbaj, ii, 299.
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10.E.g., al-Bukhari, Sahlh, iii, 70; IbnRushd, ol- 
Muqaddimat, ii, 494.
11. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 496-498.
12. A case which involves " the rightful owner’s retrieval of 
any possession not yet returned to him", (al-Wanshansi, 
Id~ah, 112). The court must award the property in question 
to those who supply the evidence of ownership. However 
Ibn Rushd adds that those who use this legal procedure to 
falsely gain property of which they are not the rightful 
owners should remember that deceiving the q adf does not 
make the property lawful for them in the eyes of Allah.
13.Qur’an, 5. v. 107.
14. Qur’an, 4. v. 29.
15.E.g., AbuDawud, Sunan, iv, aqdiya, 13.
16.E.g., Ibn Maja, Sunan, ii, 754.
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17.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddimat; ii, 503,504.
18.Cf. al-Mudawwana, iii, 631.
19.Reclairning a property or any other object which produces 
a secondary product, e.g. fanning land or fertile animal, 
does not automatically provide the right to the secondary 
product. According to prophetic tradition (al-kharaj bi 7- 
dam an), the owner who is being claimed against is entitled 
to the yield as compensation for their investment of 
responsibility and funds. However, Maliki jurists have 
differed upon this case; whilst some have given the yield to 
the present holder, others have given it to the proper owner 
who should then compensate the holder against his 
expenses.
20. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iv, 282.
21.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xi, 180-181.
22. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iv, 196.
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23.Referring to Ibn Abi Zayd’s commentary upon al- 
Mudawwana (above).
24. This is a case in which the marriage validity will not be 
affected if a third party reclaimed what was given to a wife 
as a dower, because she has the right to the value of the 
dower which the husband must provide.
25.Cf. al-Mudawwana, iv, 189.
26. Al-Akhawan, a term refers to two contemporary scholars 
of MalikI school; Mutarrif and Ibn al-Majishun See 
Ahmad cUmar, al-Madkhal al-wajlz, 13.
27.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bay~an,, xi, 159.
28.Ibid., 239-240.
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Tad win al-sunn a c 
p. 176-181
1. E.g., al-Bayhaql, al-Suncm al-kubra, vi, 122,
2. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 243-245.
3. Ibid., 246-247.
4. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, iv, 241-242.
5. Ibid., iv, 244.
6. Ibid., iv, 217.
7. Ibid., iv, 218.
8. In this case a dispute over the fees for given services is 
judged by comparing the claim against the going rate for 
such services.
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9. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, iv, 219.
10. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iii, 404.
ll.M usab. Qurrab. Tariqal-Saksak! Abu Muhammad 
known as Abu Qurra. The year of his death is unknown. 
On him see cIyad, M adm k; i, 396.
12.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, iv, 233.
13.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 250.
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al-jucl , al-ij~ara 
p. 182-193
1. As explained in the text, the term ju°l is defined as "an 
agreement by which one person requests another to do 
some business in return for a reward offered conditionally 
upon the integral execution of the business", (al- 
Wansharisi, id~ah ,117). According to some Maliki jurists 
the legality of j ucl  is based on a narration by some 
companions of the Prophet which is recorded in the text.
2. The point of resemblance between a piece-work contract 
ju cl  and a hiring out contract if am is that both are based 
on the same principles; labourer, fee and business. 
However, they differ in some of their rulings, e.g. the fee 
in ijam  can be paid in advance or day by day as agreed, 
while in ju cl  the fee is payable only after the job has been 
completed.
3. Cf. IbnRushd, cil-Muqaddtn~at, ii, 176-177.
4. E.g., al-BukhM, Sahih, iii, 53.
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5. It is essential that the object of ju°l and ijara contracts 
should not be of an unlawful nature, e.g. objects which a 
Muslim person is not allowed to handle such as alcohol.
On the other hand it should not be an action which one is 
bound to perform anyway as their religious or civic duty.
6. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 181.
7. Muhammad b. Muhammad b. Mughlth al-Sadafi
(d.444/1052). On him see Ibn Bashkuwal, al-Sila ii, 533. 
I have been unable to locate his work al-Wath aiq.
8. This is a "purchase of a certain amount of goods, e.g. a pile 
of wheat the quantity of which is unknown" ,(al~ 
WanshansI, Id  ah, 117). As recorded in the text Ibn
c Arafa has reported that this transaction is illegal unless the 
quantity is unknown to both parties.
9. Cf IbnRushd, al-Bayan, viii, 437.
10.Ibid. viii, 472,473.
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11 .Abu i-Hasan CA1I b. Muhammad b. Khalaf al-Macafui 
al-QabisT (d.403/1012). On him see al-FasJ, M akhtutat, 
ii, 476.
12.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, viii, 414.
13.Qur'an, 43. v. 32.
14. Qur'an, 65. 6.
15.Cf. al-Mudawwana, iii, 420; al-Bayhaqi, al-Sunan al- 
kubra, vi, 120.
16. The term ijam  indicates a contract of hire in which one 
parly sells to the other the temporary use of a property or 
service. It can also be applied to the selling of services, 
manual or otherwise, eg. farm hand or accountant. Again it 
is a form of legally binding contract, i.e. once a contract 
becomes legally valid, it is binding and exerts its legal 
effects towards both parties.
17.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddunat, ii, 166,167.
18.Cf. al-Mudawwana, iii, 424,
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19.1bid., iii, 459.
20.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, viii, 486.
21.Cf al-Mudawwana, iii, 427-428.
22.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, viii, 419.
23.In this case more specifically, to provide a labourer with 
additional resources for their labour in order to complete 
their term of contract once their original resources had 
been exhausted.
24.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, viii, 512.
25.The four cases which the author alludes to are mentioned 
in full in al-Muqaddim at by Ibn Rushd, ii, 168, regarding 
contracts which are terminated due to uncontrollable 
circumstances such as a teacher who was hired to tutor a 
child but the child dies before the end of the contract term.
26.Cf IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 168-169.
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27.1bid., 169,170.
28. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iii, 452.
29.Ibid., iii, 455.
30.1bid., iii, 469.
31.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, viii, 480-481.
32. A term referring to an exchange of services, e.g., helping 
someone with their harvesting in return for their help with 
yours. The other term used in this context is duJat al-nis a' 
referring to group of women in a community who combine 
their efforts in order to complete their domestic tasks.
33.Cf. al-Mudawwana, iii, 420-421.
34.1bid., iii, 427.
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K ii'h’ al-rawahil wa 1-daw abb
p. 194-198
1. Qur'an, 16. v. 8.
2. The rent contract is a binding deed in which both parties 
have to fulfil their obligations towards each other. See 
ijara above.
3. A hiring agreement will not be considered legal unless the 
service provided and the fee are fully known and specified 
beforehand.
4. If time is a factor in a hiring transaction, this agreement 
must be subject to a clear and certain period of time in 
order to avoid the illegality of paying a specific hire price 
against an uncertain period, e.g., the situation in which a 
person hires a riding animal for a fixed period of time but 
then has stated a destination which involves an unknown 
journey time. This is considered invalid and is known as 
(muddatcryni fi muddri).
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5. This is a method of transaction known in Islamic law as 
Baycatayni jfT bay°atm. It was known since the early days 
of Islamic law and exists in many different forms. One 
example mentioned by Schacht in his work (Introduction, 
79) is that" the (prospective) debtor sells to the 
(prospective) creditor a slave for cash, and immediately 
buys the slave back from him for a greater amount payable 
at a future date”. In principle such a transaction is regarded 
as unlawful according to a Prophetic tradition, although 
some forms of this sale have been permitted by scholars in 
different schools of Islamic law. It should be noted here 
that the debate among scholars of various schools 
regarding this issue is a lengthy one.
6. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 184.
7. Ibid., 185-187,
8. E.g., al-Bukhan, Sahih, iii, 116.
9. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim~at, ii, 189.
10.Ibid., 189.
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1. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim ~ai ii, 211.
2. AbuBakrb. Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Lu’lu'i 
(d350/961). On him see Makhlu£ Shajara, 89.
3. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 212,213.
4. AbuBakr cAbd al-Hamid b. Abl Uways (d.202/812). 
On him see Makhluf, Shajara, 56.
5. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 214; al-Bayan, ix, 
44,45.
6. Cf Ibn Rushd, al-Baylm, ix, 33.
7. Ibid., 27,28.
8. Cf al-Mudawwana, iii, 530,531.
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9. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, ix, 28.
10. There are two famous works of Malkl fiqh entitled al- 
MukhUisar al-kablr, the oldest of these is by Ibn cAbd al- 
Hakam al-Misri, and the latter by Ibn cArafa al-TunisT. 
Both works remain in manuscript form in the library of al- 
Qarawiyyln. See al-FasI, M akhtutat, I, 369, II, 483.
11. Cf. Ibn cAbd al-Barr, al-Kafi.; ii, 747.
12.Cf. alMudawwana, iii, 528.
13.Referring to Sahnun’s opinion,cf al-Mudawwana, iii, 
528.
14. Cf. IbnRushd, Fat aw a, iii, 1282-1284. From the context 
of the discussion we can infer an image of the economic 
environment of the time. We find a clear indication of the 
people's activities and their professions.
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K ira ' al-ard 
p. 207-210
1. Qur’an, 56. v. 63-65.
2. Qur'an, 32. v. 27.
3. This is "a forbidden sale in which something whose 
number, weight or measure is sold for something whose 
quantity is not known", (al-WansharisI ,Id a h , 131).
4. A case in which a land owner gives his land to someone 
who can plant it in return for a portion of the expected 
crops. Al-MiknasI has recorded in his text that Malik and 
the majority of his companions did not permit this 
plantation on the basis of a Prophetic tradition as 
mentioned in al-Bukhan (see the following note). 
However, other scholars, among them the Malikis of 
Andalusia, permitted it on the basis of another Prophetic 
tradition narrated by Abu Dawud(see below note 7). Ibn 
Rushd in {al-Muqaddim at ii, 223) regarded this case as an 
invalid M uzarac since it is purely the rental of land in
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return for some of its produce. On the other hand it is 
different from the al-khamm as case as the latter does not 
involve the rental of land (see al-khairnn as in the last 
section of chapter one).
5. E.g., al-Bukharl, Sahfh, iii, 81.
6. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at; ii, 222.
7. E.g., AbuDawud, Sunan, iii, 697.
8. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 226.
9. Abu cAmr cAbd al-Rahmanb. cAmr al-Awzaci
(d. 157/774). On him see al-Hajawi, al-Fikr al-s am i, i, 
366.
10. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim lit, ii, 229,230.
11.Temporarily non-arable land, e.g., the land is occupied by 
locusts or flooded with water for the whole season.
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12.lt is a situation in which the harvesting of grain is only 
equal to the quantity of seeds which had been sown.
13.Referring to Ibn cAt (above).
14.Khalaf b. Maslama b. cAbd al-Ghafur (d.440/1048). On 
him see cIyad, Madarik, iv, 760.
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Ahkam  al-mah ajir 
p. 211-219
1. Qur'an, 17. v. 26,27.
2. Qur’an, 25. v. 67.
3. When a boy attains puberty he usually grows hair in his 
private area.
4. Cf. Ibn Rushd, Fat aw a, i, 358,359. A prophetic hadith 
which also confirms that a person who has not reached 
puberty is not yet religiously obligated. E.g., Ibn Maja, 
Sunan, I, 658.
5. According to some Maliki jurists, not attaining puberty 
does not eliminate a person's liability completely but 
applies only to religious duties. For example, if a person 
under the age of puberty causes bodily harm to another or 
damages property he must pay for the damage he has 
inflicted. An example of this has been included in the text, 
which is worth repeating here. A case is recorded (page
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212) in which a young boy pushes over a girl who loses 
her virginity as a result. The boy is held liable and must 
pay the girl compensation as soon as he can afford to do 
so. The case also illustrates the importance placed on 
women and young girls at the time to be confirmed as 
virgins until the consummation of their marriage. A 
woman's virginity before marriage (and therefore her 
perceived chastity and honour) is a key factor in how she is 
regarded in her community. This is the case in Muslim 
communities in general but has added importance in a 
small village or closed rural community.
6. Qur’an, 7. v. 179.
7. Cf. Ibn Rushd, Fat aw a, i, 360-362.
8. E.g., Ibn Maja, Suncm, i, 658.
9. Cf. Ibn Rushd, Fat aw a, i, 363,364.
10.AbucAbd Allah Ziyad b. °Abd al-Rahman al-Qurtubl 
known as Shabtun(d. 193/809). On him see al-HajawI, al- 
Fikr al-samT, i, 445.
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11. cAbd al-Malik b. al-Hasan b. Zurayq b. cAbd Allah b.
Abi Rafic known as Zawnan (d.232/846). On him see Ibn 
Farhun, al-Dlb~aj\ ii, 19.
12.C£ IbnRushd, Fat aw a, i  365-370.
13.1bid., 370-375.
14.1bid., 382-383.
15.Cf. Ibn Harith, Usui al-futya, 404-407.
16.Hamdinb. Muhammad b. Hamdin al-Taghlabl 




1. Shuf°a: "pre-emption, the right to substitute oneself for 
the buyer in a completed sale of real property" (Schacht, 
Introduction, 142). A way of keeping one's property intact 
after one’s partner has sold their share, thereby avoiding 
any unwanted new partner or neighbour.
2. E.g., al-Kandahlawi, al-mas ~alik, xii, 49.
3. Cf. IbnRushd, cil-Muqaddim lit, iii, 61,62.
4. Ibid., 66,67.
5. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xii, 55.
6. Once the sale has been completed, the partner claiming the 
right of pre-emption must deal directly with the buyer. The 
seller is not liable to any claims from the partner.
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7. Cf. ibn Rushd al-Muqaddim ~at; iii, 69,70.
8. Cf IbnRushd, al-Bayan.„ xii, 59, al-Muqaddim at, iii, 71.
9. Cf IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim~at, iii, 70,71.
10. Cf al-Mudawwana, iv, 242.
11.Abu cUmar Ahmad b. eAbd al-Malik al-Ishbffi known as 
Ibn al-Makwf (d.401/1010). On him see al-HajawT, al- 
Fikr aJ-sami, ii, 120.
12.Cf. IbnRushd. al-Muqaddim at, iii, 71.
13.Ibid., 75,76.
14.Ibid., 76.
15. Ahmad b. al-Harith b. Miskln (d.311/923). On him see 
IbnFarhun, al-Dlbaj, i, 153.
16.Cf IbnRushd, al-Bayan, ix, 14.
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17.cAbd al-Rahlmb. Ibrahim al-Yaznasl (d.834/1430). On 
him see Ibn al-Qadl, Durra, iii, 115.
18.E.g.s Ibn M aja, Sunan, ii, 784.
19.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, iii, 79,80.
20. According to the Maliki school there are two categories of 
heirs. The first group are those (such as the father, mother 
etc.) whose share in the inheritance is clearly defined by 
the Qur’an and hadlth. The other category covers those 
relatives from the father's side casaba whose share comes 
from whatever is left over once the first group has been 
given their prescribed share.
21.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xii,86,87.
22.1bid., 67.
23.Muhammad b. Amlal al-Maduni (d856/1452). On him 
see al-WansharisI, Wafayat, 145.
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24.Muhammad b. cUmar al-Mazjaldl (d.864/1459). On him 
see al-WansharlsI, Wafayat, 146.
25.Cf. al-Mndawwana, iv, 281.
26.Cf IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xii, 69.
27. A commutative contract in which both parties can 
exchange equal benefit.
28.IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xii, 60.
29.IsmacH b. cIsa b. Muhammad b. Baqi al-hijarl Abu'l- 





1. E.g., Ibn Maja, Sunan, ii, 784
2. Qur’an, 7. v. 85.
3. Cf. al-Bajl, Fus ul al-ahkam, 332.
4. Ibrahimb. Jacfar Abu Ishaq al-Lawatl known as al- 
Mushawar (d.513/1119). On him see Ibn Farhun, al-Dibaj 
, i, 269.
5. Cf. Ibn cAbd al-Barr, al-Kaff, ii, 939.
6. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, ix, 393.
7. Ibid., 408,409.
8. Cf. Ibn cAbd al-Barr, al-Kafi, ii, 940.
9. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, ix, 404,405.
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10.lt is also permissible for the contending parties to come to 
a settlement (sulh)  on their claims either before or during 
judicial proceedings. They are free to do so according to 
hadlth unless such a settlement creates a situation which 
breaks the shan°a law. E.g., al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al- 
kubra, vi, 65.
11.Cf. IbnRushd, Fat aw a, ii, 947.
12.Cf IbnRushd, al-Bayan, x, 252.
13.The Prophetic tradition also confirms that the natural 
resources of fire, water, and grazing land should be 
considered communal property.
14.Cf Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, x, 278.
15.The Prophet had abhorred monopoly and warned traders 
and people who take advantage of food shortage in the 
community that they faced severe punishment in the here­
after. Also the caliph cUmar b. al-Kha Uab had forced the 
monopolists to display their grain and other crops in the 
market so as not to allow them to horde their stock until 
prices rose, and thereby insuring people could buy their
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food at reasonable prices. See al-Qurashl, Awwaliyyat al- 
faruq, i, 231,233,234.
16.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, ix, 352.
17.1bid., 392,393. Ibn al-Rami, an expert builder and scholar 
stated in his work al-Fl'anbi alik am ol-buny ~an that he 
had used to be asked by his local judge to patrol the town 
looking for unstable buildings. Where they were found, the 
owner would be ordered to pull down and rework the site 
in the interests of public safety. Cf. Ibn al-Rami, al-Flan, 
Mqjattat al-fiqh al-Maliki, ii, iii, iv, compiled, 393.
18.Cf. Ibn, Rushd al-Bayan, ix, 398,399.
19. Abu Muhammad °Abdal-Hamid b. Abl 'l-Barakat b. 
cImran b. Abl '1-Dunya (d.684/1285). On him see 
Makhluf, Shajara, 192.
20.Thabit b. cAbd Allah b. Thabit al-°Awfi Abu'l-Hasan 




1. Qur’an, 2. v. 283.
2. E.g., ibn Maja, Sunan, ii, 79.
3. Cf. ibn Rushd al-Muqaddim at, ii, 362.
4. In this case a mortgagee has to share the value of the 
mortgaged property with other creditors as he had lost the 
advantage over them by not taking control of the property 
beforehand.
5. Cf Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 366,367.
6. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, xi, 80.
7. The term mal'azim refers to the sale proceedings’ costs.




11 .Referring to Abu 'l-Walid b. Rushd (above).




16. This is a case in which pledged land has been put under the 
control of a third party who wishes to make it available to 
the mortgagor to farm under a sharecropping contract.
17.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xi, 23.
18.1bid., 124,125.
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19.1f the creditor loses a pledged property, the debt is 
abolished against the lost property, and the debtor is no 
longer liable to the creditor.
20.E.g., al-Shawkanl, Nay I , v, 235.
21. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bay an, xi, 116.
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al-shah ad at 
p. 242-256
1. Qur’an, 2. v. 143.
2., Cf. Ibn Kathlr, Tafsir, I, 196.
3. Ibid.
4. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 269-272.
5. Ibid., 283.
6. Ibid., 292,293.
7. Cf IbnRushd, al-Bayan, ix, 426.
8. Ibid., 430,432.
9. AbuYahya Malik b. Dinar al-Basri(d. 131/748), On 
him see Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat, iv, 139.
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10.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, ix, 434,435.
ll.Sulaymanb. Muhammad b. Battal(d.400/1009). On him 
see Ibn Bashkuwal, al-Sila, i, 194.1 have been unable to 
locate his work.
12.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, x, 12.
13.Ibid., 13,14.
14. cAbd al-cAz!z b. Abl Hazim(d. 186/802). On him see Ibn 
Far him, al-D lbaj, ii, 23.
15., al-Bukharf, Sahib, iii, 147.
16.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, x, 56-58.
17.1bid., 87.
18.The term jurha in this case means that a body of evidence 
given is outweighed by the evidence of a more credible
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witness. It may also refer to the subject themselves as one 
who is less than credible.
19.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, x, 165,166.
20.Ibid., 202.
21.Qur’an, 2. v. 282.
22.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, x, 38-41.
23.cAbd al-cAz!zb. Abl Salama al-Majishun(d. 164/780). 
On him see Kajihala, M ucjam , v, 251.
24. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iv, 208,209.
25.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, x, 45.
26. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iv, 14.
27.Referring to al-Mudawwana, the second chapter of nikah
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28.Cf. al-Mudawwana, ii, 165.
29.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, x, 44.
30,In this case the author refers to the fatw a of Mutarrif and 
Asbagh which suggest that if a preceding judge had passed 
a verdict in favour of a contending party, but this party had 
not yet received its due, and they could only prove the 
earlier outcome with a single witness, they are entitled to 
return to court with this single witness and assert their 
claim after taking an oath.
3 l.The term musabbalan refers to an endowment which is 
being devoted to a religious purpose, but the term 
mu°aqqaban means the endowment that is devoted to 
one's children and their offspring.
32.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bay~an, x, 93,94.
33. Abu °Abd All Mi Makhul b. cAbd Allah al-Shaml 
(d. 114/732). On him see Ibn Khallikan, Wafay at, v, 280.
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34.The term istihl~al refers to the very first cry of a child at 
the moment in which they are bom.
35.AbuZayd °Abd al-Rahman b .cAffan al-JazulT 
(d.744/1343). On him see Makhluf, Shqjara, 218.
36.Qur’an, 65. v, 2.
37.Qur’an, 2. v. 282.
38.Refemng to governors who are chided by their sovereign 





1. Qur’an, 4. v. 8.
2. E.g., al-Kandahlawi al-masalik., xii, 233.
3. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, iii, 92.
4. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xii, 106.
5. Cf IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, iii, 92,93.
6. Referring to a case in which a contending party claims that 
the property in question has been permanently divided 
between the parties into clearly distinguishable shares.
7. According to some jurists' opinion in Malik!fiqh the 
minimum possession period to confirm the ownership of a 
disputed property is eight years for real estate, three years
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for animals and one year for clothing. See al-Baji, Fus ul 
al-ahkam, 260.
8. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xii, 131.
9. The term khars means an estimation of the yield of crops 
or fruits before harvest, e.g., what quantity of dates will be 
obtained from a particular number of palm trees.
10.Cf IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xii, 119.
11. Cf al-Mudawwana, iv, 269.
12.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xii, 121.
13. The parties are of adequate legal age and discretion.




1. This is an arrangement between an orchard owner and a 
partner whereby the partner undertake the maintenance of 
the given property based on the agreement that the 
resulting fruit crop will be shared between the two in 
predetermined proportions. Beside the fruit trees, the 
Maliki jurists have permitted this contract in respect of 
other agricultural production on the condition that the 
owner is unable to maintain it. According to the Maliki 
school al-mus "aq ads permissible; it was held as an 
exception from prohibited contracts of hire for an 
unknown wage, and for the sale of what is not in existence, 
because of people's necessity.
2. Qur’an, 13. v. 4.
3. E.g., al-KandahlawT, al-masalik., xii, 6,7.
4. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 548.
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5. Ibid , 552,553.
6. Ib id , 555.
7. Ib id , 556.
8. An orchard leased under a sharecropping contract, part of 
which is left uncultivated.




1. A partnership in which neither party can dispose without 
the other's permission. See Abu Jayb, al-Qamus, 263.
2. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, iii, 34-38.
3. Ib id , 39-42.
4. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iii, 247.
5. Cf IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xii, 11,12.
6. Ibid., 35.
7. This is a fanning partnership in which participants 
combine factors of production and share the resulting 
harvest. According to the example of al-muzara%  cases 
that al-Miknasihas discussed in his text, it indicates that 
this partnership had been widely practised among the
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agricultural societies in Morocco at the time. Regarding the 
legality of al-muz~araca partnership, al-MiknasIhas 
reported on the authority of cIy ad(d.544/1149) that there 
are two main different types of this partnership. Firstly, if 
all partners contribute to the combined stock of factors of 
production (land, seeds, farming implements etc) then the 
partnership is universally regarded among the Maliki 
jurists as valid. Secondly, if one partner contributes 
nothing but seeds, and the land is from the other partner, 
then the partnership is invalid. According to the Maliki 
school’s ruling land is not permitted to be rented with any 
form of foodstuff of anything produced from the earth. Al- 
MiknasI has noted that, apart from these two any other 
arrangement of al-muzaraca is debatable among Maliki 
jurists who had discussed such arrangements with lengthy 
details, which he has not included.
8. A harvest season.
9. A partnership whereby the owner of a piece of land 
provides the land and the means of production for its 
cultivation, and the labourer earns one fifth of the harvest 
as their wage. More information about this partnership is
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included in a discussion concerning the al-khamm as case 
at the end of chapter one of the English text.
10.Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ahmadb. Muhammadb. 
Shucayb b. cAbd al-Malikb. Suhayl al-Qays! known as 
Ibn Shucayb (d.729/1329). On him see Ibn al-Qadl, 
Durra, i, 127.
11. Abu Muhammad cAbd Allah b. Muhammad b. Yusuf 
al-Shablbl (d.782/1380). On him see Makhluf, Shajara, 
225.
12.Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad al-Rammah(d.749/1348). 




1. Abu’l-Hasan cAli b. Muhammad al-Hadraml known as 
Ibn Kharuf (d.609/1212). On him see Makhluf, Shajara, 
172.
2. E.g., al-Mundhiri, Targhlb , 1, 80.
3. Cf. al-Mudawwcma, iv, 345.
4. Referring to the case in which a slave has been promised 
freedom upon his master's death. It is universally agreed 
amongst MaliM jurists that such a bequest can not be 
withdrawn.
5. Abu Muhammad cAbd al-Salam al-Burjim, living around 
606/1209. On him see MakhluJ Shajara, 168.
6. Abu’l-Qasim cAbd al-Khaliq b. Shalbun(d.391/1000). 
On him see Ibn al-Qunfud, Shamf abtalib, 51.
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7. Cf. al-Mudctwwana, iv, 330,331.
8. A legal guardian proven to be inattentive to tbeir religious 
duties. As a result he must be removed from his position of 
guardianship.
9. Cf al-Mudctwwana, iv, 330.
10. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bay an, xii, 444,445.
11 .The word jin  an is the plural of janna, although in some 
countries such as Morocco it is commonly used to refer to 
a single orchard.
12.Cf. al-Mudawwana, iv, 372.
13.Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ziyadat Allah al-Thaqafi 
(d.554/1159). On him see al-Dabbi, Bughya, 156.
14.Cf. al-Mudawwana, iv, 378,379.
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15.Muhammad b. Ahmad b. cIsa known as al-Jallab 
(d.875/1470) On him see Makhluf Shajara, 264.
16.Cf. IbnRushd, at-Bay an, xiii, 44.
17.1bid., xii, 444.
18. A deferred portion of a wife's dower.
19. As instituted in the Qur'an the heir's share of an inheritance 
may change according to his or her status in the case, e.g., 
if a husband dies, the wife will get one quarter if he has no 
children, but with the children she receives only one- 
eighth.
20.Qur’an, 4. v, 11.
21.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xii, 464.
22.Referring to °A1I b. Ziy ad (above).






28. According to prophetic tradition, one is not allowed to 
bequeath one's property to any of those heirs whose share 
of the inheritance is already specified by the Qur’an. 
However, the Maliki school considers this lawful as long 
as all the heirs agree. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, iii, 
114.
29.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xiii, 274-275.




1. According to the Malik! school if a person has pledged a 
gift or charitable donation they will be legally bound to 
Mfil their pledge unless they become sick or bankrupt, 
although the gift or charitable donation will not be 
recognised as such until the beneficiary is in possession of 
the property. On the other hand the Hanali and Shaflci 
do not consider a pledge to be binding before the 
beneficiary takes possession of the property. Cf. Ibn 
Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 408,409; al-Samraqand!, 
Tuhfat dl-fuqah~a\ iii,223. al-Bajun , ii, 54.
2. In the Maliki doctrine there is a distinction between the 
shan°a notions of charity and gifts. Once given, a gift may 
be taken back, (a situation known as i ctis ar), for example, 
a father takes back a gift donated to his son. On the other 
hand it is not permissible to reclaim what has been given in 
charity.
3. Cf. Ib Rushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 413-414.
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4. The term hubs is used for any object given over or 
intended solely for pious purposes regardless of any reward 
in this life. One form allows use and access only by the 
beneficiary who is mentioned by name at the time of 
issuing hubs. The other form allows use and access by any 
member of society whilst the third form restricts access to 
only certain group of people, for example, students, 
travellers or orphans. Hubs is like giving something as a 
gift or as charity: it only becomes legally binding once the 
object has actually been handed over. The Malild school 
acknowledges the legality of this practice based on the 
tradition of the Prophet and his companions. E.g., al- 
Daraqutnl, Sunan, iv, 186.
5. Ibid., 417-419 ; cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 
417,418.
6. E.g., al-Bayhaql, al-Sunan al-kubra, vi, 165.
7. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 419-421.
8. Cf IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xiii, 361-362.
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9. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iv, 418,419.
10.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, xii, 302.
11 .Those who hold a right to the yield of an inalienable 
orchard might initiate this entitlement at the point of 
pollination.
12.Cf. Ib Rushd, al-Bayan, xii, 190.
13.Ibid., 254.
14,Cf. al-Mudawwana, iv, 425.
15.Referring to an early work of Malik! fiqh known as al- 
Iham aniya by AbuZayd b. cAbd al-Rahman(above) in 
which he includes all legal opinions that he had learnt horn 
the early MalikT scholars in Medina such as Ibn Kin ana, 
Ibn al-Majishiin and Mutarrif See al-HajawI, al-Fikr al- 
s ami, ii, 100.1 have been unable to locate this source.




1. According to the text the terms haml and ham ala are a 
commitment by which someone gives a guarantee that a 
debtor will be present at a specific time or place to pay 
their debt. It can also be a pledge that a guarantor will be 
accountable for the debt should the debtor not make good, 
see also al-Bajl (Fusul, 187,188). The difference between 
the two terms is that the guarantor can only pursue the 
debtor in the case of ham ala, but not in the case of haml.
2. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 376-377.
3. The purchaser is deliberately delaying payment.
4. In this context the word al- °idda refers to a sale price.
5. If the debtor is unavailable to settle their due debt they 
should be granted a reasonable respite.
6. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xi, 331.
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7. Ibid., xi, 326.
8. Ibid , xi, 300.
9. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iv, 108.
10.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xi, 302,303.
11.Ibid., xi, 298,299.
12.1bid., xi, 337,338. In this case the creditor is said to have 
made a settlement with the guarantor covering the whole 
sum of the debts, a claim which they refiite. The creditor is 
therefore required to take an oath to formally refute the 
claim. This is known as yamin al-tuhama, which is sworn 
by an accused person or a contending party in order to 
refute their liability.
13.Cf IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xi, 345.
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14. A pledge by which someone gives guarantee that a debtor 
will be present at a specific time or place to pay their debt.




1. One who constitutes himself liable for the debt of another.
2. Cf Ibn Rushd, al-Muqaddim ~at, ii,307-309.
3. The term refers to an oath taken by a debtor to assert their 
claim that they are unable to pay their debts.
4. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 311.
5. Ibid., ii, 311,312.
6. According to some Maliki jurists' opinion it is legal to 
search the debtor's mobile property as well as their home in 
order to find out if they have any money or other valuable 
item from which the creditor can be paid.
7. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqddimat; ii, 307.
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8. In this case a debtor's confession that they are in debt to 
their son or daughter or a close friend is inadmissible. This 
is to prevent the debtor from holding on to property under 
this ruse.
9. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 313.
10.Ibid., ii, 320.
11.Ibid., ii, 323.
12.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, x, 424.
13.Ibid., x, 396,397.
14.Ibid., x, 424.
15. Some Maliki scholars are of the opinion that the creditor in 
these circumstances should not be asked to take an oath, 
since that will obscure his right of demanding the payment.





1. Qur’an, 4. v, 114.
2. Cf. IbnHajar, Fath al-b~an ,ii, 132.
3. Al-Hasan b. cAli b. Abl Talib(d.49/669). On him see 
Ibn Hajar, al-Is aba, ii, 60.
4. E.g., Abu Dawud, Sunon, 285.
5. E.g., al-Bayhaqf al-Sunan al-kubra, iv, 63.
6. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Muqaddim at, ii, 517-519.
7. Ibid., ii, 519.
8. Cf al-Mudawwana, iii, 377.
9. Ibid., 378.
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al- wadf°a, al- cariyya
p. 308-311
1. Cf. Ibn cAbd al-Barr, aUKafi, ii, 801.
2. The main point of the wadT°a discussion in the text 
concerns the position of a person with whom something of 
value is deposited who then loses what he has been 
entrusted with. The question here is whether or not the 
person should be held liable for what he has lost. An 
example in the text (page 309) concerns a man who was 
entrusted with some money which he placed in his pocket 
but then lost. Maliki jurists have differed upon the case; 
while some are of the opinion that the person in question is 
liable for the loss of the entrusted item, others argue that he 
is not, but must take an oath that he did indeed accidentally 
lose the item.
3. A traveller who is given money by others to buy them 
goods from his destination.
4. Cf al-Mudawwana, iv, 433.
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5. According to a fatwa by Ibn cArafa; If a person dies 
before paying back a deposit which was under his care, the 
depositor has the same right to claim a portion of the 
inheritance as any other creditor. However, some other 
jurists do not give the same right to the depositor.
6. Muhammad b. cUmar b. Sa°Id b. cAyshun, the year of 
his death is unknown. On him see cIyad, Madarik; iv, 
460.
7. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, xv, 294-295.
8. °Ariyya with a long vowel and °Anyya with a short 
vowel: The first term refers to the loan for use of any item 
not consisting of either food or money. Because the 
property on loan must be returned to the owner the 
borrower may be held liable for any damage or loss to the 
property unless he can prove his innocence. The second 
term is defined as a "loan for use, used in particular 
reference to the allocation to poor families of the produce 
of certain date palms by the owner of a date grove" (al- 
WansharisI, Id~ah, 125). The loaned object is clearly not
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returnable in this case since it consists of food which is to 
be consumed.
9. Cf Ibn cAbd al-Barr, al-Kafi,; ii, 808.




14.1n the event of an item being borrowed and the borrower 
claiming that he had returned the item to the owner, but the 
latter denying that he had received it, the nature of the item 
will dictate the liability. If it is an item one cannot 
distinguish from others (in a yugh abu °alayhi) e.g., a 
piece of gold, then according to Maliki jurists the 
borrower's claim would not be accepted until he presents 
clear evidence. On the other hand, if it is characteristic (in a 
la  yugh abu calayhi) e.g., an animal, then the borrower's 
claim is acceptable although he has to take an oath.
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A hkam  al-dim a ' wa '1-hud ud 
p. 312-316
1. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xvi, 370; Qur’an, 5. v. 33.
2. A person who had received fatal wounds which caused 
their death.
3. An accusation made by a dying person charging another 
with inflicting fatal injuries upon him (a situation known 
as tadmiyd). According to the Maliki school if such an 
accusation is upheld by the testimony of two acceptable 
witnesses then the procedure of compurgation (gas ama) 
takes place in order to establish the responsibility of the 
accused. Fitly men from the blood relatives of the victim 
would be requested to come forward and each has to then 
take an accusatory oath confirming the guilt of the 
accused, cf Ibn Farhun, Tabsta, I, 253. Coulson, History, 
93.
4. Qur’an, 28. v. 15.
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5. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xv, 524.
6. An accusation made by a dying person charging another 
with the cause of their death, even though there are no 
clear wounds on their body which is known as tadmiya 
baydli There exists an interesting story behind the use of 
this kind of tadmiya. The q adlAbuBakr al-LuTu’I was 
known to accept tadmiya bayda*. In his private life, he 
had his heart set on purchasing his neighbour's orchard and 
continually pestered the owner with offers, thinking his 
chance had finally come when his neighbour fell ill. Under 
the guise of a social visit, the q ~adl again made an offer 
and was delighted when the owner told him to bring 
scholars to witness the contract. Upon the arrival of the 
witnesses the owner swore that his ill health was the result 
of the q adf's continual harassment and that if he should 
die, the q ~adi would have been the cause. Horrified, the 
q ~adf protested his innocence and promised never again to 
mention the orchard, upon which the accusation was 
withdrawn. Subsequent to this experience, the q adl 
refused to accept tadmiya bayda ’ in his court. See Ibn 
Farhun, Tabsira, i, 254,255.
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7. To Prove the offence of homicide, the guilt of the accused 
must be established either by his confession or by the 
normal standard of two acceptable eye-witnesses of the 
killing. Short of this, the testimony of a single witness - or 
nonequitable witnesses - or the discovary of the defendant 
near the body with blood stains on him (a situation known 
as lawth ) will cast suspicion on the defendant but will not 
be considered proof in itself, cf. Ibn Far hun, Tabsim, I, 
253. Coulson, History, 93
8. Cf. Ibn cAbd al-Barr, al-K afi, ii, 1116.
9. AbuZakariyya Yahya b. Sacid al-Dukali, date of death 
unknown. On him see Ibn al-Qadl, Durra, iii, 342.
10.Cf Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, xv, 496.
11 .The term m udha is "a wound which penetrates the body 
so as to expose the bone", (al-WanshrisI, Id~ah ,133), also 
munaqqila is a wound which breaks the bone and moves it 
from its position. Each of these injuries requires a set 
amount of compensation, the precise value of which is 
given in the text. These values are not specified in currency
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as we know it today but in certain weights of gold and 
silver.
12. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iv, 557.
13.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xvi, 417.
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Jam i° li mas a ’il min kulli b ab 
p. 317-335
1. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iv, 14.
2. Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, x, 43,44.
3. C f al-Mudawwana, ii, 182.
4. Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Hilali known as 
Ibn al-Manasif(d.585/1189). On him see al-HajawI, al- 
Fikr al-s ann, ii, 227.
5. Cf Ibn al-Manasif, Tanbih al-hukkam, 153.
6. Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, ix, 160.
7. Cf. Ibn al-Manasif, Tanbih al-hnkkam, 156.
8. Ibid., 167,168.
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9. An area in the city of Fes in which the public notary’s 
office was located during al-Miknasfs era
10.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, ix, 287.
11.Ibid
12. Abu Muhammad cAbd Allah b. Ibrahim al-Asfll 
(d.392/1001). On him see Makhlu£ Shajara, 100.
13. An item of jewellery worn by women.
14. A situation in which a consignee's home is ordered to be 
searched by the authorities.
15.Cf. Ib Rushd, al-Bayhn, x, 354,355.
16.1bid., xvi, 26.
17. The land on which the purchased house is located is owned 
by the authorities.
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18.The tribute which a local authority collects from people 
against their use of government land is continuous, rather 
than a one off payment.
19. Cf. al-Dusuql, al-Sharh al-kabir, ii, 322.
20. Cf. IbnRushd, Fat aw a, iii, 1421.
21.Ibid., 1592.
22.Qur’an, 2. v. 230.
23.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, x, 471.
24. Abu Ishaq Ibrahim b. Abi Yahyab. Abi Bakr al-Tazi 
(d.749/1348). On him see Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, i, 179.
25.If a creditor is unable to claim the debt while the
inheritance is being distributed, they should at least inform 
a witness that they intend to demand the payment as soon 
as they are able in order to secure their right, a situation 
known as istihfad.
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26. Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Muhammad b. cAbdal- 
Jalil al-Qayrawam (d.782/1380). On him see Makhluf 
Shajara, 225.
27. The couple were considered legally married on the basis of 
widespread hearsay.
28. Wooden beams inserted horizontally into a wall at right 
angles which provide the bases for a canopy.
29.Cf. Ibn Harith, Usui al-futya, 362.
3 0. Cf. Ibn al-Raml, al-I°l an, 291.
31 .The author considers this a prophetic tradition whereas 
other sources confirm it as a consensus of the companions, 
cf. Ibn Harith Usui al-futya, 234; al-KandahlawI, al- 
Mas alik., xii, 457.
32. A case in which a debtor sells his property to a creditor in 
settlement of a debt Cf. Ibn Farhun, Tabsira, i, 188. The 
jurists' debate in the text concerns the legality of such a
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transaction if the creditor does not take possession of the 
property immediately after the agreement. Whilst some 
have considered this legal, others have not
33. Abu Muhammad cAbd Allah b. Muhammad Al-Wanghill 
(d.779/1377). On him see al-Wansharis!, Wafay a t,128.
34. A person in a position of authority who had used their 
position to usurp funds.
35. A quarry, the rocks from which are used to produce a form 
of paint.
36.Cf. IbnRushd, al-Bayan, xiii, 388,389.
37. A case in which property is sold, but one party then claims 
that they had agreed to annul the contract and the property 
and fee are returned to their original owners.
38.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan, x, 328-330.
39. Clearing the irrigation canal from blockages.
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40.Cf. Ibn Rushd, al-Bayan., x, 330.
41. Cf. al-Mudawwana, iv, 72.
Glossary of legal terms 
and
phrases of the Arabic text
Aghalla ghalltan: produced a yield, e.g. crop or profit yielded from 
an investment.
A hra9: plural of hnri, a store-house for grain, (al-ZawI, Mukhtar.; 
634).
Ajb~aha]-nahl\ beehives.
Aladda: being either deliberately unco-operative or refusing to pay a 
debt.
°A1 a wajhi 1-hisba: for the sake of Allah.
Alghaza: being an ambiguous in one's statements.
°Aqq: being ill-mannered to one’s parents.
°Amd : goods in any form other than money, gold or silver. Not 
including real estate {usul), (Cf. Mayyara, i, 291).
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°Arsa: court yard of a house, or vacant piece of land among some 
buildings (ai-ZawT, Mukhtar,; 416).
cAsaba: “relatives from the father’s side” (al-Khudrawl, Qmnus, 
285).
°At~aqa: liberation from slavery.
°Ayn: in this context, money, gold and silver.
Bad~a salahuhu: the orchard fruits have already begun to mature.
Bara ’at a]-tal~aq: a legal document which certifies a divorce.
Band : a distance, equal to twelve miles (Qalcaji, Mu jam , 87).
Bay°u ’l-mur~abaha: “resale with a stated surcharge which 
represents the profit” (Schacht, Introduction, 154).
Bay°u 1-ghabn ; a transaction in which one of the parties is being 




Bayyina cal~a 'J-sam ac \ an evidence merely based on hearsay.
B i l-qat°i : decisive evidence, e.g., evidence based on an eye witness 
account.
Bin a 9: consummation of a marriage.
Dakhala biha: a married couple being together in private to 
consummate the marriage.
D ar al-hijra: the Holy City of Medina (in what is now Saudi 
Arabia) where the Prophet’s mosque is situated.
Darb al-ajal: to fix a date, e.g. fixing a date for a contending party 
to present his evidence.
Dhawat mah anm : “near relatives with whom it is unlawful to 
marry”. (al-Khudrawx, Q am us, 92).
Dhimma: responsibility, obligation.
Dhimma khariba: an inability to repay a debt.
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Dirra: “a scourge made either of a flat piece of leather or twisted 
thongs” (al-Khudrawi, Q am us, 133).
Diikhul bina’ : see dakhala bih a .
Dulsa: falsified evidence.
Futy a : the act of giving a legal opinion (fatwa) on a case in 
question. (ET2, s.v. fatw a).
Gharar: “uncertainty or unknown quantity concluded upon in 
contracts” (al-Wansharisi 9 Id  ah, 126).
Ghanm: a synonym term for both debtor and creditor, specified by 
the context, (al-Zaw!, Mukhtar, 454).
Ghishyan: sexual intercourse.
HamU : surety, guarantor. One who constitutes themselves liable for 
the debts of another.
Haw afi t : plural of h a ’it  orchards.
HawaJa: transfer of debts.
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Hawalat al-aswag: a change in market situation which affects 
commodity value.
Hiba: an immediate and gratuitous transfer of a property without 
the possibility of return (al-WanshansI, Id  ah, 134).
Hid ana: a child custody.
Hiraba: a highway robbery.
Ibban : time or season, e.g., grain harvesting season.
lb~aq \ a situation in which a slave runs away from his master.
Ibar al-thamara: pollination, e.g., a pollination of a palm tree.
°Idda: a prescribed waiting-period imposed on a woman by the 
Qur’ an after being widowed or divorced.
°If~as: an old fashioned coin purse.
Ihtilam : state of puberty.
H~a’ \ “an oath to cease cohabitation with one’s wife for a longer 
period than four months” (Ruxton, Malikilaw, 135).
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Infashsha al-haml: the pregnancy turned out to be false.
Insiramu ciddatih a : the woman’s prescribed waiting-period has 
passed.
°Isma: a husband's matrimonial authority over his wife.
IstiJilaf: a contending party's demand that their opponent take an 
oath. (Abu Jayb, al-Qamus, 94).
Istihs an: “personal choice and discretionary opinion of the lawyer, 
guided by his idea of appropriateness” (Schacht, Introduction, 37).
Istilhaq: avowal of paternity.
Istirch ’ : a document containing witness’ testimonies which 
corroborate the holder’s claim.
J~a ’iha : crop damage or nature disaster.
Jiliaz \ the garments and furniture which a bride brings to her 
marital home.
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Kalala: a situation where by the deceased leaves neither ascendants 
nor descendants, but has left brothers or sisters (al-Khu drawi, 
Qamus, 368).
K ali ’ : a deferred portion of a dower which is payable upon 
dissolution of marriage.
Khawabi: plural of kh abiya, large vessels.
Khisb al-mas~arih: fertile grass-lands.
K it aba: “a contract by which a slave acquires his freedom against 
instalment payment to his owner”, (al-WansharisI, Id  ah, 128).
Ladad: deliberate delay, e.g. a debtor deliberately delays payment 
and insists on dispute.
L afif \ a group of people.
M afaza: desert or open country.
M a halla min k~ali’iha \ the wife’s deferred portion of dower 
which has become due.
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Mahjur : a legally declared incompetent person who is placed 
under guardianship.
Majb ub : a man who has his penis cut off.
Makhzan: name of the Moroccan government as it existed prior to 
the twentieth century.
M alh? and M alf : a state of being able to repay a debt or Mfil 
financial oblegations e.g., nafaqa.
Malua nadd : cash, hard money.
Maq athi: root crops, e.g., carrots, turnip etc.
Masis : an indirect expression meaning sexual intercourse.
Maskh u t: a person not meeting the legal requirements of 
righteousness.
Matmar : underground granary.
Midyan : a debtor.
M inahli \1-sawni: a person with high moral standing.
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M ucannasa : spinster, i.e., a woman who remains single after the 
conventional age for marriage.
M udd: a dry measure equalling approximately two-thirds of a kilo­
gram. (al-KhuclrawI, Q~amus, 386).
Mugh arasa : “a form of contract for planting an orchard” (Ruxton, 
M alik flow, 401).
Muhmala; a virgin or female minor free from all authority, that is 
without father or legal guardian, (Ruxton, MalikHaw, 110).
Mujbir: a father who may impose marriage on his young daughter 
(Ruxton, M alikf law, 92).
Mukatiba : a female slave who has been granted a contract of 
freedom by her owner against instalment payments that she provides 
to the owner.
Muntahib al-surra : a thief who snatches or robs a cloth bundle 
containing valuables.
Muqaddam: an officially appointed legal guardian (Wehr, 
Dictionary, 750).
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Murashshada: a girl who is considered by her father or guardian as 
mature and capable of managing her financial affairs.
Murtajic : a husband who has brought his wife back to the marital 
bond after revoking his divorce within her prescribed waiting-period.
Mu ctarad : a man being unable to cohabit with his wife.
Muwalla calayhi, or calayh a : a person who is placed under 
guardianship because of his or her minor state.
N a fira : enmity, hostility.
Nakala: a contending party refusing to testify or to take an oath. 
Nakhkhas: slave or animal trader.
Nama’ \ financial growth.
Naqadah ~a naqdah a : a portion of the dower which is paid to one’s 
wife before consummation.
N ashiz: disobedient wife.
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NasT’a : delay of payment 
Nikabughibtatin : an enviable marriage.
Qalb al-yamih : refusing to take a requested oath and referring it on 
to a contending party in the form of a challenge.
Qass ar: a person who works as a fuller or bleacher.
Qis a s: legal retaliation, a punishment which, is fixed by shanca 
law.
Raqlq al-h a ’i t : slaves who specifically work in their master’s 
orchard.
Rasm al-dayn: a deed, usually signed by witnesses, which contains 
the names of both creditor and debtor as well as details of the debt.
Rasm al-qirad : a contract which contains the agreement of q ta d  
between an agent and investor who has supplied the funds for 
investment.
Rasm al-sad~aq \ a dower deed.
Rasm al-zawjiyya : a marriage certificate.
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R ibac: plural of m bc, dwelling-house.
Rih an : plural of rahn, an object held to secure a loan, as in the 
case of debt, (al-Zawi, Mukht~m\ 264).
R uqya : "Qur'anic recitation over a patient” (al-Khudrawi, Qamus 
, 164).
Sab at and saw ablt: canopy, often used along old houses or market 
streets in old cities, (al-Zawi, Mukht~ai\ 287).
Sadaq musamma: a dower which is stated in the marriage 
contract.
Sadaqu a proper dower "which is determined with regard
to the social position and the other qualities of the bride", (Schacht, 
Introduction, 167).
Sadd al-dharlca : "prohibition of evasive legal devices", (Qalcajl, 
Mujam^ 191).
Sam a c: when the term is attributed to a jurist, (e.g., sam a c ftsa, 
sam ac Ashhab, etc.) it refers to a series of notebooks, containing
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separate items on all sorts of issues in fiqh, succeeding one another 
with no predictable plan.
Saw an: columns in a building .
Shah ~adat al-sam ac: a witness testimony based on hearsay.
Shajja: a wound inflicted upon one’s head or face.
Sham’im : hatred.
Shawmtnh a : woman’s clothes and belongings at her marital home . 
Sikka : gold and silver coins, currency.
Siyaqa : a dower which is not in monetary form, e.g., animal or real 
estate.
Subra: a pile of harvested crop.
Sumyya: a slavegirl who has a sexual relationship with her master.
Tabkft : to silence one's opponent with the strength of evidence 
against them.
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Tafadul: a foixn of bartering - with particular reference to food, 
gold and silver- whereby there is a disproportionate exchange of 
similar goods. This practice is not permitted according to Maliki law 
as it constitutes usury.
Tahjir : an interdiction imposed by the vendor upon the buyer so the 
latter can not sell or donate the object that he bought.
Tahwlz : enabling someone to take legal possession of an object.
Talaq al-sunna: a single divorce which is pronounced at one time 
out of the wife’s period of menstruation or confinement, and prior to 
any sexual intercourse between the parties during the wife’s purity 
(Ruxton, M aliki law, 127).
Tal~aq rajcf  : revocable divorce.
Tal~aq b a ’in ; irrevocable divorce.
Tal ~aq khulc : a divorce in which the wife redeems herself from the 
marriage for a consideration.
Tanahhiyan : to disengage oneself from an obligation.
Tasani : a sexual relationship between an owner and his slave-girl.
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Tazkiya: a person who in general obeys the moral and religious law 
is called cadl and bears the quality of °adala. Tazkiya is the 
procedure for substantiating the cad~ala of a witness, so that his 
evidence can be received by the judge, (Cf. EI2, s.v. cadl, 209).
Thainaru h a ’itin : an orchard fruit.
Thiq a f al-hajr : a state of being under the control of a legal 
guardian.
Unisa minhu \1-rushd: a legally declared incompetent person who 
has shown a certain degree of sensible conduct.
cUdhratuha: a girl’s virginity.
°Uq ud l~azima : irrevocable, or legally binding contract.
WadT°a: reduction either in a sale price or a dower.
Wajlba: “the lease period over which a lessor receives his 
instalments gradually”, (al-WanshaiisI, Id  ah, 134).
Wasiyya: will, bequest not exceeding one third of entire legacy (al- 
WansharisI, Id  ah, 134).
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W ika’: a cord used to tie an old fashioned purse or bag.
Yatagh abanu '1-n asu Ii m ithlihi: a trade in which minor deception 
is unavoidable and acceptable.
Yatas adaq a cal a 1-masTsi : a husband and wife agree that sexual 
intercourse had taken place before the divorce has occurred.
Yudrabu cal a yadayhi : to prevent a legally declared incompetent 
person from managing their own financial affairs, (Cf. Ibn Farhim, 
Tabsira, i, 31).
Zahwu: the period in which orchard fruits begin to mature.
Zunam al-qadh’ \ a day book of the court.
Z i’r  : a foster mother who is paid to suckle and look after a child by 
his parents.
Zuc~aq: naturally undrinkable water from a well.
Z u yu f: forged money.
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I4U (J^Vf JjoLJf i J a ^ I  £^3  i 4 j£A JM  v^ftJf J U  £® A33-I0JI o l  ‘©3*C ^
j^ JLcf :oUa^* 4) tljj^  4jj!5 03^0 o^ oJl*M i&Jm  3? ipj x  *^*33 0 3 ^  0* 03^2. 0^
^  Ojf3if v**^ ^  c^jr*< u&b>* J*c ^  4;^  ^^Jsw j l  ^^1*9 < ^ ^ 3
.of^JwcJb 0*asdf pjffo £o l5” 0J3 Jjb  £<A» 0 0  If" o f tl$*3 3&b *^03^3
403)! jl?LJ 1 tyJLb 1®J3 C^ ji^ U JU 3 ibji^S' 03 iof 4J3 <^£f"LhuU 4JU 1^00 <jS^3  ^0 ®^
»iUlw3 i^ j ic J f  U-JLc 1*39 :^Ij3J! <0 ,Jl3 t ^ j i c J f  (^ jw>' ,j® kU*Jf £ 3 ^ 0  JM®Vf ^ o
?V tkibi ^  jls^ Ulf j*JJb ,Ja  <^ JliiAlf £® ^03^! 0L0
t£L> ^3 t^gOc viOi (*3^ j V i£$U ^ f  £lo**> ,3® tb L ^ I  |>uij ^  ^ f  J l 3 lOOs
JII3 .4 JLc 03^*^i £Jf_y*>Vf ^ 3^ <Ujic (^ 13^ 3**# fo& y Ik—Ul® ^Jls
<Uc ^M?f lS3j3 <4*Aw9 ,^1 f^ t i  15J 4^ m3 U 3jCa«9 ^  4 3^^? ^3*^ If^lSJf (^ jjf
3A3 i ^ a j j % y  Lm 3? «ft>**iw Luo killi o ^  ‘<*0 ^  14JJ fij <^ $33/! tJ* ‘ 1^3^^
*^ u Ij ^33 3*3 tbU?3Jl iJSjVf ^ f  ^ Isw Ik-UU (22 )^^  ^133 t^ * u lf ^  klJtf J $ 3
.(23) J j3i> |* W l^ i .^ jmaLp- J 3 3 3*3 ipA bV  L03 U £}*>}f3-oJf (jjf <Jj®3
4Jb  4) t5kXU J *)j) <bL?3 J 3 P-T J > y  1^ 3 ^  ^  d ^ y  J^TJ ls*^3^ Oj®
^jC ^ 3 ^ 3  Lgj 4J ^ ^ 3 ^ !  j^® U bJ^f C>3 «J ftjJ (4^3® ^  4*® i^JUJf
?V |®f i4±t0£j]
( illjtH\ 3j>£. .. . iijijil j  ) 1
Y Y A
0*2 ^  db® ;0 0 s ?V ,o1 cuUJd f^o jb  J g 9 to ji^ b w  ^  02^2  ^ 3*1 j®f Oi®
j* l£ J lf  3*  ©j*© ^ 3  i^ ULobwJ! 4*3 ^ 3  U*3 lS>jt£$ (4** ^JUbOf ^ 3 ?  <^5*01 ^  ©jb®j
-^  />. 1 r- • fwiscr*
j*f! 4j  0 2  ^ Jl® Iw Ji ?lgu£b- U ‘^ V f  O® 1^ (AC J 3 f jOUOJ 4) L5*2fl1 O^ ®
t£ jo l3  2L03 C O lf o ! k-^vp' 0 2  ^kr ,^s" ls?3 ‘^ 3^  O* 0 *£ tu£4JLoJf J*£ J l l
3*f1 I * ^  4J g^Uu) 0J3 ‘btyw?- O^beJf 4i i  4j 3ls r©yO: Itoj^-T ^ 3  tSj^c C^ J^ T ^  O ^^#**3 
tUo 4) CO lf uiLoVf COUs^f o l3 ‘'be? ^ 3  ‘Sybdf ^yb jJfjJI 4i l  4©yb ,3®
u3 k^u>3 (d^JUJI Juc l$U>3 ^ la J f  0 2  ^ IgJbcxS tjOUjJb ‘4*03! f ^
.(yj^a^J13*ff 4i  O^""40 *0 ^3^ lS® ^6^3  k—^ I f  0I3 •'■“'UL® 1—kgOf ,_Jl3 tfkA^ ’f^  Lo
:Obf3j oM j l i b i  ^  ( l5) o ib J f  :C0 ® VlgoX^ U < p J» ^ ^ 3  t^u\» J * -y  t ^ ^ f  Oi®
JU>3 4(4*® j3g&uJ1 3*3 (Ol^bcLi IgOl^ o JjJI K \J IgOt^ 4Pj3eJf w-^b* lo J
y  Oj b>?3 ioUtff fJu? SjZjJI o f  lOjSm 40> 0 ^ 3  ‘ts^b 0^*10 *tjl® f^f uiib>- y  tJLij ^2^ 
bL?3Jf .oM ^df o ^  oUotAl U ,J*«<j ls^^3 ^33 O iO -ts ifj^ f  ^3 4^3! o ^  ‘■•Ob
.(16)^sU 02^3 *k—*'^ tif ^Luuj ,3® 
?y l*f 4,3*01 •3&j£hi lgjj*£j of 4*^73!f ^ 9 jl?UJU J3*w ‘j,3*0f ^*02 *L*3 j c^ijZ&S of i^g^jf O^ ®
C*>lf o! -f^ j^ lOf o^ f L^u**j o* (^ *Of ^ gd fixlsv 03P&OI i a® kXOj 02  ^ **w03
of *b 0jS3 lc3bu COlf 0 I3 ‘0^^ J*® -ky*? of 33^  ^ l® ^ 1^3 ^ *®yf
.(17)o u b J  ^  J *3 0 1®
^ I f  o*  02^ 2 :3^^ 1^3 < l«jf 4^ 3j  C*£^l9 4OU3 4bL?3J J^>j k^»3 f Ol®
Ot® ?<b«?3Jf JOO ^3 ^OttkOf JmO 3? kLugio J^ f3  Job V 3? 4^^013 ^03^! JCO ^f* 4(18)lg3ftW> 
^J* 4(l9)s-*ifl»  j*c U * J o f  ol^j®  4) o*^ L S ^ i t j ^  i^AftuJb Uil
?lg®io- U 4 JO^Of ^Cu 4/ ^gbuu y  3? 4 4 -^ b J f  jjb^Of 4J
■ ( ( i j ^ 1 ^  cr* -b a - '
. ( ajitS- lAT (j j ) aJ ji <_j ^  iairf
Y V V
tj^JU Jf 3A ^ J j J 1 ^  U3 i^3»A«J! j j j  U j*c3A iUiu\i1
.3j j3JJ SlUJf o f  <u :J3*£ (jf
if Jb* 0 3 ^ t Of c5^“ ‘ €^*£“**3 j  <4***c O*^ S1ja! j^S <ULmi £0333
1 .3 ^ "  <^U) t I, - n V f  Q  J b j  ; . i  ■‘■‘^ 3 f  f&J i ^ * J £ f 1  L g & L ) $  t t^iS" O ^ A ? 3
^ 3  (4jw?3*cJ1 Sf^cJI OJU3 (|/ U D  OJ*Jf JlXT ‘UM&J <U9b ^  l51«J3
^ 3 3  t j^^JLojoJf Jj**J 4Juo (J9J03 t^3" ^ j j W > -  OJtf j ^ f  £ b  1$a9 ffeCscJf ^ 3 ^  «^J^f j*c ^J^Jf 
4^ a9 OJ.tM 1 j3tJt l g3 tp  JUJf ^jo t gSLJf o ta s^ f  l^ stff
.obL?3 ^  ^ 3 *  ^ 1  l>Jx  U uUJ^3 tAjjp ^f^JUuJf
uLo i^g*73-eJ! oL> ^  u lo  o b ” fW O^*? ^ 1 <ilL*®Jf Oob" fils
i^^uXjoJI j^ gS |^ wjbi3f o$f Jf® ^5*^f <f (j*S ^ f^ruAjcJf ^jo j 3g*.<Jf '.c/l? 1mA&T'
oJk>? L5*?3^Jf O34 Jju L> Je>3 ^  o b  I03 ("4^3!) ^w» c^L astJf ^  ^gU u^yoJf oU  U o f  
^ 3  siAJUJ (Jf^sf 3jL*Of ^ 3  t^ jOdwSJf 103J Ima J0-3 |^f 4^3^3! i^owflJf j®3^  ^ 3  Oj
ftjJ O*ojf £&* i^ L a x J f  ,jjo C**«Jf v -^aj 4asw ^ 1 ^ 3  ictUiAl U 3& LgU J 3 ^ f  :<Uc ObJ3j 
<ig5ttH£» ftjlc j l»  ‘.f^Uj fd 3? iA3 ^ 3 ^ 1  O3AJ ^ 3 ^ J 1  ftybu o? jd j  a J  £JUff3 t<U ^ 3 ^
.( i4) J 3VIS3  ^  fb* O b 
jf *^*^ 3^1 ^  0^ *13 (JT iwJIai iVU ^y3 iOl«3 <0^ 3? 0*^5 us^3  ^Oj®
^ f loJb^3»'f ^gJf jJUJf <^ 9*^3 ^g^plSJf jlsw iw^ls ?l^u5C>- tOiAlc JU Jf 0 3 ^
.^U?3 JU Jf UwJ JJ3 t^ 4JU 4JII AJLWf ^  b^Uwi; ^  ^(3 <^*jl£Jf ^ f  4JIJ (^JfkWf ^  IJ3LJ 
<~*2*£ 1$ •img ^  ( jc  0^5^^ tJ^3 tU^JU (jU«i> V tiT^ a f  JIS3 (oU»J» :o 3 ^ -U Jf ,^ f  JIS 9
. l^ g<^ 0 £jZJ ^3 j2j| '63^uw*fli o f  i,_ |^
laj 'y oi y izj (3
TY1
I^flJf 0(33 ijojw V3 iumCi 03 ij ‘.4*k Ogk t>s5> Igk P^ g* C*A*J <0*^ “^
uk®3 ^  J^a*- ^ gk Og*Ji '.^ 3^ ! Jl3 oj Aif ,jc J"3 ‘^ ****^ 5 ‘^ 3^»«Jf
«Oajj V O b b y i s  VI3 (4*9 U OflUlS cAgk 
H iw  J ib  “- ^ 3 j ? 3  tSfjAJf oOc O k k i b  t O U i tlHJLU o p k u f 0 ^ 3  f ^ g k  AX^J u s * ^  Oj® 
(tgJk' ^  ^ ik U f *b^ 33^ f O® ^1 * ^ j  O ^ 10 J 9  ?y jot iLfcOj o*> JU Jf £j**?!3 k jlsU  
O3S0 o® us® U*® ^ j3 ^  tlgJU- J ^  oj3 ‘A>k o l^ y b  'ifcOk ;Jj? JU Jf ©j®b 4.5 * 3  
<U^-j cJJU J l i  U T  tltoy j  i js r  4J- k  C - k  C ^ -^ y  f i f  o \ y Jf O ^  ^bbOk Z iyi ^ 3  <oOk J U J f  
. ( 1 0 ) i ib i  v^ T ^ i U lg*k  JU**i 0 * ‘^UuVf ^43>Jb J j w  V3 t^iif 
<o4J i 0J3 ©0J3J 0J3J oj® tO ^ s eO bJ 0J35 0J3 J 3 ^  ( 11)0 ^ 9  ^ gj^ eJf u s^ 3f Oj® 
2JjJf 0 3 ^  O®^ tJJ y f  ^ J y i  us*^ f®3®3*> LS«?3JoJf O3A om  o ^ ^ J f  ug***4® <©U-*> J ^ j J  oU ^ Jf
?Lg*i?3JoJf J3J 3I (OJ3JJ J a  oOJJi J 5^  us® 
Jl®3 (bb34C3 AiaJwcJI j^ gd 3 ^  J l s  ^jufljojf J w  (^c 4JL*Of o J a  ^ 9^ j_ J^j^ *Jf J &  *J® 
t^Jj^Jf J ld  n -sib^  j k  o®  4J ^ a yo J J  0 3 AXk o f  ^SL6 pJ£*j V ^ 3Jf CULT" f i j  U  < k M »
OjjoJIS <4£of Af <4j(Jk- 4*3J ^ j ^  t g^ f^ 0*4® 4^3^  ajte AjoOOf 1<a3 4jJ1 jLJjf (^AJf u35kyf3
<j k ’f U3 ioUpJf JoAsa 0JJJf3 iLg*A?3-cJ1 O3-0 J *9 ‘■£^33 <4c^f O0J3 3! jo*oU 3f U k  4 k Jf 
J J 3  (4?3jo ow O^^Jf j*Jf U3 i4J l>g«?3JoJf 03^ jJ^J1 oj® U3 ti«yf3
j*c : J J 3  : J l 3 .{l2)JU?yf ^0 oyJJf pyiS  V3 i4 iLg*?3kLf o^^klb 4^ 3Jf O i k 5 tU kJf ^  jkJJf
c^gj , ^ 3 ^  0 3 ^  ^3 ‘^Jj3 ^  J^Uff o l  ‘U ^ f  c^f o^^ 4^® ‘S b j^  lJ3^5*3 * f ^
lg*9 <->b>-f3 <o<53>-3 ^  ^1 xJ3 ^  ^  f J 3^®3 ‘0*b^^ t>° j> g«k J f ^ g k  j3*«Jf j»3i o *  ^ ! 
O^f A*k tf^ a JfjS |^ gk <U3jsuMk.1 ioJaJf tiUJ J i ^  £5j3iJ JifxXu>Vf of -LSj^f 
o^g-i U jla il :JUI® tbU?3 Jf o *  ^ f* ff  us® O?^ ^ 3 -aU  ^jLaJf o i ( 1 3 ) < n i j f  £,sbj
.  ^lAJtiP- ) 4jS i_J (>* Jairf
O® V oc y*Oj (^3 o f <©3,“a®l® O-J*^ us^ j jl* ^  O® us1^  us^^f O® *uJl® O'**®
*Oj*C
|Cl itiU i O® 0^® i <J* Jl® US^ Ak ukb»3 i^S^i US^ 1 u-***3w joUi oj®
uj^ «*X»mJI o 5^  ftJ O b ‘^ U k  us^^Jf usU fLSJf lyw lgtsil o f g;UcJf o»f O^ tsLjj^l (J**;UOs 
^^3? *^ S t^ gwg^ Jf o*k* t*bUj ^ 3  tu^w i^kf olc^f Lo Js*j  ^g*^ 3*ff j ^ f  oj® ‘l^jb
O® ^gkUIf 4i£oj Ojfy a \  wWxd oj® ‘cs*9^  jfj*j?f 4«M£j u-*«*»jeJf iXaSi pi Lo :O0 ® *0 4 *4^
Jla>3 <oUi o® O^®  ^J^  ®3f‘*^c  41^3* UJ3JHA0 0 ^ 3  ‘4**J 0 0  IT o j  ‘ JOb^f us® b l^® LoJ^  «o4Ji
.uUo^  ugk vibkb fOLO 3I ifcjk  JJ3 wOUJJ
oyiO jk O J li iu lc  3! tU gk uXp-f^  u U  o j 4*4^3 us® k ^ b  4 k  ^gk J ^ j  us^3f Oj® 
JT*3j : J4*j o f^ Jl® -0 *1® ?V (»f tpkwVb us®bJf dyk (J* ‘LoJbO^ f (8)3k go Ok*9 ipLajVIj
:00S t o k  V3 iOow ^  AbOck  J3jJwJf O^ *us®V  ^ ^3 ‘ 3^®^ ® fjkb  us®M  ^£® us*9^  
O ck ^ d  <^^*33^1 O3A a*j J3*^f o® U feo^f ^ix«f 044-93 us® us**®Jf fO& o® *Ob*o OUy 
iOjgJoJI £0 f^u\*L*>yf k y J jf Lwf3^3 tu-Ob f^3 iO^ -W fbJ ‘ Jt^ i LS^Jf Of ‘ J^*- O^  ^uJ3^  ^ 4®
.k k f  3?
(OLIi dJ Jft> iC kb jOc j k  o® us*93®^ JJ3J0 ow ^ 03)1 o ^  us^5^  Of u s^ y f ofjf oj® *C0 ®
O b' oj® ‘4^3  ^*a*j 3! 4^^3 0 1  5U> ug® 0 3 ^  O  ^u s^ y i <J3t® 04? O ^  Ob® * 0 0 5  §V f l
OJ30 Jk« 0 3 k  ob" O b ‘k U i w ^ 3 J  j* k  0 3 J  <A« Vf ^gkkJf 4Jb« Ml 4LS*^3jOf ok>- ug® A ^k
.j tk  jJb 4k »  o^  us^7^ ®  ‘u s* ^ 0^  
(gj f^Soa Jfc iAXTy  ^  0 ^ 3 3  (Olo us*^ ® ^ O® 1O3 ‘6^  kjJc; 4X03 oX T Oj®
O>o 4J ^ ? 3k J u»k»t (O3 i4k ^  Lgk  ^^^3k f  A gk |0  f ij  -iA^j 0^1 i^ l® *^ ~*11® 4^ k k  l gfeg 
yjf^J Of *^ fjf 0 3 ^  <^® i j  ■ j^ U c Jf  JapJf 4loku Uj fti5k J 1 -k auj ;4jJJ oUCff ^ 5^ <Ub 4J tAgk 
,0^ y ^ i Lo 0 0 5  ‘.usfj^Jf Jl® ‘(9)Sj3k*jo uOJLo ^  4i ^ b ^ b  (Oi&f ugk joJk ^ 3  <4ma5 
Stilgk 40k- Igif «kjC3 (4xTy ^ gl ouX^ 3i otJuo 4m?3 ok#" o® (dj4^3 ‘us^ *M^ °bj I® 3* *kULo
Y Y t
g^l Aoyb V3 US® <f3STJ  ^(°<AC kjO 4j)jL3 iOjkj t Jx*jf yo u3j^f (J*®3 £3^3^
•^ O ^  J3*  ^*°J4*
03^3  Of UJ3 t'klbu) 0 3 ^  Of f®| ‘Oj^ oJ! OjkA^ - 4; oJ^ - o j  Ail us^3f 3M us‘^ 3®'33 'ku?^  :C09
(0j k  y  idJayt y o  1O3W Of f®j Ml Ifojk oj® ‘f0& ©ybo31 tfuXib 4k yo y o  40340 OwXko
uSJJf b y k  3I <4k yi yo  C*®o ftj Ob *kM>- V3 j JIT&1 Ml Ugk OU oj® <U>g*® O j^W V 3I 
©JL*> 3? A*0yo y o  OI03 kaJb CO IT oj® -o lO i 31 t koJb 0 3 ^  Of Uf itgJL^  3J&J ^® ‘f®4? *-*4® 
COir o b  ‘kM ^ j k  o® lOuf CObu (LoJfcJow 0L03 tUgk o b  ‘kM^- j k  y o  U»f OtXoi 
Jo ^gic 3! <©Jk ujlOOf JM3 r^ 5JLUo COir oj® i©<Jko 3 f t^ftlko 0 3 ^  Of f®j *3kw Ml olOO 
y jf JUI to Jo l<g k  lgk>- yo  j j  y o  l#k k  o b  yb . AkU L5gl tOU y > -  °yf-
O^ Jl®3 Ofj®^ us^ f J3® ls® £r? j*3 ‘uJ^V ^ ‘J ^ a o 30! JII3 <^ Ib»U t>g& :(6)03*kj
jj yo k  jk-f ob ‘kM^ mj sails g^gi © jk  jo ^  igk^ yii tsjuM coir ob j
j k  y o  3! idJay y t  y o  0U 3 <© Jo y o  [Qsryki ^  o b  “-®M^ - jOw CUUao ©Jo ^gl lgk>- yo  
(Olbuj ^1013 Oftijf^ IcJbJoH ^0^3® ftr^kff O^b ‘*^OUJ Ac3A05teJf yi® tuUfc s>yua 
iUj^Of 4k  obj <k3AP&oJf ug® r<-OJU y c  CO to J 3 1 1^ *93 <(7)3o‘3JjoJf y o  o^Ty**1*® 0 ^3 ^ b  
J l l  .u- g^Of 4JH3 <.y>IyL»3f iy A  y y o  y^o CjU fij Jko Lgj? ^IU y^b ‘^ ^ 3  O^b
.y*o j k  ^93 y> j k  ^gi ou> o b  ooo o f  o u ^ ^ b  
ugkSj J& ijj-owi 3A3 403001! y ja  y c  ^gjf ^gk 4j J14&0 U : J 15 O^ Aki ^gk J ^ j  AgO oj®
JpcmmI iVac 03^1 Of O^ OjOf 3! tjJo: j k 3! (VwXc oV ! y fT {^3*0 <403^  Jou 4*jf o^lgk 
ug*x*)f yc ugfjyJf (JO -COi ?4J^ lgCo ugko; Ml J  Jc jk  3! <4koo 0^ Aj aJ JgO U 4j .^gwsJf 
u^ ***^  J'A® ^j ‘O^^l O* 4  ^J3gCeJJ z i Sui Md ty jycOT y o  4J ^3gkoJf ^gjf 3! yTj jO Oj 
0 3 ^ ^ 3 0  y j l ^fj tVoc y 50 fO o b  *0^1 uS'Aow ^Pckf3Jf ^gl y c  J£j3 t J^LOt ujVf
. N ^  iAJJs JaZvi ( 9yj A-i>... L»Oj^ Oji I*i*> )
.  ^ialja* oJlS' O^i ) aJjS Y^ t
.  ( ifJJL* J aJ_jS t-J (j* JaLd
Yvr
L gcl^3  LjLjjJI y  jJ A  £3-5
<4o Jo*J iyp- \ y L i i f  4*SJb J3® J T y c  ojUc y jf  Jl® ICO®
03JO0 y jf J 15 .joLJl l<g k  ,^ *>3 <4034 Jjw Jxk o f ykJ^f Aj y>fj U JT^gic lcj*£
j^ oJk  AJUI3 t|oMOf ^gOc pLOV! aJUI lo 03JO0JH ‘£ ^ * * 3 ^ b i  ‘£ 3 U®3 (©33 0^3 iA*Jf 
^gkj yOoyeJl |*1 4j 0^313 4(2)4x1*03 44^ )1 <~>lx5b O*^ f^ ® 3 A*lc <u)f ^gk? Jap&o UwWj
Sb^yhoJb i j > ,3 Jc Axil i£y&  AJL&f yo  Oy y o  ^^3^3 ‘AX**o?3 J 5i ^gl j^sj o f 3*3  Aiif 
<L*^bJb (A**nxo Igj y j <^ 3*00^ 013 ‘(Wjf JU  ^  pfy® aOj33 jmJ 4JI03 of us* 
^gl us*3 £^ U Oy fij OjlOf yO  J i l l  COOb 4^3)! 'k L iJ b  ugkaj 4*Jc y J o  4*7*2311
. Jk®f OjllVf
y ®3 iujyJf j**j yuo OIT1SJ y^aJf yo  j3 » 3  4 J ^ 3 i c AXjf ^ f  o y J f  Jk®f yo  ,_g*3 iCOS 
Uif kwp^b *j££5f 3iku> ftrgJU ugl feg*ky*^ Uif ' . j J i j  yof J l 9 1aOc ^ 34^3 tAk*Jf
^ 3  :C0 9  44k(if 3J k  ^gl y y k u J f  Outf3j3^eJ3 4'yjflJf 4*3 AJc y ^ i  J k -  ug® 4O34JI iAxj Aao 
.(3)4x511 f J k  ug® oLouJb i4*»vJb i4jJtc j3^^oJf 0^73 33^3  'b*9 Jl® 4^ iOi J*o AjjtXeJf 
ilgkxj y c  3I ilgJLf" ax**£>3 y c  Of us^?3®^ O^ -AojMJf j*c ©JlkJf ©ywJI yo  us*3 *kJ® 
y j t  yo  iM*S V3 4V35 y  i4k  4j £ 35^ } y  Ail® (4)fy d  Jj O3& O^  ‘ f^^  U AjL> g^® 1$a9 J»b  3! 
l g * C  O f  A f  ( _ w k 9  i l g k  4 J  ^ 3^ y  O f  AX*<4? 3  t g 9  k y * o f  o |  oZASiiS'3 i U y k i f c X x J f  ^ g ®  u j i k
f^ j^c ©bk Lo us^” ‘(^jus^^J^b y j  (v^Uff 3?f us*®f a?3 ‘s-kbAjoJf y o  ^ 3gnioff t Qc
.4*5 4*Jlbul® ©plfl*x*of ^fjf y o i  iOjTi J 3bu |*MTj AXj^f g^® usbj^f 
o V  k j k i l 9 .03-^k« y  3  ^?lgiA>! 1$ j  y> k« J ^ 9  i u f i j p ' f  0^ 3  l^ xo O J I T  y f  f A f c  i^ * 9  : C * J ®  
0  J J 3 :CJ9 i©^ ylail® -03^ k j  y5 iyw Jf y c  ^3^ y f  y o  4*LoT JTff y ^  £ 3^ ^  y® A*Lo
. Oj CJLli  ^yull A*® « • • J
Y Y Y
© 35U JoWI ^ gk ^ gSLwuJf ktjXrff *4JL*o ^gk SUjlkJ! ya« oty^ 'tS y  UOJ1
yo3 tSUUkl Jk: ug® Jkl© U& J 3AJ3 tOUiyk AkcJf IksOa jlTj tLgjfy^ b
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I© I jiff3 ‘ AI33J ( j y f  Abo j**aj ^ bP* 4 0**r**lf L<bb J 3 AAA 3 ^® 4 6 ja c  j a  OaaTaaII l<grltJ!>f 
y  j l®  4£ i U i  AmaI I03 4AaJ? J J A  3 ? ‘J ^ j f  J ®  ‘Aa® A c jli  U *9 4A0 L) ^ ^ b  AJ i^ b c J f
j c  ^ > -y i O l ^  O l 1^ ® ^ 3  iOaaTaaJI Aaa J * ^ i  O y ^ -O f  jaC J 3 ‘®^® 33® 0 ^ * i
rAl oU j>  jmaI® 4|^a50«aIIj lb ? y i c iM J cj 0 0 ^ 3  4 j g b j  j l  Ja®  039*311 £ a a > -  ^  AJ3 AJ u ? y f  
Li?!jS j a a a s ^ -  ^  j m a  j j  J o p sa  ^ ^ a la lf  J l®  ( l l ) J U a j  j j f  o I a T  ^ 3  4(10)jA g£^ 3lf  
.4iUi a^! U3 4 j?jVf <334^9* Jaa UgAjb : J^-j colgO
A*p -L ?  ^Au*i AJb 4ltoj3-f f Lg^f j a  A*Jb lg*a® OL»a  ^  ^ y b O f  J p >j  ^y^M jf j l®
Uj Jg iJ  :aI Jl®3 4 j b O f  ^yf iM^'lyalf o ll^  ( ji l i  4A*>*L3l IS>* * -^ 3 i aJI^aj 0 ^ 3  “^ U Jj
4LS*aOf o^ lgO Axab; J a y^bcJf A) lAg^) jl® *1 JkT^ iftXT^A«b® ^  i^ UIaj i^AIf j M9 ja 0>«eAyuj
?y fl
y5 4 L a Oa w A  o b f  1^1 A>J ^ g a b j  o^f yblf j^AflAw)! t ^ y X J f  Ia! * 1^ w a C  I^amA ( ^ ®  J uAIj  J j f  Jl® Itv*!®
Abb b\g£j Jf obf OPIaOamj! ja39* jO  V3 4OJ3»  y Ajf ^ £® U®M*P-f M® 4^b*Jf AAyAZT fi| ^ 3*? 
b^ 3J |0 fiAgW yA® UIT3 ifV^ b b^ Uyfey\a»-f 3! iObiAJ Abb fiAgbl jl® tf*xr*3 4IJISO OI> Ajf
Oa*c-a :oy^ p- (^5JJf J 3AJ3 4!JT3 4? jT jM® ^ yibbyjf yblf J 3SJ Ob l&p"3 4,5b 00I4OI
. Cj ly* liJLli .Ja ao  ^<blp 4j -Lgo L« ...  ^ JJj J
. ( 4] t!JJi (j*^U ) 4Iji ^  c c o  t i-j J&jLu
T i l
o f ! o® (BjfidSJ^ £ k 9  J  o g ^ 6*1 ,JU> :£*!§ ?y jef
O^ Off jjl9g ‘Aic lo (J«e*^  oJuw O^" Ojg J -9  l i t f i  ^ls" f i f  i4ol$d2i -kiLOg
V! ‘C^ UAj 4JjJ Adfi uUili^ Ojg o !  :<*A*?tg (u^fr&fg Of^g “-9jko
.(7)lk# lcgd-j l^A £>J> o f  
fty-^ UiJt o f f  ,J^  :Cd9 ?V jo! i&ilfwJf wdJb AJ ig^SaJ! <JO> lJ& ^JLc t^gJo
I g S j i  j^ J <j*)UJf o^ ‘^ t e g  *SjSl^ Ubljf V J t 9  Oga^Jf J  Uf :acU*j o® ^ j  J  
J l 9  ^ 3  l '-r^y i l S ^  Sj^l^Jf jJa? o® " ^ fg  ‘ffg'-V <■*#«£ ^S^fg tjJgkAxJf
OgA LS^ l w^ UJi  I^ Xa9 ttXffci IJy*)j O*  ^ * Aj jgCXJ 0  ^ *^ *A£ t,^giAdf O^* f^J tSjf
oV  ti^U^ AOjT log cOL^Jfg fObsfUjcJfg (ObuUcJt o® ®JdseJ! J  £ »  U*9 £J?b>c)f J b f
J k  yg £t5 j * >  J c  J w tff  J  tSg*-^  Salg^ !>49 S j b d f  J& f OgA J f  a*a2Jf
(Sl^Vf J J  iA*aSj V luo Adif Ug (U gJIg iJflJlg £^ljps31 J  y j  i^g*AJ Vg cSg^ A;
ct^JxedJ i^gJdfg J k  t<UT (iU^ o® ^ L J f  J  U-a9 j g ^ g  <4* ^
Jk ctfJ  fJUfc :J l9  fy £%^Lff J  ^ ^ ( 4^  J J  JuaSJf J  V i f  iygOc fgilT f i f  £t5 gadfg
J k  f^ JUJ! oaLg-i J j w j f  fdfc o ° g  *<J^ f^ *%fgy» J * ®  J ®  ^5-woJf £dft> J  clg^^
j j w  t^gjisjf j c  ^sjUJf 5 (^4 ^ j g ? j  y  *ijf u ^ g  0  ^4**f (Jg^ o *  -t^gw ^f j  <5®g j w f
.^9jjljid o f f  «^UUg (t^jgffif ol^w^ 4JUg <(8)lrtcL?g £I w iw  kA^ f (^ 4^^ i^lckkJf 
: ^ J u J !  (Jg«A9 £j^w J a 9  <wU jj**J :£4Jk Jga^s <! <44L9 J  ij>-y
J^ MMM^ Jf 0 ^ 9  J ^ 9  £0 >  0 ^ 9  JL c Aj kAg^ J U (JT :4Jk ,Jg«*9 £ti4JtAf J  w\g**j 0 ^ 9
^ujj j j  Jm j  o f f  tJ^9 rOJb ?y |&f t^ 4JUf <ulc J b  £L^ ctA«Jf &lc<df Lw b\gw*9 aj
4>-g J k  wUJ£ , J Is o j  AJLc ^^CtXcJl o j  .^AjkJf Off (^ Lax*j o * t^kJf , J  o ^*kj BjiXwJf
ojg  «A*lc 4j t^ gaj lo AjoJJb y  Aif  ^J  c3 i|f*^,f M9 £Ow\XJf o^- iAfcL*JLJ pfjjyfg £AA^kaJ *^j»^ *"ff
. ( q1 o^rl ) aJjS i^ f Jai^ j 
, \ Or^ ilJJi Ja-a^ ( Aj^Ul (j • * - Xifffllf 3^ )
, y^* iklJJi lrSa.Af ( yjl^ f  )
. \ ^  J- Ja5*»#  ^ ^ If* (J> )
u r
t f J t f b  t i l 9  < ( 5 ) ; u u * j f 3  3 * * a o  L * 9  45>j * £ * 9
o i l g J j  t  j * a o  J 3A  V 5? ^  U b  J o f  * . < * i j t  i o ! l ^ >  S ^ l ^ w J ( 3
l & £ o  ^ * 0 3 !  L g i f  V I  < 4 j  . s ^ w j o J !  4^ * 0 3 !  V  4 * J l * J l 3  4 j * a * J I  £ a  4 )  ( S - ^ w a ) !  p ^ w J I
. L L J i  ^ ^ 3 ^  ^  S ^ I ^ wj ^ j w i y i ^  i f l £ o V l  j a
(33*0 jliA A li ^UMjj tlijJf ,^9  £3&*> LbbXof IjaLJM ^*a*j 4^® Ul9
c jb r jtl  4 * i c  ^ J U s o  V  U u i  j * j I j a I  t f f y i 5 i j J f ^ V I  ^  ^ U f j ^ s J f j  J A U J I  t ' v i U i
I J o j  t c < * 9  J o (3 & £ l g « j  ( _ j o L * J f ^  J ^ U y y J I  o £ l g « i  4 ^  f & ^ l  i A ^  J3^T £ } a h « M  ^ ^ m a L ^ g } ! ^  
4 * 9  O j * o l  U * 9  j L * o M  S ^ l g - A  fVLJiy  L i e  j l f  L w i ^  iJ Ip JU  < U 9  ^ £ ^ J I
j a L I  U b J o l i j o L w i f  l « o  I g i j i  j * « j J I  < * a  p LSmf1 10^ 3!  i^xJI l s ^3  4 4 * i l * / f  3 * j J a J I
j£  v^ i^tif ^ bl^ j t glc 4j o^lwflll ifcyOw iAaL*> ^ jI*JI  ^^ 9 j **Jj>c j(?fjAf3 JJ iC
^ 9 j ) W 3  < < u k  ^ j m  J I  J 3& 3 t j S * J I  ‘ J * y f  J »  J i 1^ ^  1° ^  f$ h  U  w J U M  f £ 4 J L
S ^ I ^ m I I  i y t  4 * * j f  I 03 t  j * * * * J 1 39I X ?  ^03 t ^ ^ c J J I  £^*0  £ a  ^ 1 3  i p l T ^ I ^  ( , j ^ ( m J I  
i ^ ^ A i X o  t , J c  < P  V 3J !  ^  £ l & * J 1  © i l ^ i i l  ( J - a L s J I  t ^ d w J I  ^ j  4 * 9  J L * o  V  r L * 9  j l a H
. ^ g j i  j j f
IAlAoI IjoLJI g^JL; l$il9 JpsJI 1^*03! V3 ^ 5^ J I  * -^ 3 !  ^ ^ 1  ©£lg**M 4 ^ 3  <-Wll*J1 -LSjaJ!
: j j ®  tA * jc  40* 93!  ^ 0 3 !  I $ i l 9 . ‘ j * x a J I  p , ^ J !  ( J U p G Z - i f  ^  J 3< ^ J I  j * c  ^ 34« J f
U jJ*a 4) (jj*> 4if j* j!jaI3 JJfeL>o 3? j ja fc tS  SiLg^j I^aa ^ * ^ 1  iSjrT (J**^f3
jUf^A^I <^ Jj>C JALSi I4JL0 |^Jt*)l ^^9 V-9M2o I  l^“J>■ l i j  J j  J ^ t i  3! 4^^Jo
. ( 6) L5^ o V l  j a  ^ 3 !  t f ^ u A O  < A i c  j * a * J I  fc-^ 3 5  ‘ (3 ^ 3  4 J ^ k ) !
(fJ^3 tlJkSo 4^^^ O^Ago uiAJt ,^odb 24l (JU9 «4*lc ^34**!! 4*fli9 J^-^  lil®
4j^I^*i 4a5wJ jJa  tt^ OkXo bX^ w J9 jl$*3 <(JIsua 4*9 Ul9 *ii4JiAj 0«Ag*j Cs*f o j  * JAl*J! <U ,JIS9
, 'f <^* ibiAii .lg/L.*>  ^ ^ 3^** . • • lAfcX>-^ \ £L~*\ y
1  ^ j^A i^ JJi JaAvi ( U^-iJ\ - .  - jj^  r^*9 )
,  ^U^*9 ) aJJp O (y* Jai*yj
o b i
4joU3f ^ J^L; pIj^ Jj 1303^  Ua-J3 ^ Lof j^ TUU?* c-UJkTj ] i^ bw <0^ 1 ob**^  o*1 4*9 ^J^yt :Oi® 
^^ JLc (4>LSJ1 ^  ©p-Vf ^ 3  tUioJI ^  03*3 oi^SJ! 0 ^ 3  t(l)[ Jo*$£ ^CJc j3-*>j3f O3&3 
J m  U 4JLJ (LJjJf ^  Igj^TUls ijt>i«J3 4J£ 4 )f  4)1 o ^  jIjVI 4j O of La
JtHi (jaPeJU Oow&>3 ‘1 j i ? - l$4 (Jaa^  <4j Oja ojll> of f^ Lo^  <uic 4)f jJlojAJf
^yjVf CoulX>3 ‘fj^ l&i Jj^  n S j ^ l  ojlO>- 4j Oj*3 ((0 *^ -3) ^ ^ 0 3  4Jc 4)f 4)f <j3-*>j
4a1c  i^ a m Jf O ® ^  <4* ? j f  4A)f pfkA^dS f t ' u # ^ 5^ 3 )  •f&^**,3  4^1 ( j £ J U
jo^ j Lgj^ ^ 3  *LowV3f oaL^o oJ^d t(2)(jLJt 43 0 ^ > 3  b*i 4JL: (^ wJof ^ 03 t4Jo?df 4) 0 * > 3  f
... £ 3 0  ) IfuJL  ^4*k 4)1 l5-L=> 4)f J 3-0j J li o*5*' vt-o<As» ^  cS3j  »^U5J1
UjJj* Owtovift Lm1£  O*-^?3 LJj O & j Lo^  ^otA^Jf j ^ f  tjJ f
^TUXo* ] ^!bo 4J3J 03^X9 «u^yi tU*3Y OiAgc Leo U«A£m3 <l3*b ^
.(3)[3bV1 Ji-T(JJ...Uao3 ^)f
‘U.iVb 4SuW> I3J0JL; ,ja  jL -^1 ^ a  I34JL: Lao ^iA^w ^g3y 0A&3 : jO j ^Jld
<ulc O-0-3 (ftjJWY I4J ^8; ^31 03^ 331 ^a 4^ -33 (JO 4^^  o° '^ U*^3 •Jl® (4 co l^liJf
;ji«w 4j i3jJu 431$ i^ 1jfl3b t>5A3 ipLif ^«jb iJjAj [4*3^3 tl^ Jf fij
£a JSxJf ^ 1*313 tUs3$ pUOY3 ti-x^ T^ JT ^  j*s^ 43^  J *0 *^j3j ^ ^  ^3^ !  
(43 ftjbw •bl® iojjf3^sJf jL ^ y f  L!4t£3f3 tjj<*AJL3f3 ‘(^3^3 ly ° ^ I3 ‘<^ a^ *3Y cs^3 t^Oojyf
,^ 3] 431^ ,53 (f>L 3^ 4JLc 4 )f 1^JL^ ^^0 3 ? j34?3 /O^LcJf ZaJLJI 0 3 j ^^3  
:l^ J b - ^  OAUSi3 o f  |4 *f : a o j ^ j !  JIH$ tf^ Xfc j J S  f its  :(4 )iiU i 4*^f LA3 ^ iboV f 
tfJjuoiA (UajLoj 0 3 ^  ^1 A&L£Jf J&jmj o *  LgXeowo ^L^ Lol$ ipfof <- fl^'3 <«J1^
I^jIjI L0I3 tlA^ old3 ! fO ^ ^'A c 33 ioLTUJLA <fiA*c3! <o^* 3  ^ O ^*
rt\
l&f i l ib i  j^Pw Jife iftjTb-yif 03,5 4X0 ‘O ^  L5® O^y^
0 0  3A 4^^3 ‘jbfcajf o^ 4*013 * y^r jjbswJf o^ tA?c ic-i® ?v
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( La i ) <-r’ <j
Ti.
Ubyjl iJa>- <(4)39 VI ^  <ucjj U i-9y±  {  ^O^ ® :<J^ &  <*—U*J &£&
.I3J3S dp M  Q ^  J ^ T  O ^ tb^lsuJ^ iSiAmllf &l£ ^  ir4XA l^Jtp- £J0 ffei» U
.(15)ojiaili
lAflC^ j^A oljiU^t (V *4l 5***Jt *Ujl*«J ©jL^  ^(ll&j i*J*Tj
,yfcfyf pfyf’f Ji»*V ©j3^ imPati ‘L5j*SloJf ^  4jj ©fj*S’”f ftjJ <>£•]£$] 4J
^  t ^ ! y j  © ^  V (j^ ^  ©lyT! l i j  :^ k ^ u )1 JUS :c*Ji> ? J ^ j  V 3  ^“*** ©Uslwj^
(5 j <«&&; ;4Jjl*»- ^ Jy > jf  0 ^ 3  i j^ t t  r^ *0 * 1^  {.SjZSZaJI j^jo ©fj*Tf
^ 9  JUS t(l6)4J3& <U^"L<7 4*9L*.t y  4jlAj ^ ?3 lS4^  4 J 1*^ ^  t^ yk* t ^ y i  <5*^ 3
j_j*)Ij V *. JUS t4j J j  ^^ JLc £*23 i_5JJ! ,^j jJf 4l ^  j j f  4*IL*91 J*9 JaJ 03^-i % *4*a*xJI
JUS .oj*c ©jL^- ^  153SI 4mo*J 4jjl*^ oV o jl^  3J 4iV I^^uLoJf J l l  .(17)w^UJj
gr^ jibJl V3 ‘J3^5i * 1 O^  ©I**® ‘i^^T <>i^ d o^ ‘O ^ly t LsM L I f c l y l  1i |  i^X&j
<^1yf 49j»t y  u 4y& pfy3f osc ^  <uy u* *£Ui <yb oybu «^jf o^
.(18)tiUJu g;«ifl<j V y& yf oi® «*UyJ! |=>US <— j^^ gjjjeJf ybu fbis
lAAa^ i ja\$ i^ypycJU O^kAflJl 44a>j 4cL^? fb®* fb^ 3 ^
J l l  *0*Jd ?lg&9 |^ 5C J^f 0 3 ^ i ^  4AxxaJl C<»^c^ t^ b iy f  4a#tiA ^ 3  (4a«£U {^9
0?3 V3 i4J p1iS^  V 4iV i^ ybtyj ijy+iJ ;4a^ xJ1 ^^9 JIS
t(2o)(4*9 Uj ty^y^) ls^  t^ oiAptu t©j«f tij (—0,53 4(19)4*9 iw t^ yf
V Lcjo3A3 i^3*iJ1 y«u ^19 (^ miIaJI jJtS t4*A*9 Ot^ ©3 ^y^yi 1^ f vmU^3
.(21)wAJwJf ^  4*9
■ (  j "  J * 5 -
 ^a*j« U>\^  _y tyfl .k £*>
, £ 4J  ^4$j3 CjJ Jg 5^*i
iC*J3  ?V t«iUi <0 Jfo tiiU i Axia^  i^AjJl 3i *»9 i j & j i  0* il^ y f Oi®
fXjlc <jlj i j& jA  «Xrf l#J l^ *ft*J O*!^ U *x 9 Q1 i\wadVf f^ *Jj ^  3£lUlf ^  j J i j  (Jj1 f j a i
^  j j j u  u^iXo ^jo j^gw^Ji 3A3  : j ib  ti^ si y]ji tUfej c*sir tAj 0 3 ^
Ua>j J^UaaJf 0 5 ^  ^^ 9 j^oUJl (IfcjiC  ^j^^ipf^Jt ^^ 9 w«4^f Jl®3
uiUJo ftjJbu V! ^  l**j 0 3 ^  y  ^ !  :^ 3j  ls® <5^  J ^3 J 3^  0 \s
jo ^glc j lT  t il  Uf  ^ ‘’J^Vt C i& y d \  xo  ^ j J t  to! 1^*3 **Jl® ‘J 3 ^
^ [ a  45j1 4a > j  JJ&0I3 (Jpdf w^U? 1^ jy J t  ^ic 03A ‘Xc-U; $A> Uot t^Ui ^  jLteVlB «J x e  
0? t|&iAfltoJf xot/t ^  3i^XcJf 3JLmqo ^1*^1 C y & y ^  Lsi*^^ 3* <(J3^ J3^ Ol
.(13)©^ isotB .4J 03A3AJJ Ja*® j&XswJt JbuB 
ASU lS^W b^ p (>^ pj*)1 l5® J^V f ^ 3 ^  Xo: ^ t fS y d l y  (jAtyt oj®
IB l^ou  ^i^l^U ©^ JJ 4*9 J* 5^  cS^l iSXxJf^  i^ JLcoi^ j cS^Lo 5^*^ 1 <J^9
oXfi i_slc IBaLw lit  :£yfc>yf ^  4JJT30 ^  <*^l Jt® *OJ5 fU^ AA ^  J3® ‘^6^
AmoLw^  t4o^ J 4j5*£? lSXc vJU^ saB (Awif 4iV tj^fctyt J 3 ® J 3 *^ ‘C& j^ *t? £**3
^ t^flJl (oMTjlaili aCo VU \jtir>" A)XT’ *A9 AiV J^jjaJI Aa£ -kH*o^  (AXaaoj
.(14)ojob AJULca tAj-S l^ ^ a S  JuJ« * ^ c
f^ S /Q jJ !  CjU 1>sa>' iC^ Twd tAT9f b*( :l^ ^^3 tgaicf ftjj (AjIjaI ^U« Oi®
:joj ^bw  j a  i<«5*Jl ftf-oj ^  f«-olfll1 (jj! J l9 :CJ® ?V ^  < ^ i  Igio Jaw Jfe tAsJl? 
ju  yji ^ *^ 3 iajjo>*3 Caa^ - o j^ -b  ^tijUjjj iry ^ ^siui j i r  cCa^j u <u)b
IkXfe Jl9 (^MO ACc CaaO^ iUb^jyS PtjmJf lit ^ bi3 t»J^® ‘W*aAi)1
UJJ ' f& ax i Jl®3 <1^ aJIc x «  cJJi JU? lit  1^3 V :^ JUft» J l9 AiV ^Uo*» ^  j»x5J W  
tlgbjco 1X0 l^ S^ - lX^ IJ j^l Igii iA*a O ib^ (^ 51 a**«^ l^5V ^^t l l^ o l  3©iXa ^  JIS
^  dili Jai- ( JjV' ... Jli ^  ) ' 
. >iJJi Jai»w ( _^Jj5' • • - IfrJpi )
\ r  a
^  ’£\>- t-UJi (^ 1 ^UjVI £^b c > o *  <0 &\f 4£jy JJ of3 i4j> o1jZJ>1
4j  Cj$m Uu C*&i pf U 4^3 oLst 0J3 J3*?SM ^  *3 ^ 3  ^ 3  v->U?f 1i 1 <Jp5^ t
oL?! lit ^yjSb* *ibi <y OJUJt^  li-UU J3®3^3 ‘'<jk3j*M wWlaJ! <*<01
l$*5b olT OJl® Ol • Jts 4iV J 3S 3A3 tCi? y 3? CJl® J 3*?Vf ^  ^ 3^3 ‘<5^  ^T3
tit ^ tb Lw1 ftX^3 ‘.JJij (Jll (VtwbVb^ iT I^Xfc o* j®«A<b <^®3 *'-**^® ‘^ aU?
J^ Jb* J J 3 ‘<*01 wUs 4J £U?3JL?3 4<*Ot J-o! ^  JaTj-b J f9^ O* cfcO*^  £®3
ijV tjl&ib uUJi jbd U^aLJ! SjaI^ a 03<i J ^ 2M J3^ sr’ ^  ***? ^ $3 ‘O*  ^lP?^
,(9)ro^ lswli .Jjliwb LhA jy^Jt jjc- (JS’3-^ 3 -Ob® t^3j*A 41^  *iUi 
?V |(>f (wUJi ^  (j^ bco JA (4j 4a*6? 3A Ua 0j*« O*^ O? ^ >gj’jAJl (JA £&>1jJ1 wJl? Ol® 
t_^s>-L? Li?jj VJ iibi 4J ^ j*wJ L^amj j^a y*i 4*ic '*-*£' ^ l—"U(a Jll I C*l®
j^ a V * J 3^ £34® 4a^ " t^ l 4iV i<us JlXij V twXfc IiA^ j ^1 Jll ‘ Jpbt
.(loj^ju ^a tiUi Jpe**j (jf tyrl 4Lu*s o^ l£* 0 I3 i^ 3*li 0^ 3*11-5^
Juij Oft JlliO*is ?y ft tiji (J* 0^ 1 ja*$ ^^3 ol®
* J ^  3  ^ J 5^ :4^" 45^ ^  ^^A f^ ^ j a J (  ^giwj .*iibU J ls  : ^ X O \  ^ y f  ^
4cb fit  0UJA3 0  ^LS® *b jb ^ - V 4if g^9 (J4W fuXfc :jySj (JU>
J s b  4cb t3]U>?3 j ^ t y i  ^ ^ 3  4Jb jj-i? 4*3 J j  (^*J1 j^(<a55 ^  4j ^ maa V i t  ijifts  &>■ JX m  
C^ 5 43I3-Wt <*wy O t^jt Ui: J 3A) 4iV i<Ub« <ufej 4j ^ ^^ 3 £1 4is 45^* ^a
£*Jf of '-^ 3* Or6 ^ 3*^^ us® ®^3 b»3 «bf^ jtT0 ! *^ bi i l^3**i3  ^1<J^^ l)3^ **&
{jxs  4Ajjb v it iUjjc ojjJt ob" 3! t4a»- ja  jsL 4cb tit oL« o&yJi ®ji^ of vfj3«t v
iOMiw ^JwJt ^  U (llJij^Utt Jls (,j0}® o* 03^i Ot V! 44i^ -t J*® ro 2j*J1
, ( 1 2 ) e f l a i l s  . w U J i  ^ g S  w *4< a ?  i ^ a J b ^  t L g * 3  o U J ^ t j  (a  ^ g l c  “b ^ y t
. \ ^  Jai*u  ^ i% . . .  *_jL^ s( iS| ^
, ^  liJJi .Ig.S.M ( o^ ,^ 1* •. • aIS" Li-Ui tiV)
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jjA j 34^aJ1 tj-lc <4amj V Loj (4jJ*j Iaj IaJ^ «A^ 1  [j-j 13I <4awJ V Lw 3I <<Xmj Iaj LJl
^^a (^ 13! J3flll 0 ^* tr4AA*j V Laj ,^»IaJ13 LoAkAi^ l i ^ l ( j l '. w^ 3  cJ^9
(a ^ a a j  34I I^LaaJI <jJLj ^1^ jIjaaS^  (_5 jaSC«J1 jLj (jl Jm U^dMA f^ (jl^ ^ 13 i4amj Uj ^^1
. ( Y^" ^
0> ^  kiili ( l-r'a_J ■ 1 * j^Jl jt )
. Y ^  ^  >iJJi -k S..» ( V lA ... )
\  ‘U
J l l  i&jjvo 3 f J&  <<bltAJf ^gS la l^-lg  c^ILaoJ^ (p1j£ )  1 AtAfi (agJ£ lafljl ( j l l  .'O id
£Jgo U$aa J T  (J^  i^ bffcXlf J a * «  ^  ^SjaCoJI (jlT  ,jJ  tbtAjlflJ^ tlflJl»  IiXaj ^jjI 
(^xJl ^ jI jJ !  c»X& '.{£ySU Jl JU il jUJb^-l ^  ^ ja C c J! , j l  U!^ 44*p-Lp 
3! tU3Aiw p\j?^Jt>  OjjaT"! Lw|3 ilg lju  l& y i  y  o j  J I I 3  tl$AA« I^aJjaTI g^SM 
<t1^aaw ^ U ]  0 ^ 9(5 (^^1 si4JLf V] ki4J U .l$?j J^®3 t'U3MM> p ly" u S y ^  ^ jaC o J! 
C^jI£" jjJ  Uf3 t^jfwUf O jU  ( j |  4aaaj ^  (Zc^SiXvJI 3j 1jJ f  jJaaxaJI (_g£»il *_5aXJ1 J3®  J3 ii) ll
4aaAJ JiAflJ V i J  tU A^JP ,Jaa*aJI ^gCtM (JA (JaAuJ g^A*A Ml (U>*a£ l$J^A V3 hJaAJ ^  4a jII  <btcX}f
.(1 0 )o U aa« Jf J&S1 .Iaa*> JlptM  f Jjb  ^^9 
3J3 : j lS j  j j j f  J l l  dptMjU?3 t J w d t  J a I  (jlT j ifi1j 531 a o c  ^gl U^IMeM ^ S "  t j l l
uIM a^I ^gl J f ^ y t  <ja ^ApcrfJl3 jyo j3fi£<J1 j^ gJLc ij^V1 4j  ^gjf Iaa 4m£U UjssiAp-I
^gl U ^IM a^I j I T o j 3  ‘Le^ *® 4*5^1 j^gCAo J 3 5  J3«J1 "w*&3 ( j^ 3  <J^3 j j^ .L a a J I
<4aaaj ^ a  (.5jaSCcJf J 3 I  J3«JII ijj-b  <Ua ^3P*yt ^gl Iftfelc  to JjjLzJI <ja !jL> J f  Jm  <©,5tAc 
J3aJ1 t° i5j&oJf J H  to 4a«jT3 i^jA^joJf * J l l  Ia 4aaM 1JJ3 ( J^® *^*^ 1 O l t‘A®*d ^  3^ (fcX^
jjA U^aIc UJ <p!yDl j w b  ^ 3  i JaaJI *fjT  4aJLc 0 ^ 3  p^I® U 4a£j y  j l 5" ^ 3  <tiwf 4)3! 
J 3 I  J 3*J1 O^" ‘ tJ ^ 3  ^fli^- ( jl Uf3 <Uaas^ M5j  q 1 ‘^ 3 ^ y t  cs®
J j J  ^JbiXo Lgtc (l^M» y  3! tl^AA» yJJU" <4a£j y  (JI3 (4aaAJ j^ A tU^Lo osilp tjl
I a^I ^wau ZJfjeJaoJI (jf Jujj f  t^tcv 4l5*-fjJ 1 ^ juJ  .‘^ J u J !  ^gl cjac JH 3 (|^IaJ1
.(1 1)3Jja«J( iaIMpu t^ltwAJf ^glf 4xLj ( j l  n4AjJb ^3  tUJba  f i j  tto^Lj p1jS J 1
{4JUp- J a I  oaJUl j^jaSCoJJ to3Jbw Iaaja I^aIc J a p ^ J  (Jjo J p * j  Ol®
^jMj 1^ a9 lAdij , J j |  J ^ t ^  !(JaI® ?V j®1 (U^»U«d (^ g® ^ajAU J f e  IjAwJI ‘■X^  3I
. Cj ^  viJJi kfl.w ( L i j t  )
. Y ^  jjj* i_t-U i Jagjtf ( IgM^j )
. (  J l s  L* A*-i\ i)J )  Jj S c ;  ^
. (  Jl5 L* 01j  ) aJjS ^  JiL*<
. ( (J^  k» j J ^ ^ Y ^ t s J t y  -k-a*^
. ( <l*jL Vj  ) <dji Y^- ^  iiLui
\<pfj£jf y ^  03^  of y\ <Ji® <<o>^f ^  <h^  ^  'J^
(j! {J?jl w-«(fr*>f <_A&iXo t^ ic LI3 i^ oliUf ti3a> o^j^ juidS j g^e*9
*(7)^ jJ1 <y~^  6*  ^o* ^  «i& ^ 3<l^  <sy>^ u^I41 ot* o* J&**t
J&j ^  O] J 3^ f ‘A^ l^ ^  V (JijW! j^ia» g^S <U*xeJf ^ *fiAJ1 C>3*9 iCiS
j^ ** pfj^ Of ‘•Gi# Oj3 <^aa*A 3! <4*3*010 <ioUiJ! ColJ" <ffeoUUf <A*C jGf f^j^ Jf
(J^j t S 0 ®^ fvrflSJt 4*013 t'^ **3uJ1 j^ 9t—*$ol C^: jt>3 <^*3*-ia*M ^  UAiA*c 
3Jj Juq g^Jj ,J*?3 Of *■**? i^s® Colei Igj jSLj^  i^ LjoJj J* (^ JJ (^ 15 o* j^T
pIjJ* i^ Ujo Cojlfl <A3 tl^ M*# <GliAlf c>ibto oU* j5*i 1{jG!j£qJJ <oJ(J
JJ3 <1$m» 3j1jJJ oJkA. O&ijfl Uif *A?fjJf wt9>L? L^maJU i^^io of ^ XxS <U3*ow> 
2UCJf 4Jbi t^ bfjJf O3AJ L&i j^ CjSI jJ pfj£ff O  ^*£<Ae <<^ 03  ^ Co pfj£ff ttg*raif
.^ UJo
C-C03 ^ *0 pfj£J1 t fliifti11AS3 *^f*xn cuAfc <^»U.o C**j*S"*f i^ 5j>*Ca)1 oj® y^  
U3 <UC£ (iUc Ajf ^  :5j1laI! o j ,Jld3 <4*c^ jfuJ1 Ojodi U jO« p1j£M o» a^jli <lg*3** 
Leif3 ilgot) 4*!^  i3jT*l 1>^*V <4) ^ J^uo Coj££"l cS f^ tl*^ " 1^ *1^1^
^^3 t^ jSSCeJI j 3«Jli tl^jls ?^f*s &JA3 <l51c U3MW pfjr «i^jr1
^  jjgjXCoJI J 33 (J3^ f O^"^! **^ j o^ f (J  ^*C*Ji 4*c Ojo»3 U Jjf i^ »-La
e^Xt LcA® jlo (G34C10 pfjS”" t^ gjjtf*! r4if (^ gjlCeJI Cole fit 3jfjJl o^ *i^ 3^  ^
tJ3*ff 03^ 1 Of wo^ 3i *^LokXJ1 o^ fjJ <oUi ©jXo ^jS^J1^ t4*«i ,^ 11^3^  ^ j^CoJf
1^ 3 ‘(8)C^f o* LS^  0*^f3 *^4*^0 f*k»3 LS^ 7 L5^ f J3^
0*^ 3 <1*3*010 pfjT"sitojfi Loif I^ jCeJf Jtl ZjlJjf <CXJtA> UJ 4JV i j^lCeJf ^3! ^ 3^ Jf
<Ubfj*T"f 03^  Of **^3^ 3 4jofj/J ^  <(.5j*CcJI LciAo i j^^ eJf jL? <t^jld n£j&l
.(9)OUjCcJ! jlaif .4Cw 0^ j^ jXCeJf J 33 J ^ f  03^. Of 4^ 3®
, ( AC*i\  ^) a!y \ ^  ^  Ja*-^
. \ ^  dJJi -h tf ^
Oa?“ Jl*^ l&® f^ 3  03^ J  l$^ >3 ^ ®^ -°3 *^-®£ l&® f&S-f l^sl^ jeliiVf^  ] 4)3! Lg*9 ,J-<?yf
^ 3 ^  Jb^ o j oj y j 4*xf(j JJ ox* ^ la jf j*po*3 o^ j^ o  o*?*3 o ^ iy
^ 0  p f j d 3  : o ^ j  ^ f  J 1®  ‘ W P * ^  —  ^ 3 ^ $  j * 3 ^ 3  J l V *3 j i ^ 3  ]  J * T 3  j ®  J ^3  [
jUAJI b>j*<£j o f  ‘4-G>- ^  jlo>- U fc J ^ y  0 3 ^  ^3 ffi>jJj t(2)4*>jMJf ^3A*}f
^  U3JLXA Vf £wa* y 5 ‘jjiJf 4*9 j 3 »  ^9  <03*003 ‘O*^ <*(30 <4**fl*3
*(3)/b3Jjw
^  O0A0 o b  o*  0 ^  O*® 3 f ‘^ 3^ u5J0-yJ3 fcr >3^?3 t S ^ f  Oi®
:0 **3® ^ y r S  <(5)'4*0 ^  o * ^  O* r^ 3  4**c  4^ f i^fo? t^Off ‘tXz ijsP lo £ jb «9 <(4)5uUi
<43Ua>[3 <j*wJ1 4cj*j 4i*o ^fjS-*^jJCoJG o ^  d 9 O^ ® <^ol9 pfj£Jf o f  b ft4 >f
<oL**j cS*^f £*?3-Of <^ Jb o f t^QooOf *fj^ff iSjSwcJLf 03^.3 V p1j 531 o f  d f*^3  
f§Jbc£ <1*0*13 *" O^" f i |  fiA3 i js -y f  (_g9 4*3f |t}J o j  4i*e pfjS3 <©1*93 <3 ^ 1  J ^ ^ f  <^s®
^  ( j 3o ?3J f  o ^ i  ^  J ^ ^ f  O ^ O !  ^ 3 t4 *® ( ^ * “* * Jf £ o ? 3 * J f  £ fjJj 4i f  4J *
035b oi Ua <a^ I :0*€5T 3 ^ 3 ^  pfj*3 • Jf® r^  ‘(6)Jjf*  ^*fj£J1 M® “bJf J ^ f
< JCJb 4*l9 <3b!,a <4-Uo ^ jT I 3^ 3 ** of 34® 03*0**^f f*^ ® ‘I***® 0 3 ^  Of LS*f*^ 3 ‘^3 * ^ * 0
,j*»LflJld < J^ *f ^ JJ U 3*ow Ply" i^ sj bo lw]3 <03^jl! ^  ^  ol f*^ 3 ‘£3^  f*! J ^  i^!s
UT5  <2bfo)f C 3-0J pfjCf ^ a ;  y3  <4oJJf ^ 9  CoUJJ ^JUIT 43V ipfj30f ^05** V| <rj 3 »  y  431 
3bfi 4*lww Of «5fjf3 ‘J -’jkGf ^  OoU ol® <4*f<A3f 0 3 ** 4*9 pfj^ff 5«*fl*9 Oi*^f 
j& J3  ob"o!3 ‘f*^ o* pIjT 4iy  jb^ tAab o^" Ol® (4obU Igo-U J^Uj <Lg**w
- ( (j ) 4 j5 (-j
• ( 4j^ 3l ) O* tj T 
( V ) JaU^lj ( jjii ) l3
\:l# j J l9  oj® < l$d ffbu ^ /b  3I <l&ic 3! <l$*ic w d ? tJ  4*jta _p-T Jaj-jJ <*9$ oj®
d i e  j*c o® o^jJbwJY Pl_s«if O ^” f^f d 3i  jb ^  <o*®d l**o 3J&. pLoVY ©ids ^ 0  4j  ^ ^ b  U 
0^*3 ‘uSj^Y d J ^  <4153 ^ )  jJ£31143 ^Jli o j  d 3d *3 <^^*5*131 jla it .4*3] ^SiXeJY 0 3 *^ ‘<5®Y<a3Y 
d 3 J a i ^  <tJG" ^  J a o  <(03*JI d * ; ! ^  dj£>-l*d :aJ Jli) o j  d J iiT ^  < d 3£ jb*- <103!** d J a  
4jIiA31 CGIT" l i t  dJJbT3 < d J i  jb ^  rjf3*J! o^Y Jl® *o**3£ o^Y Jl® Y d
<j$£3b J&U1 ^  d J U  d J i  j3 > 3  < d 3£ jb>- <Yd l^ o d -^  <(*>3*31 l^ o d -  ij^ S d  IoAlXp-I J 3 S J  
£®lUJb £ 9lieJI I d : JH 3  ijftbVf <L*pJb fbV l 4*«*AJY ^  yf tJl^ooJI o*f c>j3*u ^ 3  
^ jc U * ^ !  j_ g 9  tlijoic ^  pL*3I 4)3^ 4JL* \£ ^ y  ts**®^ I d  0*3 4^9jC ^jY ^J15 .(32)©j5b*Jt 
<|obf S j d J l T ' J j * 3Y o^IomuiY SuVe Coj® oj® ‘0*®3*“^ ‘O ^ 3*^ Ji*^f <-s®
O j  J l l  o j3 •ju *® ^13 ‘J l ^  ‘ J j^Y  45*93 <0 * ^ 1  ^ j  <lg*l? <45<A**dY CCC3 <bfc>3^ «3 
t J 3^ 3 <£®3 Oj® ‘i 5!^ (d ‘l**6i ol®^^Y o® ^  C*w U3 <4303 < lgd  3! <lg*l£ d a ^ l  *.4*Ydl 
,Jl9 oj® * fJ d 9 * \ f d 3£ iS y f l  43U3 ‘JoeJI p I jT I^ jJ 4*1^3 < ^ 1*13 4i S " < l $ J b  J * ^ 3  
■jy*i y  lout tbigd <1d 4 ^ 1 ^  d o  U d* lacl3  tjO^ dT d * if a  u O j  lo t-gld l • J ^ j 3 J ^ j
.(33)ojb-yi Igjs-tjd>3 4*3AeJl jiail
JC3I <43 Mmawjo cl^eljdl w\x> 4***> 3I <43 j*C lg*9 4m*»9 <©Jd l^ J j^ *l*ol Oj®
jojkc ^  434©»- y3 <pfyC3f <***> 4joji*9 ^ ^yf Bj^aJI Ul .‘0 4 9  ?lg*9 f&£^ 3f le <43 (Jx<**¥*e 
oL*sw 43 Ic>j*c (JI93 <4wjJb lit Jjj* <,jd j*l* <4****^ j 5^ l lg*9 4<ojJb 4o 1*31 OJ30J! <^ ®3 ‘4*d 
jlaif. JieJI pYjT3! <teS»w*3l o® jaS^ Y 4*1*9 L3lc ol^ Oj® ‘Yj*bl^ 4jj o ^  Yij ©j»-l*oY U
.(34)1^ >-Ij03  4*3J d I
<4jj3 © b j 9  < d 3 i  l \ * j  0 0 X^ 3 9  i^gjlitY (e 3 * 3 l  4 ^ 9  <1 0 3 ^  4«<*1.9 <0 * 0 3 4  4*i>*b (J 3 J  j£^ 1*m)Y oj®
<^LoJI d 3kX* ^ d c U  <^39 4*e Q \f  3! <£1*0*31 C 30  4?j«J d3^3  <£l*o*JI £<A^> oj^Y 4*jl5 |0
.4*ic o b d  y  o ®3 <4j*oul5JY o® 0 J&*a4 (O® ^  ^ 3
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fd  U ^-d jU ^  ojip JU>3 i J3VI oj^t ^ 1  JU 9 t'lAjAC lg*e
JLS9 iIajaC l#w ^ j j  V (j! 4*k 4? UJ A& t^UJf J5S £*£3^! Jot*  V3^3  
^  ijld (4jcJIc £a ^ j  U o^ ?-i aJ Q$& 01 ‘^ j^l fe^1j3
2L3UM 0^ ^V! (jf tojACj t^**»l«J1 ^ 1 i-9M3- M9 tUbj*c a«*c ^  \^yi 01 ^y^i.
iAoxJ! 1 j*iH3 -hjmi Vf tf&jyjliiJ! ^ 1  JwLc AmM j^ *C ^  jlpe£u*>V1 ^3 t^gd^U
Jw9 t£b 3! «jU1& U*9 v.flip' V jj! o b  0I3 ««—aI^ SsJT
J1V31 j^o jo!j? U b>b I0 d 9 .03^5^3 tt-*v^ >" ^ b  iQ ^A s^IaJI ^jj! ^3^ t«-xS*Jf
kU9 t^Jow U ^^dyi (jJCwaJ^  (I4) jJj&JIT 1*0 V3L J&SJ! j**tfW9 tf^ *^ 1 £J*C tj*» ‘O-ilij ‘f^ **Jl 
UgJJli i^Jjj £L*aJb AJ ftjSS ^3 <£U? Ait j^cj U3 :CJ§ tAloj 3! lixa tya  j tp  ^  f>y ^0 t4s>j9 3!
.^ UwiaJ! ^gciyi ^  0^1 j J ^ I  <MC 
^^9 J ls  ^jts tot^scJb t,JUuJf j^lc £*yb (AJmm £ j j  iL a^ ^  jl*s£yd ^  QtS* v^ jtd
ur^ O^ U^l9b ^bwd!yo1 O ^ ^ b  ‘**?J 3 1 <<**^  ‘"’^  C iiX a ^  Ui j,Jl<LeJf
4aiL>f JI3 oLwcJb aJL: j^C^- <Aic 3^ *3 olcd 3! t^ a-cJ! ^  <jl9 L&9 jtAd Igj
tviUi a) ijb^ {^^cJjcJ! l J^^b 0I3 lCSji Oi® ‘O*^^ ‘ *^*^ 1
^39 (^ JLc ^JLoJ! oJa j b ^  *Oi§ t©!^^ C-Jiw ^  0I3 0 ^ 3  i^^cAd! t^Jbe*9
(AdMai wJUi OJua>- Ui £(630! JuA^ -f r jls  ^ t9 IOi5 S j$ 3*l V ‘©j*c JI93 4(30)5i3tUJ! ^  i^ >UU 
15 j» 3  ij3^tJ <w^^ J3SJ j !  VI (A03J ^  L> £ j j  j3^« V if :J l9 ^  i j »  ^
.(31)^ ^^  ^2b bj ^  «2L**«J! ^  ^**3 ‘ J*2!6^  cSj*®*
(AJULq ^ 9^ aJLcju j^j! js^UwAJLb (to^uQ AXwy^ift OoLj^  L fJjVT 5j3-«a/f ^^-9 i»Wt^  Lo j^l9 .A^ uaJ
tr^ JJI 2UjJ i ^ a i  aJLc :(j3i5>t**j Jl93 ^ j! ^  [m£tP& ^ ib j cs® **** us®? b  i_b« ^  3!
.Liu? f>^ UJ! <^f 4JI93 <oiix?w> £ j jH  c fo  ' - y ^  0^1 ls* ^  jJ*® AsIc tj*03
, c \  ^  (jJJ i Jb_A»j  ^ j  O j^ i  ^  )
• ( j  j £ ^  ) ^ j 5 ^  T
• ( aJu*j ) tj 
 ^ ^Lv2>- 4J1P  lj ^ j  )  JaX^j
\ s\\
jojL y !^ L<?yi ^ 9 I^ aJaJU ^3 <h_)l*£J! l^ oJiJls t^ wlaJ! ^ jjf l5^
.OUjoJ^  tSLdsM 4^ 3) 4**ai 4&Jit (jAStS t^ JL?Vt y  u&l 
OJU93 JaaC^  tj^ ssS/f yd iAac 3! <jb^AA**»VI (Aac ^0 -JsiO Idj ^ >1 4-w-o
tJsiiS £U?jjf I4JL2 U0J5 tOUd IgA^  V ^ 5wl_^ II L^a9 I Oil ?y jof iuiWi ^ 3^  iJ* tu-^^
.yiall |OjJb UbJjy |C>V1 4a1&£ UJLT A*c 0 ^ 3  
I'jSj {<J q£ ijdJi i-9jc ?05^  <5-^ 3^ yd JaAw fdj
.igMj y j  ^u?y v  c tj^ s o l d  10 5 &  o f  ^1 ‘{ j t y t y  iA*c  £ U ?y i t t y y  
jt^ syjt ?y (6? t^ d  ly Ja ‘jp-T\mS>^ ^uy  >^iy y&Jf Odiy of *j"^
.^ 3*5>c<*J ^ jcJI3 t^ wjlaJI
o? O ^y^ 1 O^® Oi O^® (Jt® :CJt£ y  O^ "Oi®
(3lU Ojfd y j  Lfcdy.3 toLeJI o J^3  <£jL*aJ1 Lg) w^ ila^ tUJ£ 4) y  MaJI
< ftXT LgJot (1^  ^ yo 01X0J olXwJf Oiyi y  1^ 13^ 13^3 4oMpJI |6bf y  LgJbwa * liAi"
^gdjil I^ yi9 jmHSkS t4J3*i*f”^ (4aOOa^3 ilfcXf* 1O33 J^ 9 OUd 4J ^ S(-\J3 y^C < f^ Jf*£ fiAO
y*f! o j .oUd O^i 0? j^ 3  ‘4JLr <J® ly y£ <oUd 4Jb (s^3 lj3^
4x0js 13^3 4©icdi 3! (tfti s^juoJi ,t?uj o^® t^® ^  ^1 oi® ^ 3®
l$Jl3 4LgiC- ^ Jjo ^3 l^ ais*- (Jjtfi (jjAftAll 4a1c Ca*^ 3 tLg,hfl**j|3 t^ 9iA«J1 j^ gCdl Oli
LSc i y j i  o^y ^ 3^ 3 o® y^ ^ 3 4x03^3 tj^kWi
3^ y^O 4a1c l59^ 1 (^ 9j3i^ hXcJI i^ Jd£j a li^ JS .4J(AaJI 0UCJI3 i4*Awfl»6J1
. J 3VI ^djj U j^ -ts J«9 oi® tl€* yw y  Ol3 «^J6P us^Ji 05^
lS^  3! (I^ ad U^? U i_jab^  (.^ 9^ *^ i® *-^ ® ‘5d3k4*« i^tcj y  ^ ^1^1 (jl^ oi®
‘0*^3 J! cy*<4^*® jiy^*Ji yt**Ji k^ASj u ytc y y 3 *®jyia^ ji s Jwcjf
©kX& ^  ^ c^iyis t4j„uyi ^ciyi o^ >y3 u*^,3 ‘O^ y^ i v*^® y i  vi<**g*^i idt® (v-aIs3
jii ti&jAC igM y y  4Aaa«xii ^  03^  31 <kf y  u c?i ^ bfc«ji
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IjlSot 4i4Jd 03^  0! Oyot^  (Ojiy’tXcJ! 4i!Mi Oyc&& <4; odWI Cij> Luc AaJcuJ^  ;4L
3? toUd oy> y  o^® * j y  t>® ^ y *  y?b '~*^ k y  *yr
t O d l j l  o f  L^ISj 3 I i C ^ I  o !  LgAJLgBJ3 (j^guJf LgJU 4) 0 * j^ 3  ‘O LjV 1 JPSC3  <4^ 0*113 i4XJI 
,j>Vf (,_£****> U UI3 tj3^ 'fcXeJ! y>*Jt l^>y LSt^ ^ *^b •-*^’3 ‘»«-y® 0I3 Ca« ^  oi®
I i 4a&3  ^V 4)1 j34woJt  ?V |»1 ^JA (lAflxJf ,^ y) jL x ^ V I /d  -LOa) i^ jts
. ' 4 ^ 3 4
4J :Ois ?y jc>f * JIac oUd y  4/ Ja  <Iaa5w yw ^3 4^ 3j (4} ^ IT 0 I9 :<^ IS <b^ ux> 
^ 3  twNflxJ! y c  y  I3 0 ^  Oi® i6! “4^9 ^  0 ^  *®yy*> jiP cy> b 111^  O ^ L o f  ( j | tSjl^Vf
4xJLcj y U J f  j JLs ‘.O J 3  • V (*>l t|j*»***ijuJI <*Loj (J^ 3  i^wawaJI |°Ac 4a1c J^ja&j
^jl9 <M3 VJ3 4£a© jj*p Oj® f!  0^ O*? <^*^3 •1-}*a»*uJI
4(2 8 )^^*^/! y b :  O u ^  o l  3j3 <>4cJI ^ 3  4j^ u£*JUf 4J19 <SjL^yf O^um a;! o j^U aaoJI C a Ia ^  
i Jp -  y  OaS^aJ 3! tOjS ,JC 03^ ^ 3 i  ^  ^3® 9I <4*by>Jf £ J L  Oj 3
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